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Abstract 
In the past fifty years, tourism has been a fast growing industry in Hong Kong as 
well as in the world. The development of tourism leads to complex 
transformations in terms of cityscape as well as city identities. This study is 
about the representation of cityscape for tourism promotion in an economy of 
sign and space. After the sovereignty of Hong Kong is returned to the People's 
Republic of China, the profile of tourist arrival has changed significantly. It is 
also believed that, in an increasingly globalized world, images are becoming 
more important when cities, the basic unit of tourist destination, compete for 
tourism revenue. Signs and symbols representing cities as tourist destination are 
appropriated in various promotional materials. Among various cityscapes, 
landmarks are important in the process of global circulation of images of cities 
because they are places which are more spectacular and hence visually 
identifiable and marketable. In Hong Kong, one of the core and most significant 
landmarks presented in tourist promotion materials is the Victoria Harbour. This 
study focuses on the analysis of the changes of representations of the harbour for 
tourism promotion in relation to the textual and material changes of touristic 
landmarks in and around the Victoria Harbour. Analysis of tourism development 
reports, promotional materials, and analysis of symbolisms of touristic landmarks 
illustrates that the development of landmarks has shown a series of significant 
changes in the past ten years. 
Hong Kong has long been promoted as a place where 'the East meets the West' . 
The changes in touristic representations of landmarks involve more intensive 
breakdown and blending of images of Chineseness, images of westernization and 
modernization, images of internationality, as well as images of local 'authentic' 
ways of living. Theoretically, I believe that this change is part of the project of 
increasing significance of processes of reflexive production of place, where 
places are being more reflexively managed, produced, and reproduced. Rather 
than just a fragmentation of tourist experiences, I argue that a multiplication of 
touristic landmarks and experiences took place around the harbour. 
Three cases of multiplication are discussed in this study: multiplication of layers, 
multiplication of functions, and multiplication of centers. Multiplication of layers 
refers to two meanings. The past ten years witnessed a development of two layers 
of touristic landmarks on top of a highly modernized skyline along the Victoria 
Harbour - a layer of touristic consumption and a layer of historicity. The second 
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meaning of layer is that such development involves an interplay of contextual 
situations that articulates layers of political, social, and cultural meanings to 
these landmarks. Multiplication of functions refers to the development of 
physically and culturally emptied spaces in these landmarks. These places can be 
appropriated for more flexible production of events that satisfies multiple 
functions and exploit as much chances of drawing tourists to these places as 
possible. Multiplication of centers refers to the intensive reflexive positioning of 
the city in a more and more globalized context to claim for different central and 
significant roles in the world through development and transformation of 
touristic landmarks. The trends of multiplication of touristic landmarks are both 
physical and discursive, transforming not only physical space but also the 
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction 
This thesis is about the representation of cityscapes for tourism promotion in an 
economy of sign and space (Lash and Urry, 1994). In this chapter, I will briefly 
introduce my major concern in this thesis and relate the significance of the 
understanding of media representation of touristic landmarks to · the 
understanding of contemporary situation in Hong Kong through an illustration of 
the direction of my studies and the structure of this thesis. 
Increasing Significance of Tourism Industry 
From a broader sense, tourism implies travel of every single individual away 
from their place of routine living for a considerable short period of time. World 
Tourism Organization answers the question of why such movements are 
important in global economical development by quoting three sets of figures 1 • 
Firstly, from 1950 to 2005, the number of international tourism arrivals rose from 
25 million to 806 million, which implies an average increase of 6.5% each year. 
Secondly, receipts from tourism increased at an average rate of 11.2% annually 
during those 55 years, stronger than the growth of the world economy as a whole. 
And thirdly, in 1950 the top 15 tourists' destinations accounted for 88% of total 
tourist arrival; while in 2005, to number decreases to only 57%, which means 
tourists' destinations are becoming more diverse, and new destinations are. 
emergIng. 
1 See World Tourism Organization website, "Why Tourism?" 
<http://www.unwto.org/aboutwto/why/en/why.php?op=l> 
In addition, there is no evidence that such growth has shown signs of slowing 
down. According to latest statistics by the World Tourism Organization2, global 
tourism has recorded a three-year sustained increase from 2004 onwards. In 2006, 
there was a 5.4% increase in international arrivals, with 846 million people 
traveling around the world. Even if we narrow down the definition of tourism to 
travel for leisure purposes, the development of tourism cannot be overlooked. In 
2005, with travel for business purposes only accounting for 16% of the people 
going abroad, 51 %, or around 430 million people traveled for recreational 
purposes. 
Smith (2005) discussed how tourism is measured in economical terms as trade. 
In monetary terms, receipts from tourism are regarded as part of export earnings 
of a place. In his paper, he kicked off by quoting and citing a number of figures 
that try to illustrate the importance of tourism in the global economy back in 
2000. Though the application of the framework he mentioned is sometimes rather 
loose, jumping from receipts and expenditure, world export figures to GDP, it is 
not at all hard to see what he was up to: that tourist played a vital role in today's 
economy, especially in terms of earning foreign exchange. 
A simple continuation of such arguments in current situation is something like 
this. In year 2006, total international tourism receipts amounted to US$ 733 
billion, with an increase of US$ 57 billion (or 8.430/0) from the previous year. If 
transportation revenue is included, a total of US$ 883 billion is recorded. Total 
value of world exports in the same year amounted to US$ 14470 billion, hence 
2 See Tourism Highlights 2007 edition, overview of International Tourism. 
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tourism accounts for 6.1 % of total recorded worldwide export. 3 If we breakdown 
the export value into export of merchandised goods and commercial services, we 
can further understand the significance of tourism to contemporary economies. 
'Travel' (or tourism) has been classified as one of the major exports in the 
category of commercial services. Export of commercial services in 2006 
amounted to US$ 2710. If we compare this figure to the amount of tourism 
receipts, tourism constitute 32.6 percent, or almost one-third of the receipts of 
commercial services. With the idea that one out of every fifteen dollars spent in 
international trade, or one every three dollars spent in international commercial 
services was related to tourism and travel, no doubt tourism is very important 
among various international economical activities in the world. 
An Economy of Sign and Space 
In Economies of Signs and Space (1994), Lash and Urry discussed how places 
are transformed from centers of production to centers of consumption in a 
post-modem context. The book, according to the authors, is one that contains 
' both a sociology of flows and a sociology of reflexivity' when dealing with the 
transformation of post-modem spaces. 
The backbone of Lash and Urry's research is the increasing close relationship 
between spatial practices and the design-intensive production processes. Drawing 
upon Gidden's (1984, 1990) idea that post-modem space experiences a process 
of 'emptying out' , Lash and Urry argue that such development allows the 
3 See press release 472, World Trade Organization 2007. 
<http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres07_e/pr472_e.htm> 
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production of more abstract sign value as articulated to space, therefore making 
space a consumable product with higher value. Spaces, restructured as sites of 
consumption, are intensively branded as meaningful places. And in this process 
of place branding, both a structural and a reflexive element are involved - the 
structural part being the information and communication structures, and the 
reflexive part being aesthetic reflexivity employed by individuals in the process 
of production and consumption of signs embedded in space. 
If space is branded and consumed in post-modem societies, touristed space 
(Cartier and Lew, 2005) is likely to belong to the most intensively branded ones. 
Accordingly, it is reasonable to envision a scenario where cities compete to 
generate images, knowledge, and experiences, and distribute them massively 
through systems of information and communication to generate desires that 
seduce tourists to the place. Cityscape at the same time transforms, become 
iconic, represent-able and representative, and visually engaging; and may be 
emptied and flattened to facilitate production and flow of desirable discourses. 
The ever-increasing flow of signs and of people in turn sustained the 
continuously expanding tourism industry. 
In an era where economIes of sign and space is more and more prominent, 
communication research is clearly a field that can generate insights on tourism 
and the development of cityscape. 
Media Representation and City Identities 
4 
Media representation plays an important role in the process of construction of the 
promoted identities of the city as a center of consumption. Through media 
products that are distributed in the global context, it is a possibility as well as a 
need for local promotional agencies to construct images of the city that promises 
unique and pleasurable tourist experiences. City landmarks are clearly one of the 
most important objects in media representation for tourism promotion, as they 
are more spectacular and more likely to be identifiable as symbols of the city. 
Yet not all landmarks are constructed for touristic purposes in the very first place. 
Economical, political, and social concerns are also involved in the development 
of landmarks in a city. Some places are not even regarded as landmarks until 
social events that happened at the location place it at the focal point of media 
representation. And some landmarks may be forgotten and eventually died out 
under the continuing modernization project. The interaction between media 
representation, tourism, landmarks, economy, place brand, and promoted city 
identities is therefore a complex problematic that has to be understood in specific 
contexts. 
Living in Hong Kong for years, I began to be interested in the development of 
landmarks when I recognized one day how much the skyline of the Victoria 
Harbour has changed in the past ten to twenty years. Despite being already 
highly modernized in mid 80s, the water front of the harbour, which is the center 
of local economical activities, still continued to develop. One of the most 
recognizable changes is the construction of more and more landmarks. These 
landmarks have very diversified outlooks and functions, and many of them 
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contribute to tourist experiences by reshaping the spectacular Harbour skyline or 
by directly providing space for tourists dwelling. 
In the past ten years, after UK return the sovereignty of Hong Kong to the 
People's Republic of China, the number of tourists coming to Hong Kong from 
mainland China has experienced a sharp increase. When quota for traveling to 
Hong Kong is lifted in China in 2002, the change is even more radical. Records 
shows that the number of people allowed to come to Hong Kong from mainland 
. China in 1997 is 1142 a day4 and the actual number of tourists from China in 
1997 reaches 2.36 million. In 2002, the number has already sharply increased by 
almost 200% to 6.83 millionS and accounts for over 41.2% of 16.57 million, the 
total number of tourist arrivals. In 2007, however, the number of tourists from 
mainland China reaches 15.49 million, almost the number of total tourist arrival 
in 2002, and the total number of tourist arrival reaches 28.17 million. Tourists 
from mainland China now constitutes 55.0% of total tourist arrival6. So it's plain 
to see that both the tourist profile and the industry as a whole have experienced 
massive changes in the past 10 years. 
Though the increasing number of China tourists has been a major factor involve 
in Hong Kong tourism development, an increase in number of tourists from other 
places of origin cannot be undermined. Other events like the Asia financial crisis 
started in the end of 1997, SARS and the mass rally in 2003 also sees Hong 
Kong tourism challenged by and eventually overcoming a series of threats; at the 
4 See Hong Kong Legislative Council press release on 30/9/1998. 
http://www.info.gov.hkIgia/general/199809/30/0930%088.htm 
5 See HKSAR government yearbook 2002. 
6 See HKSAR government Hong Kong fact sheet about tourism 2007. 
http://www.gov.hkItc/about/abouthklfactsheets/ docs/tourism. pdf 
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same time, local social campaIgns against harbour reclamation and call for 
preservation of historical landmarks are stronger than ever. It is such a complex 
situation that makes the convergence of tourism, development of landmark, and 
branding Hong Kong highly dynamic, and a very interesting case to look into. 
In addition, the case of Hong Kong is a post-colonial one, and at the same time, it 
is not. The first incident in history that makes Hong Kong a notifying place in the 
world is arguably the Opium War. Following the concession of Hong Kong 
Island and the leasing of Kowloon Peninsular and the New Territories, Hong 
Kong has become populous, and joined in the process of modernization under the 
British rule. The first city in the territory is the city of Victoria, now Central 
district, in the name of the British Queen, thus making the harbour in front of it 
the Victoria Harbour. 
Hong Kong has become modernized and prosperous under the British rule. A 
range of British way of administration and city planning was introduced in the 
city. Nevertheless, the local population is still dominantly Chinese with most of 
them or their ancestors being immigrant from mainland China. Chinese way of 
living and traditional custom is always an important part of the lives of citizens, 
and the Chinese character in the city is clearly strong. The convergence of a 
British modem city and a more local Chinese culture and population constitutes 
the notion that Hong Kong has a mixed culture, a place where the east encounters 
the west, or a form of cultural hybridity. 
In 1984, Hong Kong is ruled to become part of the People 's Republic of China 
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again after 1 st, July, 1997 under the Sino-British Joint Declaration. Since then 
local society and culture has taken twist and turns in response to its 'fate' - the 
end of a colonial era without independence. From a place under British rule to a 
place under the 'original' yet changed ruler, not the Qing government but the 
People's Republic of China. Transborder relationship, though always playing an 
important role in the formation of Hong Kong society and culture due to close 
social and economical connections of the places, has taken another important 
change. 
To summanze the above, media representation of landmarks in the city for 
tourism promotion may not be solely based on an economical concern. The 
construction of multiple meanIngs of landmarks is possibly shaped by a 
convergence of city development, political, and cultural efforts. The interaction 
of these multiple factors and the relationship of such interaction with the 
represented image of the city is the focus of this thesis. 
Structure of the thesis 
I will draw a brief outline of the thesis. In the next chapter I will visit some of the 
major theoretical discussions related to this thesis, and formulate my research 
questions and methodologies. 
My analysis will begin in chapter three with a study that looks into the annual 
reports by the Hong Kong Tourist Board from the 50s (then Hong Kong Tourist 
Association) to now. This analysis is an effort to try to map out different stages of 
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development of tourism in Hong Kong and city branding strategies against the 
process of accumulation of touristic landmarks around the Victoria Harbour. I 
will illustrate that in recent years Hong Kong has been trying hard to position 
itself in a more and more globalized context by claiming a range of central 
positions as a tourist destination for different purposes of traveling. 
Chapter four will be dedicated to discuss the major themes and narratives 
changes in media representation of Hong Kong for tourist promotion. I will start 
. by comparing recent promotion videos and those produced 20 years ago. While 
both involve branding Hong Kong as a place 'in between east and west', there are 
certain differences between the strategies of representation in relation to the 
changing contexts. If the flexibility of images enables it to flow more efficiently 
in the system of information and communication for tourism promotion, it could 
be one of the important features that generate changes to increase the range of 
possible narrative strategies that multiplies the complexity of the promoted Hong 
Kong identities. 
From chapter five onwards, I will focus on the construction of meanings 
articulated to and the transformation of specific places, through which I aim at 
understanding the interaction of different layers of social context with the 
establishment of space as touristic landmarks. I will start by the landmark of the 
Peak under the conditions of post-colonial Hong Kong. Rather than washing 
away the strong colonial history of the place, colonial legacies has been actively 
romanticized and used for promotion and production of tourist experiences, and 
to re-narrate the Hong Kong's developmental story. Nostalgia is also a major 
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selling point that constitutes a number of Cultural walks. These walks are tourist 
attractions constructed to date back the development of Hong Kong. Through the 
application of cell phone as an individual guide to tourists, the history of Hong 
Kong is sold. As the harbour is the place where the first steps of colonization and 
modernization took place, the harbour is an important area to start from in this 
reflexive move against developmental modernization. Among all, reclamation is 
one of the important features related to the process of development of the 
harbour and surrounding landmarks. Many important areas around the harbour 
also come from reclaimed lands which forms multiple layers of developments 
marked by ages of touristic landmarks established along the cultural walks. 
On top of the development of multiple layers and multiple narratives of the 
harbour with the establishment of more and more touristic landmarks, the sixth 
chapter of this thesis will go into a more detailed study of the rise of a landmark 
by the harbour. The Golden Bauhinia Square is a touristic landmark with diverse 
meanings of political, economical, and cultural nature. Being a place that 
established to demonstrate political sovereignty of the People 's Republic of 
China on Hong Kong, the place was often used by local pressure groups for 
political struggle. Yet through strategies of dominating the place by political 
means and as well as by tourism, meanings of the place in both touristic and local 
media representation has shifted towards an icon that inclined to signify the unity 
of Hong Kong and its mother nation. This chapter will see how the transformed 
of the square from a place that draw little notice, as well as the changes in related 
media representation of the place, which is an important part of the construction 
of the square as touristic landmarks. 
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The Golden Bauhinia Square is also an example of a trend of development of 
touristic landmarks along the harbour prominent probably in the last ten years, 
namely, the development of empty space and multiple functions at these places. 
In fact, among the latest development of landmarks along the harbour, places 
have been transformed for organizing a wider range of different activities; The 
flexibility for organizing different activities in the empty space in these 
landmarks allows for a fast changing process of image production, to exploit as 
. much opportunity as possible to draw attention and people to the place through 
ever changing promotional campaigns that could be both international and local 
in orientation. 
To illustrate such development, I will discuss in chapter 7 how the shopping mall 
of Harbour City changed, particularly in the last ten years, and how such change 
structures tourist experiences. I will go into more details to analyze the spatial 
arrangements in specific landmarks, and to investigate the increase emptying out 
of spaces and hence the flexibility to organize multiple functions in the mall. It is 
however a problem to undermine the possibility of 'emptied' space to be 
appropriated and promoted as representing specific features about the localities 
of Hong Kong. Although filled with international icons and more or less clear for 
high-end commodities consumption, the imaginations as represented in the 
symbolism of the mall cannot be taken altogether away from the context of Hong 
Kong. Hence these latest development of tourism is a trial to transcend a 
dilemma between emptying, hence flattening and losing essence of space, and 
branding, hence formulating consumable identities, of space. 
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The eighth chapter is a round up of the analysis of image oriented tourist 
consumption pattern by looking into the case of the Star Ferry Victoria Harbour 
cruise ride and A Symphony of Lights. A Symphony of Lights is an outdoor 
multi-media lighting show performed by landmarks and skyscrapers on the two 
sides of the Victoria Harbour. It is one of the major attractions promoted by the 
Hong Kong Tourism Board. In addition to the show itself, a range of cruise 
accompany the show and frames the way the image of the show is understood. I 
will discuss how the multiple stories of Victoria Harbour are told in the cruise 
ride tailored for tourists coming from different places of origin to consume the 
lighting show and illustrate that the ways to frame the images are flexible and 
multiple. 
In the last chapter, I will round up the three concepts of multiplication: 
multiplication of centers, multiplication of layers, and multiplication of functions ; 
followed by a discussion of the practical and theoretical implication of this thesis, 
limitations of the studies, and suggestions of possibilities for further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 - Literature Review and Methodologies 
In this chapter I will illustrate through literature review the significance of media 
representation of landmarks in understanding branding efforts and tourism 
promotional materials in the social context of Hong Kong. 
The Image of the City 
Kevin Lynch (1960) illustrated in The Image of the City how people make sense 
of a city by its 'image'. Through various ways of inquiring city-dwellers, like 
interviews and mappings, Lynch come up with five elements that is important for 
creating mental maps of a city. Paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks are 
all features in a city that structures individual citizen's sense of place. Among 
them, landmarks are visually easily identifiable objects in the city. To what extent 
such objects are landmarks for a certain area also dependent on the scale for 
which they are used as references. A mountain could be a landmark for a city, a 
skyscraper for a district, and a neon light sign for a street. These landmarks help 
citizens find their way around, hence making the city more imageable and 
legible. 
This trend of studies is followed by a whole lot of scholars and city planners 
(Appleyard, 1970; Aragones & Arrendondo, 1985; Carr and Schissler, 1969; 
Downs, 1970; Franscescato and Mebane, 1983; Gullick, 1963; Harrison and 
Howard, 1972; De Jonge, 1962; Magana, 1978; Milgram and Jodelet, 1976; 
Nasar 1998; Zannaras, 1973 etc). The common orientation of these researches is 
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mainly on how to plan a manageable city, so that things are to a certain extent in 
order, or legible. As Nasar (1998) comments on Lynch: 
'Although Lynch (1960) recognized the importance of 
meaning and evaluation, his research emphasizes identity 
and structure. He felt that people have more consistent 
perceptions of identity and structure than of meaning. He 
also felt we cannot easily manipulate meaning through 
changes in urban form because "vast numbers of people of 
widely diverse backgrounds" hold many varied images in 
relation to the same physical form (pp. 8-9)' 
Lynch and a range of scholars hence established a way of understanding urban 
geographies that emphasizes on how landmarks are identified as part of the city 
structure, and as a way to navigate ones way through the city. This approach can 
be regarded as generally dealing with a cognitive mapping of a city, or a 
psychological aspect of understanding a city. 
The psychological approach then goes on to develop towards understanding the 
'meanings' of cityscape. Scholars like Nazar (1998) himself, continuing the aim 
of constructing a better city plan, dissects the concept of meanings and take part 
of 'it as their research interest. An example would be the chapter of The 
Evaluative Image of the Environment in The Evaluative Image of the City where 
he replaces the notion of 'identity, structure, and meaning' by Lynch by 'identity, 
structure, and likability'. It is the relationship between physical structure of 
places, and its relations with the emotional preferences of the dwellers, that his 
research is interested in. Other examples as such include Perceptual and 
Cognitive Image of the City by Yadav (1987), and particularly the chapter 
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Aesthetic Judgments and Objective Characteristics of Natural Landscapes by 
O'Brien-Marchand and Juhasz. Quantitative methodologies is used to survey 
people that experienced a choice of natural landscapes, and a data about the 
likability of the selected area is generated to shed light of the emotional linkage 
of people and features of physical space. 
Social Space is a Social Product 
. Instead of considering spatial consumption as only a psychological activity, 
Henri Lefebvre (1974) stresses on the social interaction in space and argues that 
it is a primary nature that people aware of space because of social interactions at 
specific locations. From a critical perspective, Lefebvre proposed a framework of 
understanding social space in a capitalist society as appropriated to embed 
'social relations of reproduction' and 'relations of production'. 
To position it in the wider conceptual framework of social practices, 
representations of space actually constitute part of the spatial practices, as a 
mode of production and possibly reproduction of method of production, through 
knowledge and orders impose on space. On the other hand, representational 
spaces are 'embodying' symbolisms, imaginations, signs and images which 
people 'lived' them at spaces. Hence it could be relatively routine and 
unconscious, and possibly carrying an aesthetical interpretative nature in such 
spatial practices. 
Henri Lefebvre did not mention specifically 'landmarks' in Product of Space, but 
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he did talk about something similar: monuments. Stressing on the 'social' 
elements of space, he points out that monuments is actually embodying a 
hegemonic moment of power relations at specific localities. He is very specific 
about monuments as those historical war-hero types of massive buildings or 
statues for 'fascist' purposes. Landmarks carry meanings inclined to reproduce 
the nationalistic values but at the same hiding such ideological features. 
The Post-modern Condition: Economies of Sign and Space 
The approach by Lefebvre, stressing the social involvement in the production of 
space may come across certain difficulties in understanding the current situation 
oftouristic landmarks in the post-modem condition. 
In understanding tourists and their relations with landscapes, Urry (1990) argues 
that the tourist gaze have to be understood not only through materialistic 
interactions between landscape and visitors, but also the complex references 
between places and interpretation of texts that produce meanings of place 
through representation. Places that are chosen to gaze upon construct dreams and 
fantasies, which are also circulated as mediated forms in TV, movies, and tourist 
guidebooks etc ... to sustain and reinforce pleasurable identities of place and 
attract visitors to come. The signs consumed in by tourists are often well planned 
and constructed by marketing professionals. Such mediated images of place links 
meanings in media representation of place and tourists experiences. Hence media 
representation of space is more than simply a reflection of social relationship 
within geographical landscape, but also a process of cultural production of 
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meanIngs of space where aesthetic as well as ideological and commercial 
discourses participated in. 
Hence in the post-modem condition, it is more than material space and 
economical and political relationships that matters, but also the symbolic forms 
articulated to and produced from representation of space that forms an increasing 
economy that relies of the consumption of sign-value of space. In Economies of 
Signs and Space, Lash and Urry (1994) argues that in postmodern societies, the 
accumulations of images and expressive symbols of place are economically 
important. With the increase in capital investment in business related to image 
production and design, the ability to manage the flow of information, of 
communications, of money and of capital investment in the information and 
communication structures becomes crucial. 
The shift from production and consumption of place in post-modem societies 
also forms the basis of more fluid meanings of place. Drawing on Giddens (1990) 
theories of the dependence on expert systems and reflexivity, Lash and Urry 
argues for the importance of the 'aesthetic expert system' which is significant in 
'reflexive' modernity. In post-modem consumption of space, the consumption of 
sign-value of space is different from the quantifiable objectivity of production 
processes in modernity, and requires an aesthetics consumption of images. Space 
in such processes are lifted from its 'original' meanings and re-injected by 
consumption by aesthetic hermeneutics. 
To round up, I will borrow from Lash and Urry (1994) a list of important features 
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in post-modem reflexive accumulation of the values of image. First, knowledge 
and information plays a central role of consumption. Secondly, aesthetics 
reflexivity IS involved In the consumption process by facilitating 
symbol-processing activities In addition to more cognitive based 
information-processing activities. Thirdly, this kind of reflexive accumulation is 
involves in consumption, on top of production. Finally, reflexive accumulation 
deals with non-material productions, designs, and services . 
. A more specific understanding of media representation of tourist destination in 
the post-modem era is the effort of place branding. Donald (2006) defined place 
brand as such: 
(The place brand' - or (city brand'... is a concerted attempt 
to pull attractive and distinctive features to a city into a 
manageable, imagined alignment. It is a constructed 
personality of place, which is designed to allow people to 
build and maintain an ongoing relationship to a particular 
urban location. ' 
Place brand could be beneficial in a wide range of ways, but here I am 
particularly interested in the relationship between place-branding in media 
representation of place and its relations with tourism. Scholars have placed effort 
in the discussion on the topic (Bell, 1995; Waitt, 1999; Morris, 2001). And Waitt 
(1999) drawing from Harvey (1989), Sorkin (1992) and Zukin (1991), 
conceptualize the city as tourist spectacle that "represent postmodernity itself, 
with image, illusion and fantasy given priority over substance, 'reality' and the 
'authentic'." His understand of the 2000 Olympic Games promotion is the 
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construction of a city's identity by aesthetically 'lifting them out of their contexts 
and editing them back together, depriving them of their initial meaning.' 
Place branding by media representation of place for tourism purposes is therefore 
also a possibility (and made possible by) of the production of the city spectacle, 
through processes of 'dis-embedding' and 're-embedding' (Giddens, 1990) of 
place identities. Rather than fixed by local spatial and social settings, city 
identities are more fluid and transformable. 
Victoria Harbour and Landmark 
I believe that landmark plays a crucial role in mediated forms circulated for 
tourism promotion. Landmarks are visual identifiable and hence more spectacular. 
The spectacle is particularly important in the postmodern city, as it symbolize 
consumption and leisure (Harvey, 1989). And with such features , Morris (2001) 
argues in the case of the Crown Complex, the grand casino in Melbourne, that 
the spectacle is also possibly linking up with 'powerful narratives of place' . 
Touristic landmarks are therefore often deployed to charm tourists from around 
the world, as an official icon representing features of a city, as a package that 
sells tourist experiences, as well as promises, myths, and day-dreams. 
Without doubt, in the case of Hong Kong, the Victoria Harbour is the most 
important icon of Hong Kong in tourist promotion materials as much now as 
always. Images of the harbour appears in almost every tourist brochure and 
guidebooks, mostly on the cover and the back-cover of them, on post cards, 
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promotional videos, backdrop of tourists counters, and advertisements that sells 
the city as a tourist attraction. 
But in the case of Victoria Harbour, many of the architectural landmarks by the 
waterfront may not be tailored for tourist promotions when it was established. In 
the process of modernization during the colonial era in Hong Kong, landmarks 
that constitute the spectacular skyline of the harbour are often skyscrapers and 
centers of financial services, and are often constructed for the purpose of 
producing a highly modernized image, signifying the expertise offered by these 
business corporations. In addition, as the harbour is a rather massive area instead 
of a single or a complex of buildings, even harder it would be for such a mixture 
of landmarks erected in different stages of city development and different area of 
a city to be directed at the same orientation for the tourist gaze. Hence these 
landmarks have to be intensively branded through promotional campaigns to 
perform the role of representative of the city, and to boost up the pleasurable 
touristic experiences the image of the harbour promises. 
If the post modem cityscape favours consumption, leisure, and entertainment 
over production, how do media represent the place so as to construct the 
spectacle for the tourist gaze? How do city branding efforts response to the 
transformation of the Harbour Cityscape? How do branding strategies interact 
with the local context of Hong Kong, which is changing rapidly in the 
post-colonial era? These are all questions that could help to shed light on the 




This thesis is a combination of a macro-perspective historical analysis and a 
more detailed spatial and textual analysis of how the representation of landmarks 
for tourism promotion transforms in relation to contextual changes · and 
development of cityscape in the past twenty years. Multiple methodologies are 
deployed to provide insights towards questions related to the construction of 
meanings of landmark spaces for touristic purposes. 
Official Publications and Textual Analysis 
Rome was not built in one day. In order to understand how different branding 
strategies are deployed in different era of tourism development in Hong Kong, it 
is not very appropriate, to take just twenty years of tourism development and 
related city transformation of this period out of the context of a longer historical 
thread. In addition, strategies of tourism promotion at a city-level are definitely 
policy-related, if not policy-oriented. So while consumption of place could be a 
highly complicated and differentiated process, the production of narratives of the 
city that structures the consumption process is rather purposive. Policy makers 
have their own perception of tourists' wants and needs, and tailored programs to 
brand the city and invite them in. 
So a backbone of the thesis is set on a research on the policy-driven annual report 
of Hong Kong Tourist Board (previously Hong Kong Tourist Association). Fifty 
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years of this document is covered to map out the official paths of tourism 
development and promotional strategies. I will have to stress that these annual 
reports cannot cover every single trend of tourism development in the history of 
Hong Kong, but based on three reasons that I believe that these annual reports 
are quite important. 
Firstly, in terms of political standpoints, Tourist Board is a rather special public 
organization. It is funded by the government but at the same time an organization 
working with a certain level of independence. It is like a public relations firm 
working solely for the government for the promotion of tourism inside and 
outside Hong Kong. This independence allows the board to speak in its own 
words through profession analysis and understanding of the situation, instead of 
solely representing government's perspectives. Secondly, in terms of policy 
making, tourism promotion is definitely closely in relations to the transformation 
of the cityscape, city development with tourism concerns is very much a 
government driven development of public space (government is a strong 
participants even to the development of theme parks like the Ocean Park and 
Hong Kong Disneyland, which are privately run). Tourist Board, being closely 
related to government, is able to provide policy suggestions, and response 
quickly to changes in of the cityscape. Hence the Tourism Board is generally 
quite sensitive to latest and possible future development in the city. Thirdly, the 
annual reports of Tourist Board carry a strong sense of professionalism. Before 
the 90s (or arguably before Chinese executives take over the leadership of the 
board), discussions in the annual reports about tourism development is quite 
down to earth and policy oriented. Although the board is definitely 
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bureaucratically trying to signify its importance to the industry, it does not work 
in a very 'hard sale' way in the annual reports. It is through their professional 
knowledge, pledge to numbers, data, survey, and research that they gain their 
status of a reliable counseling body. 
Of course, as always, text tends to hide up as much as it tells. So in this research 
I try to triangulate when necessary the tourism development and promotion 
strategies proposed and described in the annual reports by the Tourist Board, with 
the actual promotion strategies in tourist guidebooks, promotional videos, as well 
as documentations of Hong Kong history in general. 
Two tourism promotional videos are specifically chosen for analysis to 
understand changes of tourism image of the city of Hong Kong in the past ten 
years. They are <Hong Kong Behind the Mask> and <Hong Kong Experiences>, 
which are produced in 1987 and 2005 respectively by the HKTB (previously 
HKTA). Both videos are tailored to attract tourists to experience lives in Hong 
Kong. These two videos are chosen for analysis because both of them are thematic 
promotion videos of the city in general, rather than promotion for specific project 
or event. It is also quite lengthy, allowing more room for a structured narrative of 
the city's tourist attractions. I will illustrate that although it is just two videos 
among many others, the difference between these two videos is quite able to 
represent one of the distinct points of promotion strategies in respective context by 
introducing briefly also other promotional campaign and related videos around the 
time. 
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Selection of Touristic Landmarks 
As the focus of my research is on the transformation of the brand Hong Kong in 
tourism and representation of landmarks in an era of reflexive modernity, I will 
study in more detail the development of some touristic landmarks by the harbour 
and the spatial arrangements within. Many of these landmarks by the harbour 
carry more than just meanings for touristic purposes. In addition to inviting 
tourists to the places, these landmarks give a hand in leading to, presenting, and 
framing an encounter between the local residents and the tourists. Hence I also 
pay attention to representations of some of these landmarks in Hong Kong local 
newspapers to provide an extra layer of analysis to some of the more complex 
meanings negotiation in the representation of landmarks. 
After coming up with a fundamental argument for my thesis, I then continue to 
try to look for how spatial arrangement and symbolism of spaces work out the 
possibilities for the transformation of narratives illustrated in previous works. 
Specific analysis of touristic landmarks is done to shed light on the different 
layers of meanings articulated to the harbour in response to diverse strategies of 
spatial settings within specified social contexts. Given the fact that the 'Victoria 
Harbour ' is composed of multiple landmarks on the two banks of the harbour that 
has a close tie to it, I have to pick some of the landmarks for further analysis. 
Basically most touristic landmarks around the central area of the Victoria 
Harbour have been more or less covered in this thesis. Within the harbour, the 
Star Ferry cruise ride is selected among other cruise rides because it is the only 
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official version, with further elaboration and audio guides to narrate stories of 
Hong Kong on the journey to visit various landmarks along the harbour. The 
Peak is chosen as a touristic landmark which provides one of the most 
prominently used angles to look at the scenic view of the harbour and the 
nightscape of the city. The Peak and a number of Cultural Walks set up by the 
Victoria Harbour also carry a strong sense of historicity and nostalgia which 
possibly constitutes an important part of tourist imaginations of the city. The 
Golden Bauhinia Square rose to be an important tourist attraction in the past 
couple of years. Although the place is originally political in nature, it transforms 
through a complex process into one of the must-visit tourist destinations, together 
with a change of the tourist profile and political environment of the place. The 
Harbour City is the largest shopping mall in Hong Kong, with mainly high-end 
fashion brands, and is one of the malls that attract vast number of tourists to go 
shopping there. It is situated beside the Victoria Harbour, and is also an 
international leisure cruise terminal since the 1960s. The mall has experienced 
significant changes in the past 10 years, and I will illustrate the significant 
changes brought about by the transformation does not appear only in the mall, 
but is also crucial elements in a number of other landmarks along the harbour, 
namely the Cultural Center, Tamar, and the Avenue of Stars. 
These places are important tourist attractions in terms of the amount invested for 
tourism development and number of consumer arrival for such purposes. In 
addition, the way I picked these landmarks is based in an attempt to try to 
understand the meanings and spatial transformations of them in relation to the 
arguments I made through the inductive analysis of analyzing media 
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representation. Hence the sampling of these places is highly purposive, in order 
to find major examples of landmarks under the name of the Victoria Harbour that 
expressed certain spatial features commonly, and lead to various possibilities of 
the changing strategies of media representation. I will further explain the features 
of those landmarks both in the analysis of the development of the harbour 
(including the development of those landmarks), as well as in the parts when 
these landmarks are chosen to be analyzed to illustrate the specified concepts of 
transformation experienced in Hong Kong in the past twenty years. 
Research Questions 
With the aim of this thesis described above as well as in previous chapters, I 
come up with three research questions. 
Touristic landmarks are historically accumulated. And unlike the London Eye in 
London or the Ruins of S1. Paul's in Macau, Victoria Harbour is a unique 
landmark in several ways. First of all, the area and the scope of the place is much 
broader, rather than a single architecture or a building complex. It is more like an 
area, constituted by multiple buildings, and even multiple districts, with layers of 
cityscape and the Victoria peak as a natural backdrop. Secondly, as it is 
composed of such a broad area instead of one single structure, the spectacle is 
highly sensitive to urban developments in the city. An increase in the number of 
skyscrapers, or a new harbour reclamation program can change the scene 
dramatically. Thirdly, rather than being a tourist attraction predominantly, it is in 
fact used by local citizens as residential and working places. The two sides of the 
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harbour is, in fact, core business area in Hong Kong. Hence rather than a place 
distanced from what happens in the city routinely, like many other touristic 
landmarks are, the harbour and it's view are closely linked to the center of the 
city, center of everyday lives. These three major differences make the image and 
structure of the harbour especially sensitive to societal changes. So my first 
research question would be: 
RQ 1: What is the process of accumulation of touristic landmarks in and 
around the Victoria Harbour? 
This process may not be very straight forward. Though architectural design is an 
important feature of the production of landmarks, these spaces may not be 
landmarks until it is framed in media representation as one. Therefore the process 
of material production does not guarantee the status of the place as a tourist 
attraction, and the discourses of the place have to be negotiated through branding 
efforts in promotional materials. An example would be a shift of city identity by 
suppressing its modem cityscape and playing-up its green rural spaces, or its 
beaches and sunshine, creating new touristic landmarks of natural parks and 
exotic beaches. Such development strategies may accompanied by new framings 
of the city as an exotic vacation destination, twisting the image of the city. The 
research question is exactly dealing with the changes of discourses and touristic 
images of the city in media representations. 
RQ 2: What are the discourses of Hong Kong identities in promotional 
representations of touristic landmarks? 
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It would be interesting to question whether the transformation of an image of the 
city bears actual physical modifications on top of branding efforts or the 
production of images in mediated forms. And if so (as well as if not so), we can 
further ask if there are any unique spatial modifications and arrangements that 
makes the production of touristic images of certain features possible. While 
stressing on the production of signs and images is a core feature of reflexive 
modernity, the third research question goes back to analyze the symbolism of 
space at specific localities. It is, however, also important to understand such 
spatial arrangements under tourist consumption, as the traveling subjects, social 
activities and interactions of tourists with local citizens also constitutes the 
spatial symbolism. This third question is therefore tailored to study the 
problematic in a more detailed manner through fieldwork studies at specific 
touristed space. 
RQ3: How are the spatial arrangements and symholisms in touristic 
landmarks transformed in an era of reflexive modernity? 
These three questions are all asked in the context of Hong Kong in a post-modem 
era, to understand how Hong Kong is branded in media representation to make 
the place spectacular, full of fantasies, pleasure, and perhaps even sense of 
'authenticity' . 
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Chapter 3 - The Accumulation of Landmarks 
This chapter is based on a textual analysis of documentation of the official tourism 
promotion body in Hong Kong. This chapter analyzes annual reports published by 
the Hong Kong Tourist Board in the past 50 years. The aim of this chapter is to 
understand the processes and trends of accumulation of landmarks around the 
harbour, and to contrast earlier strategies of development with changes that took 
place in the more recent twenty years. I will illustrate that there are actually 
significant differences starting from around mid 1990s due to a series of changes 
in multiple aspects of landmarks development, fragmented promotion strategies, 
and economical and political conditions of the city. 
Before gOIng into analyzing the texts, I will further introduce what type of 
documents the annual reports are. These annual reports of Hong Kong Tourist 
Association are more like a working report than a promotional material for the 
organization. Annual reports before 1961 are actually called "Report of the Board 
of Management of the Hong Kong Tourist Association" instead of "Annual 
Report". The idea is that these reports appear to be quite factual and policy 
oriented, providing analyses from quite a professional perspective, on top of 
listing out the achievements of the association. These reports are usually thin 
booklets of some tens of pages, constituted by figures of tourist profile, recent 
promotional strategies, events and promotion works done in the previous years, 
and collaborations and deals with tourist organizations in regional or international 
levels in relation with the development of tourism markets in the world. Directions 
of development of tourism in Hong Kong are often suggested in the annual 
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chairman's statements as well. 
I was intended to interview members of the Tourist Board for more details in the 
strategic planning of tourism promotional campaign. But a discussion with an 
employee of the tourist board suggests that interviewing members of the board 
may provide similar information as those available in each year's annual report. 
To yield more in depth knowledge about the construction of touristic identity of 
the city from the perspective of tourist board may need a detailed organization 
analysis, which may not be feasible within the resources available in the 
preparation of this thesis. In addition, branding Hong Kong involves efforts 
through the years. Current decision makers may not have sufficient understand 
towards the way things work back 20, 30 or even 40 years ago. The benefits of 
organization analysis towards this thesis might be rather limited, as this thesis is 
oriented more towards a macro understanding of the intersection of the 
development of cityscape and its touristic branding efforts through decades, 
together with a more micro understanding on how such imaginations are played 
out in specific spatial arrangements. 
City Developmental Stage 
The Hong Kong Tourist Association (HKTA) is established in 1957, and reformed 
as Hong Kong Tourist Board (HKTB) in 2001. The rise of significance of tourism 
in Hong Kong is arguably in the 1960s. First full year record of the number of 
tourists arrivals amounted to just 103055 in 1958. Ten years later, in 1968, the 
number rise for 6 times to 618000. 
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Before the 1990s, development of tourism in the Victoria Harbour was closely in 
line with general urbanization and modernization of the harbour, in relation to the 
general economical conditions of the city. Comments by the Tourist Association 
chairman in 1980 stated that it was until then government legislation parties began 
to take the development of tourism seriously, because a report was released by the 
Hong Kong Productivity Center affirming the importance of tourism to the 
economy of Hong Kong. 
Except the openIng of a new look-out platform at the Peak station and the 
establishment of the Ocean Park, which did not come until the early and later 
1970s, development of physical places of tourist attractions for leisure purposes 
was not a major concern for city planners. Before the 70s, even when there were 
developments related to tourism, they were mostly infrastructural instead of 
entertainment oriented, they were mostly assisting tourists by providing more 
efficient transportation facilities or better accommodation. The role of the harbour, 
where the seaport and airport lies, was to provide services that made Hong Kong 
'probably the best in the world for quick and convenient passage through customs 
and other formalities ... ,7 
At that time, some of the major tasks performed by the HKTA included 1) 
researching on visitors profile and their spending behavior; 2) producing 
promotional materials like advertisements and short movies for cinema and TV: 
e.g. A Million Lights Shall Glow, and another (no name available) one "of a high 
7 See Hong Kong Tourist Association Annual Report 1961162, Chairman 's Statement. 
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standard of reproduction and photography", showing "interesting pictures of the 
Colony"; 3) facilitating the production of guidebooks by setting up photographic 
library; and 4) providing information desks to answer queries. They also voiced 
out concerns over the development of the city which may affect its image to the 
tourists who come to Hong Kong for leisure purposes, and we will discuss further 
about their concerns in the coming sections of the chapter. 
The Orient is Hong Kong 
Construction of an image of the city as a place offering Oriental experiences has 
been one of the major strategies to promote Hong Kong since the establishment of 
the HKTA. One of the earliest promotion campaigns by the HKTA was The Orient 
is Hong Kong, including subtopics like: the Orient is Mystic, which depicts a 
foreign lady buying Chinese antiques and the image of a Buddha statue 
. 1 8 respectIve y . 
In the early 1960s, paintings by Dong Kingman under the theme the Orient is 
Hong Kong was widely used as an official image of Hong Kong for tourism 
promotional purposes. The painting is constituted by the Victoria Harbour, a junk 
in the harbour, an old Chinese tower in the 'Tiger Balm Garden', a rickshaw 
(which was a means of transportation available by the harbour), the Star Ferry, and 
the Clock Tower in Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront. Some of these symbols were in line 
with the exotic imaginations of Hong Kong by tourists, stressing the Chineseness 
of the place and the oriental experiences offered to tourists. These strategies aimed 
8 This promotion campaign started as early as the end of the 50s. 
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at attracting tourists from the U.S. and the U.K., which were major markets for 
local tourism. As transportation was not as convenient and available as it is 
nowadays, it was not a rare act for tourists to visit a number of places in 'The East' 
in one trip. In such case, Hong Kong had to try to position itself as one of the must 
visit locations in the Asia Pacific region. Hence positioning Hong Kong as 'a 
Chinese representative of Orient' was important, to achieve the goal of: 'We must 
redouble our efforts to attract more people to the Pacific area, and make sure that 
all those who come to the area visit Hong Kong and enjoy their stay. ,9 
Modernization and Hybridization 
Shopping was the major and arguably the only established activity for tourists at 
that time. HKTA was concerned about the lack of tourist attractions, and called for 
the development of new experiences. Although the pace of modernization of the 
city was rapid, there was less effort placed on the development of tourism. The 
harbour tour and the (Hong Kong) Island tour were examples of the few tourism 
activities available, but modernization of the city made the image less favourable 
(or in another words less oriental); especially in areas like the Central district and 
the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront, where city development was intense, and created 
impressions of Hong Kong as "one massive construction site". 10 
In response to the threats posed by infrastructural constructions along the Victoria 
Harbour, conservations of the harbour was already a controversial topic back in the 
mid-60s. The rapid pace of modernization created anxieties to the tourism 
9 See 196111962 HKTAAnnual Report 
10 See HKTAAnnual Report 1977/78 Chairman's Statement. 
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industries which relied on the Oriental picture of ' East (an exotic island) meet 
West (modernized city),. A clear and precise example of such concern could be 
found as early as 1964 in the HKTA annual reports, which spend a massive 
paragraph discussing the treats and opportunities created by urbanization of the 
city center: 
{People Travel in order to see something different. Hong 
Kong s attraction has been and remains its individuality. 
Part of it is the activity and vital sense of purpose of its 
people, but part also is the blend of East and West, together 
with our scenery and the setting of our teeming cities 
against the background of our hills and sea coasts. The last 
two are changing with the rapidity of development which is 
our characteristic. Old buildings are being replaced by 
concrete skyscrapers like those in any large city in America 
and Europe: junks which used commonly to be seen under 
full sail in the harbour are now propelled by motors. It is no 
use lamenting this,· we cannot put the clock back for our 
existence depends on our efficiency - keeping our industry 
and transport up-to-date, and making the very most of our 
very scarce land. But if a change in the appearance of Hong 
Kong is inevitable, we must strive the more to preserve our 
individuality. As western ideas and manners permeate our 
community, so must we foster the characteristically Chinese 
traditions of art, culture and customs. As the skyscrapers 
and factories encroach on our countryside and sea coasts, 
so must the beauties of trees and vegetation be brought into 
the towns. As residential blocks and industrial from 
barrenness and erosion by afforestation, and selected 
sections of our small territory be preserved as national 
parks ... ' 
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Keeping the image of the city as seen from the Victoria Harbour a place of Orient 
and not much developed is not an easy task. The role and imaginations of the 
harbour in the production of an 'individuality' of the city has thus changed. An 
illustration of this change can be found in a double-page advertisement back in late 
60s placed in a U. S. consumer magazines titled: Some of the nicest things about 
Hong Kong haven't changed at all. The main visual of the ad is a comparison 
between two pictures of the Victoria Harbour, on the left is a picture of 'about 
1860', and on the right is a picture taken in 1967. The framing of the two pictures 
are more or less the same. Both placed the Victoria Peak as the backdrop of the 
skyline of the Hong Kong Island, and with a boat in the foreground as well. But 
there are a number of differences. The boat in the 1860 picture appears to be more 
like a junk, less modem, and probably driven by wind; while the one in 1967 is 
clearly motor driven. Sampans are present in the 1860 picture but cannot be found 
in the 1967 photograph. Buildings are much taller and closely packed in the more 
recent photo, covering a larger part of the foot of the Victoria Peak. 
Text under the pictures described the past and the present of Hong Kong. The 
things that' happens today' includes the busy Kai Tak airport' carrying more than 
a million passengers each year'; 'Great luxury liners berth at the Ocean 
Terminal ... one of the world s most modern and also the largest shopping area in 
South East Asia' ; and 'some of the finest hotels you 'llfind anywhere tower over the 
magnificent harbour offering collectively more than 6000 air conditioned rooms 
with over 10000 employees to serve them'. It is hard to find a trace of Oriental 
experiences in the above descriptions of the present, but these features around the 
harbour are set within a larger framework of East-West encountering, and 
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promoted as Hong Kong' make it possible to experience all the charm and wonder 
of the Orient with all the comforts and conveniences of the West'. Comparatively, 
the infrastructural changes along the harbour offers 'the comforts and 
conveniences of the West' through efficient and modern transportation, as well as 
air conditioned hotel rooms with excellent services. 11 
Without doubt, the junk and the island images of the city are losing their support in 
the cities 'realities' under the pace of modernization of the city, and very much 
reduced to simply abstract and iconic imaginations of Hong Kong. What becomes 
of the 'oriental experiences' is that these experiences are moved from the 
simplified view of the harbour to inner part of the city, away from the central 
business center, into the 'rural', 'traditional', and the 'natural' places of the city. 
Tourism Away from the harbour 
As the process of urbanization continues, new tourist attractions had to be 
constructed away from the city center (the Victoria Harbour) to new locations in 
the city starting from the 70s. Examples are Ocean Park in the south part of the 
Hong Kong Island, and tours in the countryside or surrounding islands. These 
actions were taken to solve problems due to developments along the harbour, as 
well as over-concentration of tourism activities there. The developed area of the 
harbour was believed to be focusing too solely on shopping activities, and was too 
modernized and westernized to sustain an image of an Oriental place. As the focus 
of my study is on the Victoria Harbour, I will not go into details about the 
11 The advertisement is available in HKTAAnnual Report 1967/68. 
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development of other tourist attractions. But generally speaking, there was a trend 
to move tourist attractions away from the Victoria Harbour to new areas in the 70s. 
Up to the 70s, touristic landmarks around the harbour played mostly a supportive 
role in providing transportation and accommodation. As modernization disrupted 
the more 'natural' individuality of the harbour as a tourist destination, · new 
strategies were deployed to inject new spirits to the place. The tourist association 
tries to facilitate and bridge different parties in organizing activities (and mainly 
cultural activities) to further enhance, if not revitalize, the attractiveness of the city. 
These activities include dragon boat competitions, art festivals, conferences, and 
exhibitions. 
At the same time, development of landmarks around the harbour began to pick up 
its pace again. A number of factors which made the new stage of harbour 
development possible. The first factor is the development of new transportation 
network. Pressure on traffic in the central business district was one of the reasons 
why tourist attractions had to be developed in suburban or rural places. Yet efforts 
to lead tourists away from the city center were not very successful because 
transportation networks to new tourist destinations were not very well developed 12. 
In addition, when the Mass Transit Railway first began service in 1979, this new 
railway network solved some of the traffic problems in the city center, allowing 
another stage of fast development in the district. 
12 Examples that illustrates the failure to develop tourist attractions away from highly developed 
area can be found in the reviews in the HKTA Annual Report 1979/80 which states: 
'Consequently the development offour new land tours and two of the most important potential 
water cruises has been at a standstill, preventing the transfer of increasing tourist traffic to these 
areas and away from congested main roads. 
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The second factor is the need for infrastructures. As mentioned above, more and 
more conferences, exhibitions, and cultural activities were organized in the city to 
increase tourist arrivals, arousing a stronger need for new exhibitions and cultural 
centers in the city center. 
The third factor is the economical condition at that time. In the late 70s, Hong 
Kong is one of the cities facing the conditions of a global financial crisis. Yet 
tourism was still performing relatively well, with a consistent increase in tourist 
arrivals and revenue. In the year 1978, the number of tourists reached 2 million, 
with a series of 7.70/0, 4%, 10.2%,2.90/0, and 6.4% growth in tourist arrivals in the 
following 5 years while the world faced a global economical recession. The 
development of tourism is even sharper when in 1984, the recovery of global 
economies brought a 13.60/0 growth in tourist arrivals. Tourism hence played an 
important role to help the city get through economical hardship. In fact, this is not 
the only time when tourism helps to revitalize the economy of the city; another 
more recent example will be illustrated later in this chapter. But it was under this 
context that the Hong Kong Productivity Center report in 1980 leads legislators to 
really consider the development of tourism as an important issue in their policy 
agenda. 
Another Stage of Landmarks Development 
In the 80s, Hong Kong saw a number of landmarks established along the coast of 
the Victoria Harbour. Space Museum, Cultural Center, Hong Kong Convention 
and Exhibition Center, and the Hong Kong Coliseum, added new energies to the 
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development of the harbour. A range of high-end hotels and shopping malls also 
developed as a strategic plan to attract tourists will high spending power. 
HKTA and the government are also getting more serious in dealing with the 
development of tourism in Hong Kong. For example, HKTA began to distinguish 
different promotion strategies and carry out different market analysis for tourists 
from various places of origin. The origins of tourists are basically distinguished 
into two major categories back then: tourists from the Western world, and those 
who come from less developed areas such as Southeast Asia. For tourists from the 
West, Oriental experiences in Hong Kong are stressed, especially detailed 
depiction of Chineseness in everyday lives, traditional festivals, cultural activities, 
and food. For tourists from South-east Asia, HKTA stressed on portraying Hong 
Kong as a modem cosmopolitan city, compatible and comparable with developed 
cities in the West. A unique case that is positioned quite differently from the other 
two would be Japan, which constitutes a major part of tourists arriving in Hong 
Kong as well. It is always at the top three among all arrival numbers since the 70s, 
and has been the largest source of arrivals during the late 80s, constituting over 
one-fifth of total arrivals. Promotion strategies for Japanese tourists aimed at 
constructing energetic or romantic images of the city. Together with the breaking 
down of tourist profile and the increasing choices of experiences due to further 
tourism development, portraying Hong Kong as a place full of diverse experiences 
and emotional elements are also becoming one of the major branding strategies for 
Hong Kong. 
In addition, because international traveling becomes easier, plus the increasing 
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number of visitors coming to Hong Kong for non-leisure primary purposes (about 
one-fourth of all arrivals comes to Hong Kong for business purposes by the 80s), 
HKTA launched a 'stay for one more day scheme' to urge these visitors to stay and 
spend their time and money. This was done by emphasizing on the 'many things to 
do' in the city, from sight-seeing to shopping, and participating in cultural 
activities of the city. A range of attractions are promoted to try to hit the interests of 
arrived tourists from different walks of life. 
Flexible Promotion Campaigns 
Up to now, this chapter has introduced the accumulation of landmarks and relevant 
promotion strategies carried out by HKTAI HKTB. The trend of development of a 
range of more and more disverse landmarks and promotion strategies basically 
continues since then, but in an even more sophisticated manner. 
After the return of Hong Kong back to mainland China, a number of landmarks 
are developed along the coast of Victoria Harbour. I used the year of 1997 as a 
time to distinguish between two stages of development of tourism and the city 
because around that time Hong Kong society, in almost all aspects is beginning 
to experience a series of changes. I will first briefly introduce some of the major 
developments of touristic landmarks around the Victoria Harbour and their 
significance to city branding strategies before relating this development to the 
post 1997 context. Specific discussion of the interplay of promotional strategies 
and the symbolisms of place will be covered in later chapters as well. 
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The first landmark related directly to the return of Hong Kong to the People's 
Republic of China is the new extension of the Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Center where the ceremony of establishment of the HKSAR took 
place. It also provides an area for arranging annual exhibitions of various kinds 
including jewelleries, books, food, and medicine. The outside of the center, at the 
waterfront of Wanchai is the Golden Bauhinia Square, an area where the Golden 
Bauhinia Statue locates. The statue is a gift from provinces in mainland China to 
celebrate the return of Hong Kong to the mother nation. The square is a place 
where political figures like the President of the PRC and Chief Executive of the 
HKSAR attend flag raising ceremonies every year on the National Day and the 
HKSAR establishment day. It is also one of the major tourist attractions for 
tourists from mainland China. The Avenue of Stars is a walkway located at the 
waterfront of Tsim Sha Tsui. It is basically a Hong Kong version of the 
Hollywood Walks of Fame, a place to play tribute to contributions of the movie 
industry in Hong Kong. There are also establishments of massive skyscrapers, 
like the currently tallest building in Hong Kong - International Financial Center 
no.2 along the coastline, changing and enriching the skyline of the harbour. 
Another major trend of development of tourism landmarks in Hong Kong in the 
past 10 years is the 'software' of these places: a range of activities are organized 
at touristic landmarks along the Victoria Harbour. Famous ones include A 
Symphony of Lights, a multimedia lighting show carried out by buildings around 
the harbour; Harbour Fest, a series of music shows by world famous singers and 
bands that took place at the Tamar Site etc. Together with the show A Symphony 
of Lights come new harbour tours by a number of cruise rides including the Star 
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Ferries, the used to be car-carry ferry 'Bauhinia', and the old Chinese junk 'Duk 
Ling'. There are also a number of walk tours to guide the discovery of the 
'heritage' of Hong Kong, and many of these heritages around the Victoria 
Harbour are in close relation to the reconstruction of the colonial history in of the 
city. 
While there are a large number of tourist oriented developments along the 
harbour, the promotion strategies are becoming more and more complicated as 
well, so as to flexibly insert new yet diverse images of the city into these 
promotion campaigns. Starting from mid 90s, promotion of tourism in Hong Kong 
has taken a more thematic, campaign-driven approach. As described above, 
historically, development of tourism and landmarks around the harbour has been 
driven by diverse factors fulfilling diverse needs. The introduction of thematic 
tourism campaign for the city may not be driving the city towards a single 
direction of development (in fact far from that), but is more a kind of imaginative 
round-up and reflexive act towards current situation of the city, in the broader 
strategy of trying to position the city in a more and more globalized development 
of tourism. 
One of the first thematic campaigns in the 1990s is the 1995 campaign of Hong 
Kong, Wonders Never Cease. One of the reasons why this campaign is special and 
different from previous promotional effort is in fact its lack of (new and solid) 
contents to promote for. The aim of this campaign is to project an image of Hong 
Kong with characters of being 'bright and splendid, with distinctive 
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achievements' 13. The character of the campaign is a 'flexible design', which can 
cope with changes of time and trends, so that the image of Hong Kong as a 'capital 
city with million things to see' can be more strongly embedded in the mind of 
tourists while tourism will be facing global challenges and changes in the turn of 
the century. 
The 1995/96 annual report used exactly the theme of Hong Kong, Wonders Never 
Cease as its cover, with the major visual being a world map constituted by a 
mosaic of a large number of different pictures of Hong Kong. Hong Kong is 
pointed out and labeled on the map by the junk logo ofHKTA. An 'evaluation' of 
the campaign (which looks more like a promotion for itself) states that the 
campaign has strengthened the branding of Hong Kong as a tourist destination on 
both a short-term and a long-term basis. The short-term goal of HKTA is to build 
up a strong impression of the place (with a clear brand image of the city), while 
their long-term target is to establish 'a multi-dimensional framework for our 
long-term marketing objectives'. In addition, the report also sees the campaign to 
have constructed an image of Hong Kong as 'a dynamic destination offering a 
variety of attractions', and' Events Capital of Asia'. Yet it is not difficult to see the 
emptiness of these claims. The promotional campaign is nothing but a framework 
where anything new and current and spectacle can be used to fill in as its contents. 
Discourses of Hong Kong as Regional Centers 
Yet within the framework there are traces of more concrete understanding of the 
13 See 199411995 HKTA annual report. 
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place, but at a different level. These descriptions of the place, rather than about its 
nature or clear identities, are more about positioning and flexibility. Hence many 
of these promotion campaigns are more like thematic promotion strategies than 
selling specific tourist attractions or new developments in the city. Some of them 
do have clear features of Hong Kong to promote, but they are more based on 
existing resources of the city accumulated in previous years than new 
developments. So the purposes of these campaIgns are 'packaging' 
or're-packaging' instead of clear goals or guidelines fulfilled in tourism 
development. 
The themes of these campaigns are quite fast changing as well. In 1998, a new 
campaign is launched called: 'We are Hong Kong -City of Life', and in 2001, it is 
changed to 'City of Life: Hong Kong is it!'. In 2003, there is yet another 
advertisement campaign of' Hong Kong - Live it, Love it', together with a claim in 
the Executive Director's statement that through organizing and hosting 
international conferences and meetings, Hong Kong can reinforce its position as 
'Asia's center of excellence for corporate events'. 'Hong Kong Experiences' is 
used as the title of the annual report in 2004/05, and a promotion video with the 
same title is produced. In 2006 another campaign - Discover Hong Kong Year, is 
launched. Interestingly, although the themes of the event in Chinese and in English 
are quite different (the Chinese version being' Wonderful' and the English version 
being 'Discover') HKTB claims that both versions are chosen 'deliberately' to 
stress that every time tourists come back again, they will 'discover' something new 
and 'wonderful'. In 2004/2005, events like 'the Best Culinary Awards' are held to 
strengthen Hong Kong's standing as 'Culinary Capital of Asia'. Considerations 
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are also placed on the development of harbour facilities for cruise travel so as to 
position Hong Kong as 'Asia s cruise hub'. In 2005/2006 Hong Kong Tourist 
Board crowned Hong Kong as 'Asia s international trade fair capital' . 
Though the themes of these campaigns are quite diverse, a common root for the 
emergence of them may possibly be the positioning of Hong Kong as Asia s World 
City in 2001 , a claim by then Chief Executive of HKSAR, Tung Cheehwa. The 
central role of Hong Kong in the region of (East) Asia in accordance with global 
development is continuously stressed and reinforced in a wide range of areas, from 
the establishment of transportation networks to the organization of events. The 
brand 'Hong Kong' is constructed to be an important ' capital city', and the brand is 
a capital of the city to attract tourist arrivals for various purposes. 
These discourses, however, have to be concretized and played out through 
representations of the wide range of existing landmarks. Images of the city are 
appropriated to signify different central positions. Examples include: The Hong 
Kong Convention and Exhibition Center is the avenue to a wider range of 
exhibitions of various kinds. The Harbour Terminal is the landmark that carries the 
image of Hong Kong as Asia's Cruise Hub. The Avenue of Stars symbolizes Hong 
Kong as Hollywood in the East. The wide spectrum of landmarks and events 
organized in these places ensure that ' things are happening' in Hong Kong, to 
backup the continuously changing promotion campaigns. 
Contextualizing the change 
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Accompanying the new series of landmark development after 1997 is a number of 
major changes in the number and sources of tourist arrivals. In fact, 1993 is first 
year when the number of tourist arrivals from mainland China is included in the 
tourist profile in the HKTA yearbook. The reason behind this is that tourists from 
mainland China have begun to play a more significant role to local economy, 
because of policies that relax controls over RMB currencies 14. The spending 
power of tourists from mainland China is hence rising. 
Mainland China immediately becomes the second largest source of tourist arrivals 
in 1993, just behind Taiwan. In 1994, tourists from mainland China are already 
accounting for the largest share of the pie at about 20%. The number steadily 
increased to 290/0 by 2000, but saw a very sharp increase in the three years from 
2001 to 2003. In 2001, tourists from mainland China constituted 32.40/0 of all 
tourist arrivals and the numbers in 2002 and 2003 are 41.2% and 54.5% 
respectively. Since then, tourists from mainland China have occupied over 50% of 
the market. Policies makers will definitely have to answer to this change, for the 
rush-in of tourists have brought about massive economical benefits. 
According to past research, Hong Kong is one of the most attractive tourist 
destinations in Asia (Zhang and Lam 1999). The traditional selling points of the 
city is that the place has cultural mix of East and West, providing world class 
shopping experiences, and is a place where international delicacies are available. 
(Choi et al. 1999). As mainland China is the major origin of tourists coming to 
Hong Kong, there are also researches to analyze the factors that bring satisfaction 
14 See HKTA Yearbook 2000-2001 
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to these tourists (Zhang and Lam 1999). 
Under the progress of political and economical reform, people in mainland China 
enjoy an increasing freedom to travel. The push factors that encourage their travel 
to Hong Kong include a trip to look for 'knowledge', 'prestige' and 'enhancement 
of human relationships'. While the pull factors of Hong Kong that draw tourist 
arrivals include the 'hi-tech image' of the city, the way people make their 
'expenditure' (attitudes and styles of goods consumption), and accessibility. 
But these are not enough to account for the suddenly sharp increase of tourist 
arrivals from mainland China starting from 2002. There is in fact a technical 
reason behind such change. The increase is very much due to the abolish of quotas 
for traveling to Hong Kong from mainland China by packaged tours in 2002, and 
by the introduction of individual travels to Hong Kong in some provinces of 
mainland China in 2003. The result of such is a sharp increase of total tourist 
arrivals from 13.7 millions in 2001 to about a double of 26 millions five years later 
in 2006. Among the 26 million total tourist arrivals, over half of them come from 
mainland China, a number that exceeds the total arrivals in 2001. This change can 
hardly be explained away by previous push-pull factors. 
One of the reasons why travel to Hong Kong is allowed during 2002 and 2003 is 
that Hong Kong has experienced an extensive period of slacking economical 
development after the turn of the century, and much of the blame is put on the poor 
leadership of the SAR government. Political pressure and instability further 
increased when severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) struck Hong Kong. 
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Allowing more tourists from mainland China to come to Hong Kong is believed to 
be one of the efforts to bring back a pace of economical growth to the city and 
stabilize the political environment by a collaborative effort of the PRC and 
HKSAR government back in 2003, after the massive anti-government rally on the 
1 st of July. 
In addition to the increase in arrivals from mainland China, arrivals from other 
parts of the world also increase during this period, but in a more modest way. 
Previous increase in total number of tourist arrivals has been sustained by the 
continuous development of global economy, which also implies an increasing 
opening of international tourism markets in the world. Stepping into the past 10 
years, the economical development factor has become less significant except for 
the case of mainland China. Hence new strategies have to be incorporated to 
sustain tourist arrivals in markets other than mainland China which has already 
been well developed. 
In addition, according to numbers from World Tourism Organization, top 15 
destinations in the world accounted for 88% of tourist arrivals in 1950, but there is 
a steady decrease of this number to 75% in 1970 and 57% in 2005. This illustrates 
the development of more and more tourist destinations, and according to WTO, 
many of these attractions are in developing countries. The competition for tourist 
arrivals is increasingly intense and increasingly in a global manner. To claim for a 
central, or regionally central, position in global tourism is an important strategy to 
face global competitions. In additional, to make sure that every chance to increase 
market share are exploited, flexible promotion campaigns and branding strategies 
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are required, which are both responsive to global competition, and at the same time 
consistent with a more general image of the city. This will inevitably lead to the 
introduction of more generic campaign that loosely attached to traditions of the 
city, together with fragmented strategies of promotion that multiplies experiences 
and possibilities of the place. 
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CHAPTER 4 - Multiple Narratives for Tourism Promotion 
Homi Bhabha's (1994) argument on the problem of identity is worth noting: 
(( ... the question of identification is never the affirmation of a 
pre-given identity, never a self-fulfilling prophecy - it is 
always the production of an image of identity and the 
transformation of the subject in assuming that image. The 
demand of identification - that is, to be for an Other - entails 
the representation of the subject in the differentiating order of 
otherness. " 
Identities are never solid matters. As Stewart Hall (1991) puts it, we are all 
composed of diverse multiple cultural identities. Identities are fluid and always in 
a dynamic situation of negotiation (and renegotiation). It is very much about 
Bhabha's: 'the production of an image' and how the subject is transformed in 
'assuming that image', that identities are constructed. If landmarks are significant 
establishments that are identifiable in a city, the identity of place has to be 
negotiated and constructed as well. 
Introduction 
The aim of the chapter is to shed light on how the identities of Hong Kong are 
becoming more and more diversified in branding Hong Kong for tourism purposes, 
and to discuss the importance of the relationship between the representation of 
landmarks and the negotiation of cultural identities of the city. Two tourism 
promotion videos are chosen for analysis, <Hong Kong Behind the Mask> and 
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<Hong Kong Experiences>, which are produced in 1987 and 2005 respectively by 
the HKTB (previously HKTA). Both videos are tailored to attract tourists to enjoy 
touristic experiences in Hong Kong. 
The choice of these two videos for analysis is based on a number of criteria. First, 
both videos feature certain 'hybridized' images of the city, with the cinematic eye 
dwelling between images of 'traditional' Chineseness and modem cityscape. 
Secondly, both videos include narratives tailored to the tourist gaze (Urry, 1990), 
which try to seek for the 'real Hong Kong'. Thirdly, both videos are about the same 
length (around 10 minute's runtime), so they are not simply advertisements of 15 
or 30 seconds, and will allow more room for complex narration. 
Textual analysis is deployed to understand the meanings in the depiction of the 
landmarks in and around the Victoria Harbour. Attention is also paid to position 
the representation of these landmarks within the larger framework of narration in 
the videos. 
I will round up by illustrating the similarities and differences in the videos and 
propose possible implications to the understanding of the changing strategies of 
branding Hong Kong. The concepts about the representation of landmarks raised 
in this chapter will be further discussed and elaborated in later chapters as well. 
Hybrid identity of Hong Kong 
Ifwe try to understand the touristic promotion of Hong Kong as a place where "the 
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East meets the West", Hong Kong can be described (and is often described) as a 
city between progressive modernization as a form of colonial legacy and also the 
heritage of exotic cultural Chineseness. Of course, the concept of cultural Chinese 
is extremely broad and diverse, and I am not arguing that the Chineseness 
represented in these tourism promotion materials are the' only authentic form' nor 
the 'official, mainstream' form of cultural Chinese. Yet tourists from non-Chinese 
places, especially developed countries (e.g. USA, UK, and Japan), constituted a 
large part of the tourist arrival profile before the 1990s. If tourism is an activity 
that one departs from his or her routine work and look for an experience to meet 
Otherness (Oakes 2005), selling solely a modernized Hong Kong cannot fulfill the 
tourists' expectations well enough, except understanding the scenario through 
framing the story of Hong Kong as 'a colonial legacy', a story line of how an 
indigenous Chinese fishing village transforms into a metropolis international 
financial center under the British rule. When modernization becomes rather 
saturated locally as well as globally in developed countries, there is a certain desire 
for tourists to go beyond that modem face of Hong Kong, to seek for its 'nature', 
and to seek for an Other experience of a 'Real' Hong Kong. 
In addition to such context, the development of post-tourism is also an important 
factor to consider when we try to understand branding and tourism development in 
Hong Kong. Feifer (1985) argues that the traditional mass tourism is now more 
and more replaced by 'post-tourism', which is characterized by disorganized ways 
of consumption. Packaged tours are replaced by backpack traveling and 
environmental friendly tourism, tourist guides are replaced by numerous featured 
guidebooks and promotion videos. 
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One of the major reasons for such development is the increasing mobility of media 
products. Guidelines for tourists and tourism programs are produced and 
distributed globally, so that tourists can experience the places from the tourist gaze 
even in their own living room. With knowledge of 'Oriental experiences' being 
more and more available to them, tourists plan their own trips while appropriating 
structured imaginations of destinations through reading related media texts that are 
partly worked out with the help of tourism organizers at the destinations. Tourists 
coming to Hong Kong are more able to, and perhaps more looking forward to, go 
beyond the 'superficial' touristic experiences organized by packaged tours, so as to 
fulfill their desire to experience authenticity of places. So while the official image 
identity of Hong Kong is still framed by the image of generally speaking, the 
Victoria Harbour, detailed depiction in media representations of the place may 
have changed. Understanding how media representations and the cityscape 
transformed in relation to the developments of the official tourism images and 
touristic landmarks may shed light on the modifications made in producing an 
image of a hybridized city 
Hong Kong Behind the Mask 
I will start by introducing the earlier tourism promotion video. <Hong Kong 
Behind the Mask> is a 12 minutes promotion video produced by the Hong Kong 
Tourist Association in 1987. I will first provide a general description of some of 
the features of the video before going into further discussion about the more 
specific representations of the Victoria Harbour and surrounding landmarks. 
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<Hong Kong Behind the Mask> is basically constituted by montages of different 
images of the city. The visuals ride on a variation of background music (mostly 
Chinese music), with a little voice over at times. But as a whole, little is delivered 
through words. The pace of the video is quite slow, creating a moody feeling and a 
sense of mysteriousness. 
Motifs and Narrative Structure 
There are several motifs in the video. First of all, in relation to the name of the 
video, <Hong Kong Behind the Mask>, a shot appears from time to time featuring 
an 'undressed' Chinese woman down to her shoulders. She wears a modern make 
up on her face in the beginning of the video, and from time to time the video inserts 
shots of the woman changing her look by wearing makeup and dressing up as an 
actress in a traditional Chinese opera. 
Secondly, in terms of narrative structure, a lot of inter-cuts are used between 
images of traditional Chineseness and modem cityscape. The opening scene is 
exactly an example, where smoky burning incense towers inter-cuts with modem 
skyscrapers under a cloudy sky. The skyscraper shot is run at a fast forward pace, 
so that the clouds are flowing quickly, at a pace similar to the smoke from the 
burning incense. Other examples include editing shots of people working in the 
busy stock market and shots of Taoists priests praying in temples together; shots of 
traditional circular Chinese 'Fengshui' compass, versus circular winding bridges 
and flyovers near the Cross Harbour Tunnel; taxis versus paper wrapped cars burnt 
for the dead in traditional Chinese funeral ceremonies; modem dance and fashion 
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show versus traditional Chinese Opera shows; traditional bird cages and bamboo 
cribwork for building houses etc. These inter-cuts construct a sense of contrast 
between traditional and modem life. In addition to the inter-cut as a technique of 
narration, the colour tone also differs, warmer colours like yellow, orange, and red 
are often used for scenes capturing traditional images while blue is usually the 
colour tone for images of modem cityscape. 
Another feature worth mentioning is the sense of Chineseness represented in the 
video. This representation is highly Oriental (Said, 1978). The mystic, indigenous, 
and exotic images of the place are magnified and placed at the center of the focus. 
In the video, there are lots of images of Chinese costumes, religious ceremonies 
and fortune telling portrayed in a mystical way. Burning 'paper money' and paper 
wrapped materials like cars and buildings, as well as shedding 'paper money' to the 
sea, are all religious traditions for appeasing the dead. There are also Fengshui 
compasses and diagrams of a face and a hand with marks and words on red paper, 
which are both related to traditional Chinese ways of fortune telling. There is also 
a shot of a statue of Guan Yu, the Taoist God of War, placed in a police station. 
Guan Yu is believed to be a God that will guard people working in dangerous 
circumstances. The blocking of the shot is quite special - two policemen are 
standing stiffly beside the statue, making the statue being the center of focus. Such 
framing places exotic religion (or culture) at the center of the tourist gaze. 
As mentioned above, a Chinese female, undressed down to the shoulders, is 
featured from time to time in the video. And in the middle of the video, there is a 
twist when she 'finished' her makeup and makes a mysterious smile. The video 
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then cuts to the nightlife in Hong Kong, and inter-cutting between neon signs (in 
English) of nightclubs and bars and other local signs (in Chinese) of restaurants 
and shops, including signs of pawnshops. The background music is a Mandarin 
classic, with lyrics about a lady's desire for love, waiting for someone to go back to 
her, sharing her most beautiful days as a woman. The song ended with a depiction 
of the horse racing course, and the background music changes to a saxophone 
playing moody jazz. In this last part of the nightlife segment, the video ends by 
first showing again the Chinese opera actress, and then cuts to point of view shots 
from inside a car, taking twists and turns in the city nightscape. The shots do not 
have clear center of focus, and is more like 'looking for something'. The 'search' 
ends by a pan down shot (which disrupts the previous tracks and horizontal pan 
shots) and arrives in a night market, with vendor stalls and booths. And in the 
yellow dim light, a poster of a Chinese opera actress is shown. In the poster, the 
actress is topless but has put on all her makeup and hair dress. This sequence 
appears before the finale of the video. 
Lastly, the finale pinpoints the theme of the video, but once again in an abstruse 
way. A prose from the classical Taoist book <Zhangzi>, <Zhangzi dreamed he was 
a butterfly>, is quoted. It is about Zhangzi, the author, who once dreamed that he 
was a butterfly. But when he woke up, he is not sure whether it is Zhangzi who 
dreamed about a butterfly, or is the butterfly dreaming about Zhangzi. To place the 
quote in the video, it can be understood as implying the difficulty to understand 
which 'face' is the real Hong Kong, the modem look, or the 'exotic' images. 
However, it is hard to argue that the video does not have an orientation towards a 
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certain way in understanding 'the real Hong Kong'. If we use the image of the 
Chinese opera actress as a metaphor to understand the narration and sense of place, 
one can almost never see a Chinese opera actress topless anywhere, anytime in 
Hong Kong in real person. Representing Hong Kong in the tourist promotion 
video is a case where a specific 'behind the mask' image of the city is constructed, 
which is constituted by and at the same time reinforcing the tourist gaze, rather 
than a 'natural' Hong Kong being shown. It is a story about "clearing up the 
modern make up, and the 'real Hong Kong' is there for you" in order to attract 
tourist arrival. A departure from modern routine life to a mysterious place with 
exotic experiences is promised. 
Victoria Harbour and Landmarks 
For the roles played by the Victoria Harbour in the video, the harbour and 
surrounding landmarks appeared in this video for has appeared from time of time. 
Different from most other places in the video, it is relatively easy to recognize 
because of its special architectural feature, and the shots taken in the video to 
frame the place. 
The first shot related to the harbour is an establishing shot of the city center by the 
coastline. It depicts the Central district, the business center in Hong Kong. It is a 
crane shot and the city is more and more revealed to the audience. This is followed 
by an aerial shot of Central, shot from a plane flying over the sky. Closely packed 
business towers and skyscrapers located beside the harbour coastline are displayed. 
This is followed by shots where a couple of landmark architecture beside the 
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Victoria Harbour is brought to the audiences' eyes, including the once tallest 
building in Hong Kong - the lardine House, and the world famous HSBC Main 
Building. Interior of the building is displayed, by an overhead shot showing 
intersecting elevators within the building. Then it is a shot with the 1 ardine House 
as the foreground and a ferry (the Star Ferry is also a highly promoted, famous 
sightseeing opportunity for tourists) in the harbour as background. The ferry shot 
is part of a string of montages of local traffic and pedestrians. Local traffic is 
represented as crowded, busy, and everyone is moving fast. The sequence ends 
with the Chinese opera actress using her hands to push aside her hair covering her 
forehead, showing clearly the features of her face. 
The finale of the video also shows a couple of scenic views of the harbour. The 
city-center and the classic view of the Hong Kong Island skyline at night time is 
displayed in two slow paced aerial shots. The story of <Zhuangzi dreamed he was 
a butterfly> follows. With the story as voice over, there is another shot of a ferry in 
the harbour. This time it shows people on the ferry shedding paper money into the 
sea. It is a ritual for 'sea burial' or to pacify the spirit of those who died in sea 
disasters. But in fact sea burial is forbidden in Hong Kong by then 15, and sea 
disasters appear to be totally out of place with the tourism promotion video (and 
the ferry). Another shot closely related is the shot of two burning paper-made 
buildings appeared right afterwards. One of the buildings closely resembles the 
J ardine House, which is a landmark beside the harbour (and has appeared in the 
previous parts of the video). Burning of paper buildings are sacrifices for one's 
relatives in the underworld. In the end, a day time crane up shot of the city, very 
15 Sea burial is basically forbidden in Hong Kong until 2007, when policy makers consider the 
possibility of sea burial as a way to lighten the unsettled demand for columbarium. 
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similar to the one in the beginning, appears again, as a round-up of the video about 
Hong Kong. 
The above descriptions are representations of the harbour (and landmarks around) 
in the beginning and approaching the end of the video. It is inter-textually related 
to common practices in a lot of tourist guidebooks and promotion videos, using 
images of the Victoria Harbour as the identity of the city that brackets the 
experiences packaged within the media product. Establishing and aerial shots are 
widely use, showing the prosperous, developed, modem, and scenic aspects of 
Hong Kong. I will describe other representations in the middle part of the video 
before I go on to further discuss implications in the framing of the place. 
There are a number of other representations of landmarks around the harbour in 
the video attached together rather loosely, without a clear storyline apart from the 
contrast between modern and traditional Chinese way of life. These landmarks 
include the Space museum, HSBC interior and exterior, the Cross Harbour Tunnel, 
winding elevated roads and bridges before the Cross Harbour Tunnel, and the 
Cenotaph in the Statue Square. Among them, every landmark except the Statue 
Square is represented as a symbol of a highly modernized city. The Space museum 
carries a scientific image for sure. With its hemispherical architectural design, it 
was one of the most exciting touristic landmarks around the harbour back in the 
70s when its development was proposed. HSBC is also a symbol of (post)-modern 
architecture. As can be seen in the video, the building is rather innovative in the 
way elevators goes intersecting in the internal of the building, and the 
inter-connections of the inside the outside of the building by environmental 
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friendly large glass windows designed to save lighting consumption. Lastly the 
Cross Harbour tunnel and the winding roads show an organized way of city 
planning and efficiency of transportation systems in the city despite being so busy 
all the time. 
The shot of the cenotaph and the Statue Square is an exception from the 
representation thematic mentioned the above. Two scenes are spotted with the 
Statue Square. The square is established in respect to the Queen of England, and it 
carries a clear colonial mark with it. The first shot is a scene where a line of 
soldiers or police officials saluting in front of the Cenotaph. The soldiers are 
dressed in clothes of colonial army officials, and the scene is quite a political 
ceremony. The place in the other shot is less identifiable as the Statue Square. The 
background is the Jardine House, and a group of elderly are there exercising, 
practicing Taichi. This shot is more like a blend of the traditional activity within 
the place of a modem financial center, and not very in line with the general 
practice of inter-cut between modem and traditional images in the video. 
Hong Kong the real look? 
To attract tourists, Hong Kong has to offer unique experiences and brand itself as a 
unique place. Back in the 80s, Hong Kong is one of the most popular and 
accessible Chinese city under the British rule, making Chineseness a unique and 
marketable brand image for Hong Kong tourism. Yet quick modernization has 
wiped off most of the indigenous images in the city center, and the video can be 
understood as one of the moves the 'bring back' Chinese images to the place. 
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The exotic and modem images of the city displayed in the video are not very much 
collapsed together. It is brought together under a common framework, but they do 
not merge in a common place. Victoria Harbour and the surrounding landmarks 
are depicted to construct the feeling that it really is Hong Kong, which is well 
known as a fast growing tiger of the east, an island famous for its nightscape - a 
mixture of city lighting with the backdrop of Victoria peak, and the so called 
glamorous Pearl of the East. Efficient and fast paced, hardworking and organized 
are assets of the financial sector of the city, but these are of little interest to the 
tourists who seeks leisure experiences; except to admire the' contributions' of the 
British empire to its colony, which is often presented in the story of the 
development of Hong Kong from a fishing village to a advanced city. 
In addition, there is an increase in the number of visitors traveling to Hong Kong 
for business purposes. The tourist association had plans to try to keep them stay in 
Hong Kong 'for another day'. The way to do this is to show that in addition to 
shopping and the cityscape, there are more to see. Yet another way to phrase this 
promotion strategy is to illustrate that, traditional Chinese cultural activities, like 
seeing people burning sacrifices to the dead, or seeing half naked Chinese opera 
actresses, are images of a 'real' Hong Kong that cannot be grasped by merely 
coming for a business meeting. Exotic experiences are framed as the 'real' and 
'native' Hong Kong way of life. 
To conclude, Victoria Harbour and landmarks around are depicted as modern icons 
of a developed city. But there are also something specific about the image of the 
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harbour and the skyline of the harbour. The unique openness of a coastline as an 
image of identity of a place, architectural styles of the landmarks, and their fitting 
in between the Victoria Harbour and the Victoria Peak makes the harbour visually 
special, and also makes the promotion video identifiable as representing Hong 
Kong. Yet in terms of experiences it is just a 'superficial' image of the city, as in 
any other cities' business centers. Yet within such framework of 'Hong Kong', 
another story is narrated. The modem coastline is negated as a 'mask' of Hong 
Kong, hiding up the consumable, interesting, exotic, and real Chinese Hong Kong 
at the back. But images of colonial development and local traditions are not very 
well mixed up. They exist in the form of a quite a sharp contrast between the two. 
Hong Kong Experiences 
In the year 2005, 18 years after <Hong Kong Behind the Mask>, <Hong Kong 
Experiences> is produced. Since the Asia financial crisis in the 1997, Hong Kong 
has experienced a long-term hardship in economical development. The problem 
worsens when SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome) stroke and the World 
Health Organization issued a global health alert in Hong Kong. Since then, a lot of 
effort has been put to brand the city again, including the campaign of a 'City of 
Life' (Donald 2004, 2006). 
Another big impact that changes the environment of the tourism industry is the 
economical takeoff of mainland China and further open door policies. These bring 
about impacts to the tourism economy in Hong Kong in two aspects. Firstly, from 
2002 onwards, quota of visiting Hong Kong for leisure purposes was lifted and 
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individual visas have been made available to a larger number of cities in mainland 
China. Currently, over 50% of tourist arrivals come from mainland China playing 
up Chineseness as a universal major selling point does not work well any more. 
The second impact is the quick development and the opening up of cities in the 
Mainland China which makes Hong Kong unable to claim for the position as a 
unique city to encounter Chinese traditions, and will have to seek new positioning 
in a more and more globalized tourism market. It is in such context that the <Hong 
Kong Experiences> promotion video is produced. In fact implications drawn from 
the analysis of this promotion video and the contrast of it with the previous video 
<Hong Kong Behind the Mask> can generally be applied to recent tourism 
promotional discourses in Hong Kong. 
Motifs and Narrative Structure 
It is relatively hard to find a singular major motif in this promotion video, so I will 
start by describing the narrative structure. This video shows four distinct stories 
about visitors coming to Hong Kong by individual traveling, but not through 
packaged tours. In the video, the four groups of tourists, not knowing each other 
from the beginning to the end, arrive at the airport almost at the same time, where 
they come across each other and depart for very different experiences in the city. 
The four groups include 'the Fu family', a family of three (parents and a little boy) 
from Hangzhou China; 'Ron Harris' a business man from San Jose, California; a 
pair of young lovers 'Jun Hasegawa and Ai Yamazaki' from Yokohama, Japan; and 
a couple from Surrey, England, 'David & Allison Holmes' and David is an architect. 
Clearly the four stories are tailored to multiple groups of possible tourists, but as 
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these four stories are in the same promotion video, they also show respective 
audiences that there are more to experience than a single journey. The four stories 
group together introduces to every audience a large number of possibilities to 
experience the place. 
The Chinese family 'of course' goes for family activities like shopping and visiting 
theme parks. But there are still more to add about their journey. They go to the 
Golden Bauhinia Square by the Victoria Harbour in Wan Chai to take pictures, the 
place which symbolizes the transfer of sovereignty of Hong Kong back to the 
People's Republic of China. It is a landmark with strong political meanings, and is 
believed to be a must-visit for mainland tourists in many guided tours as well as 
official promotion programs. The place hence also symbolizes the open up of 
Hong Kong for consumption by Mainland Chinese. Other than that, many other 
destinations visited by the family have a common orientation: to experience a 
modem Hong Kong. These experiences includes: when the kid goes shopping, he 
is attracted by a toy robot which can respond to his movements and do the same 
thing; they visit the space museum, and enjoy the feeling of sitting under the stars 
by projection from the technologically advanced Omnimax film projector. The 
space museum is in fact equipped with the first planetarium in the world to use a 
totally automatic control system, to adjust the movements and positions of the 
stars in different times of a year and of a day. The father enjoys an anti-gravity ride 
at the space museum too, where the child looks fascinated and the mother eagerly 
filming it with a digital video camera. The family visits the Ocean park, where 
they find sharks in an aquarium; they have a ride on an open roof bus which passes 
through the city under neon signs at night; enjoys buffet dinner in a hotel cafe 
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served with international delicacies where the mother teaches the child how to use 
fork and knife and the father enjoys red wine beside large glass walls with scenic 
views of the harbour; the mother picking which shoes to buy while the father is 
shooting mindlessly with his digital video camera and the child playing with his 
portable video game... Technologies and international lifestyle are common to 
many of the activities they participated in. The family is here in Hong Kong not 
only to spend their holidays, but also to consume (and learn how to consume) a 
modem cosmopolitan lifestyle. 
'Ron Harris' the business man, comes to Hong Kong mainly for business purposes. 
He attends a seminar about communication technologies. The conference is held in 
another landmark by the Victoria Harbour, the Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Center. After showing Ron attending the conference, the video actually 
cuts to the exterior of the center, where the Fu family is taking pictures in the 
Golden Bauhinia Square located right beside the exhibition center. After the 
conference, Ron asks his guide in Hong Kong, Lau, to 'show him the real Hong 
Kong' despite a Lau's warning that Ron is running out of time (without further 
explanation of what has been arranged for the time). Lau takes him to a local food 
stall where booths are set up and fried Cantonese food is served. It is a common 
place to dine at for local residents living nearby at a reasonable price. The other 
day, they go to a cruise ride (the Star Ferry ride) at the edge of the harbour, 
approaching outlying islands, and they eat cup noodles (instant food) on the way. 
Ron learns how to use chopsticks to eat noodles. He goes to a Chinese festive 
celebration in Cheung Chau, one of Hong Kong's outlying islands. At night, Lau 
invites Ron to his home where the family serves him dinner. The flat is well 
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decorated, quite overly well decorated for a common local office worker (who will 
serve as a driver and a guide to a guest (Ron) from overseas and called Ron 'Sir'). 
After dinner Lau's daughter shows Ron a web-page she made, and complains that 
the computer is working very slowly, Ron promises to fix it for her. Ron then goes 
to shop for a computer using credit card and gives it to Lau when Ron left Hong 
Kong. In this segment, Hong Kong is displayed both as an international city where 
traveling (Ron confirmed his flight over the phone in the hotel), communication 
and business infrastructures are very convenient. At the same time, Ron goes 
beyond the business part of the trip into a more localized setting. But that localized 
setting is not as exotic as the one represented in <Hong Kong Behind the Mask>. 
At least almost everyone can speak proper English, they don't always stuck with 
old traditions, and little girl knows web-page design. Here still Ron is the boss, 
who can make demands for a 'more local experience', and 'solve problems' for a 
local little girl using his credit card. 
The third group is the pair of young lovers from Japan, J un and Ai. All the time 
they look for interesting stuff, and some of them are related to local media 
production. Jun fascinates for Bruce Lee and Jacky Chan. They go to the Avenue 
of Stars beside the harbour at the Tsim Sha Tsui side. It is a replication of the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame, with Hong Kong directors' and famous actors' and 
actresses' hand imprints on the way. Jun finds the imprint of Jacky Chan there. 
They also enjoy a fun experience having foot massage after a tiring day shopping 
around. The couple shop for cute Chinese cultural products like traditional stamps 
carved with the buyers' names in Chinese and traditional wedding coats. They 
visited the Wong Tai Sin Temple and Ai tries fortune telling by 'Kau Cim' (shaking 
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thin, numbered bamboo sticks out of a little bucket after praying to God, the 
number of the stick give inspirations about one's future). They also enjoy Dim 
Sum. Most of the activities they participate in are delicate and fun. At the end of 
the video, lun proposed to Ai and present to her a wedding ring, abroad a ferry 
cruise where fireworks and the activity A Symphony of Lights appear at the 
background. A Symphony of Lights is a multimedia lighting and laser show acted 
by lightings on buildings at the two sides of the Victoria Harbour. It is a show the 
Hong Kong Tourist Board paid a lot of effort to promote. This story is all about 
lively, fun, and romantic experiences in Hong Kong. 
The couple from England experiences a more high-end cultural trip in Hong Kong. 
This is not the first time they come to Hong Kong, and their visit carries a rather 
strong nostalgic feeling. They share photos of the past, they revisit together the 
Peak to enjoy the scenic views in the day, and look across the harbour at the 
skyline of Hong Kong at night. This trip is also about an experience of Hong Kong 
from a rather cultured perspective. They praise local architecture, based on their 
professional evaluative eye, visits Chinese antique shops, and dine at a quiet and 
delicate Chinese restaurants and talk about their memories in Hong Kong. When 
they visit the Peak in the morning, they are among people practicing Taichi in a 
platform under a Chinese style pavilion. They go to a construction site to see 
people making bamboo anchoring for construction work, commenting it 
'unbelievable'; and ask what the Fengshui compass is for. On the other day, they 
visit old Chinese cottages in the New Territories to understand the features of 
Chinese architecture, and then go back to the city center to admire the skyscrapers, 
landmarks of the Central district. Going back to the hotel, they are welcomed by a 
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mini classical music band at the lobby. When they enjoy high tea at the hotel, a lion 
dance parade takes place nearby, at a little square outside the Cultural Center, a 
landmark beside the Victoria Harbour at the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront. 
Here, the four groups of people are all attracted by the lion dance and 'meet' again, 
as the Chinese family walks pass the place after going to the Space Museum, and 
the Japanese couples hang around in the Avenue of Stars close to the Cultural 
Center. Ron is one of the guests of honour in the lion dance ceremony. So the four 
groups of people are loosely linked up in this part of the video again. 
Before leaving Hong Kong, the English couple receives a souvenir from a local 
friend, a little Fengshui compass, when they enjoy the night view of Hong Kong 
Island across the Victoria Harbour from the Harbour City, a high-end shopping 
arcade in Tsim Sha Tsui. This part of the video is about the more cultured 
expenences in Hong Kong, and the couple also 'learns' from experiences of 
otherness. 
Multiple narratives of tourist experiences 
A brief roundup of the above touristic experiences can show that finding a singular 
theme in the promotion video is almost impossible. If there is one, it is about 
branding Hong Kong as a diversified and all embracing place. The position of 
Hong Kong in the circuits of culture is also multiple, from a role-model to a 
servant, from a place for fun and consumption to a place of knowledge production. 
A sense of cultural diversity is obviously there, as there are mixed architectural 
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styles, cosmopolitan delicacies and so on. But here I would argue that there is 
something very different about the places, about the landmarks depicted, 
compared to <Hong Kong Behind the Mask>. 
Similar to <Hong Kong Behind the Mask>, this video starts and ends the Hong 
Kong experiences by establishing shots and aerial shots of the city center, 
featuring the Victoria Harbour. The encounter of the four groups of people at the 
airport is more like a prelude, an introduction. After that, there is a sequence of fast 
forward aerial shots going through the routes from the airport to the city center. 
Together with the announcement in the MTR: the next station is Hong Kong, the 
Central district is shown over the Victoria Peak, facing the Victoria Harbour. Now 
fast forward movements slow down, and followed by an aerial shot (very similar 
to the one in the 1987 video) right from the top of the city, featuring the closely 
packed towers and skyscrapers in Central District. A slow motion shot of Victoria 
Harbour is used in the end of the sequence, which depicts a classic Chinese junk, 
the symbol of the Tourists Association, in the sea, with the Hong Kong Convention 
and Exhibition Center as background. This series of shots is followed by Ron 
talking in a seminar in the exhibition center. 
The ending part shows the fireworks and A Symphony of Lights, a show off of the 
Hong Kong Island city skyline in colourful lightings. And then there is a quick 
montage of a recollection of experiences by the tourists as well as some other 
landmarks that have not appeared in the previous segments. This montage is, once 
again, started by the collection of Victoria Peak, Victoria Harbour, and Central 
District, and ended by the nightscape of Hong Kong - a shot from Causeway Bay 
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towards Wan Chai and Central, capturing most of the landmarks along the 
coastline by the compression of space by changing the horizontal length of the 
coastline to a view of depth. The usage of the image of the harbour as an 'identity 
frame' is clear, and in between segments in the video, shots of Victoria Harbour 
changing from day to night and night to day is also shown as intermission of 
activities. 
In addition, similar to tourist experiences represented in the video, representations 
of landmarks are also multiplied in two ways. Firstly, it shows multiple centers of 
consumption. Instead of featuring landmarks around the harbour just as a symbol 
of economical prosperity, there is an increase in number of landmarks depicted 
with touristic activities compare to the 1987 video. Landmarks around the Victoria 
Harbour featured in <Hong Kong Experiences> includes the Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Center for international business; the Golden Bauhinia 
Square which is a political icon; the Space Museum which display an advanced 
and interesting aspect of Hong Kong; the Avenue of Stars is there in praise of local 
media industry and a place tailor made for tourist consumption; a number of 
buildings in the Central district narrating the prosperity of Hong Kong, and a 
whole lot of restaurants, shopping malls, and cruises, that appropriates the image 
of the harbour to produce a sense of high culture, leisure, romance, and festive 
sensations. The single activity of A Symphony of Lights itself is attached with 
nostalgic memories (the British couple), prosperity of the city (Ron), an exciting 
and breath-taking trip (the Chinese family), and a romantic journey of a life time 
(the Japanese lovers). These activities and emotions are often attached to and 
localized in different places during their consumption. Hence these multiple 
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centers allow multiple narratives and discourses about Hong Kong. 
The other multiplying effect is similar to A Symphony of Lights. In the case of A 
Symphony of Lights, the value oriented nature of the show makes it flexibly 
consumable from multiple perspectives in multiple settings. In addition to that, the 
landmarks themselves are also multiplied in terms of functions or purposes. I will 
illustrate by raising two examples in the video. The first one is Wan Chai 
waterfront. Landmarks there are built as a united and interrelated complex rather 
than individualized and de-linked, just like Ron is participating in a conference in 
the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center, while the Fu family takes 
pictures outside the center in front of the Golden Bauhinia Statue. The fact that the 
place of 'work' and a place of 'leisure' are placed so together closely geographically 
as well as in the narrative of the promotion video is quite special, and different 
from the traditional understanding of a need for leisure tourism to go away from 
the center of work. Yet another function of the place lies in the new wing of the 
Hong Kong Convention Exhibition Center, which is well known among tourists 
from Mainland China as the place where the handover of Hong Kong from the 
British Government to the PRC took place in 1997, and is hence part of a place for 
political ceremonies. In addition, the Golden Bauhinia Square, being a square, a 
half empty space, can be appropriated for multiple activities. These includes 
routine flag raising ceremonies, celebration of the National day, place of petitions 
against reclamation of the harbour, as well as the goal for the international 
Marathon competition held in Hong Kong 16. 
16 Chapter 6 will be a more detailed description of the transformation of the square. 
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The increase of empty space in landmarks around the harbour is quite common in 
the last ten years. The case of the Tsim Sha Tsui cultural complex is another similar 
case. Recently, reclamation and extension of the waterfront at Tsim Sha Tsui 
allows for the establishment of the Avenue of Stars. The attraction is a walk by 
itself, with plenty of space for dwellers to use. Mini outdoor concerts and 
exhibitions are often held beside the Academy Award Statue in the avenue. · The 
architectural design of the Cultural Center also leaves plenty of empty spaces for 
different functions. Stalls selling little art pieces are placed under the buildings in 
form of outdoor art galleries. In the promotion video, the empty space has be 
appropriated to construct a sense of inter-connectedness (of different groups of 
tourists), as well as an open space for functions like the lion dance parade. 
Landmarks are more and more not limited to its original functions or purposes, but 
approaching a multitude of possibilities, generating diversified experiences within 
each of them. 
Generalization of the Two Cases 
Throughout the years, a large number of other promotion videos are made. Yet 
among the tourism promotion videos which are generally tailored for building up 
an image of Hong Kong (rather than selling specific events and new attractions of 
the city) the difference between these two videos can generally be applied to the 
productions in respective era, distinguished roughly by the return of Hong Kong to 
the PRC. Another tourism promotion video before the process of multiplication of 
narrative is a video in 1992, produced by Louis N g for HKTA. The video shows a 
gentleman in western costume touring around different places in the city. Places 
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related to the Victoria Harbour and surrounding landmarks include night scene of 
the skyline of the Hong Kong Island, Lippo Center and the Bank of China Tower, 
the Peninsula Hotel, outdoor Jacuzzi (at the roof or balcony of a hotel) facing the 
paranomic view of the Hong Kong Island across the harbour, and some Chinese 
junks. Apart from the junks, these scenes are mostly westernized or modem places 
in the city, especially so when it is contrasted with scenes of little kids running 
around wearing traditional Chinese costumes, streets under stacks of shop banners 
in Chinese, traditional Chinese ways of birds' fortune telling, 'kung fu', and 
acrobatic performances like holding up three bowls of rice with chopsticks. The 
video has more singular theme of contrasting the modem and more traditional 
images of the place, and the harbour is more inclined towards the portrayal of a 
modem cityscape. It is also not especially entertaining or tailored for tourist 
consumption and fun. 
However, starting from the promotion video in 1996, major thematic promotional 
videos are all constituted by multiple narratives. The video in 1996 uses 'Simply 
the Best' as its background music. The first screen is a display in words which 
claims that Hong Kong is the favorite tourist destination in Asia. Within the video, 
nice services, food, shopping pleasure, transportation system, world largest 
outdoor bronze Buddha, Asia's largest aquarium, and various entertainment 
businesses are all introduced part by part in the I-minute television commercial. 
Within each part, it is a montage of images showing different experiences in the 
city: modem, Chinese, westernized, efficient, spiritual, and entertaining. It is a 
quick blast of a large number of images, within little distinction between them at 
all. In this video, however, the Victoria Harbour and surrounding landmarks does 
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not fulfill any role more than a larger frame for the whole video by producing an 
image of a prosperous city. This video is part of the Hong Kong, Wonders Never 
Cease promotion campaign, which in Chinese, it says the capital city with million 
things to see. 
Other videos after this continues with the blending of rather discrete narratives of 
the city as a tourist destination, but also sees a significant increase in the role of the 
landmarks along the harbour in the production of tourist experiences. In the video 
Hong Kong - Live it, Love it (a campaign that begins in 2003), the video is divided 
into different themes of 'feel it', 'see it', 'wear it', 'taste it', 'win it', 'rock it', and 
'swing it'. The Victoria Harbour and surrounding landmarks do not only tell the 
story of the developed Hong Kong, but also a range of experiences too. There is a 
depiction of 1 acky Chan shooting a movie in Central District, where landmarks of 
the Bank of China Tower, lardine House, and the Lippo Center can be seen. The 
Chinese junk, Star Ferry rides, the colonial legacy of cannon firing at the 
Causeway Bay waterfront, and young people dancing Hip Hop at the Tsim Sha 
Tsui waterfront (now Avenue of Stars) are also depicted. Tourists depicted are no 
longer purely white, 'westerners', but also Chinese visitors. The cultural symbols 
are blended together in a more complicated way. 
In another video in 2007, which named Hong Kong as the 'Events Capital of Asia' , 
the International New Year Night Parade is shown to take place at the waterfront of 
Tsim Sha Tsui. Hong Kong WinterFest is held in central under the landmarks of 
the Bank of China Tower. The outdoor lightshow A Symphony of Lights is included, 
Fireworks celebrating Chinese New Year, and decorative lightings along the 
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skyline of the harbour for Christmas and New Year are also depicted. Art festivals 
and performances, with many of them held in the Cultural Center and the City Hall, 
as well as exhibitions in the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center are 
introduced, but there's no depiction of the exterior of the landmarks. The 
background of the video is a compilation of animated colourful outlines of 
landmarks, especially those along the harbour. Some of these landmarks figures 
also projection of lights towards the sky, creating a scene similar to the event A 
Symphony of Lights. These events are arranged in the video under diverse 
subtopics of Mega Celebrations, Cultural Festivals, Sports Events, and Consumer 
Exhibitions, and Entertainment and Stage Productions. In this case, things that 
happen around the Victoria Harbour is even more hybridized and consumption 
oriented, rather than just big pictures and overview shots of Hong Kong. 
Farewell 'A REAL' Hong Kong 
In light of the situation of multiple centers and multiple functions of landmarks 
around the Victoria Harbour, and a more visually inclined consumption of the 
tourist spectacle, there are clear changes in the discourses of Hong Kong city 
identity in relation to representations of touristic landmarks. The landmarks of 
Victoria Harbour are very often the official 'identity setting' images used in tourist 
promotion materials in the 80s as it is now. But it has quite a different depiction in 
the two videos. The harbour and surrounding landmarks are depicted more like a 
'front-stage' of the image of Hong Kong in <Hong Kong Behind the Mask>. It 
symbolizes a 'mask' of a business center in contrast with the 'backstage' of exotic 
Chinese experiences. In <Hong Kong Experiences>, however, the identities of the 
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landmarks around the harbour, as well as Victoria Harbour itself, are multiplied. It 
moves from spaces that generate financial income directly to one that also 
generates multiple pleasures for multiple tourists and city-dwellers, so that the 
image of the city as well as the place can be sold as centers of tourist consumption 
for capital accumulation. There is a cultural turn of place, and a change from a 
center of production to both a center of production and consumption. 
The breakdown of the ability to distinguish a superficial and a real identity of a 
place are further enhanced by the circulation of the media products themselves, i.e. 
the tourist promotion videos. As an example of post-tourism, which argues that 
tourists' experiences are no longer stuck to the destination, but constructed and 
experienced through the circulation of mediated forms of representations, the 
range of possibilities of experiences in the touristic places, especially landmarks 
where usage is fluid but planned, and media representations are massive. These 
possibilities have been exploited to the largest extent that even the very private 
emotions and human relationships of friendship, services, love, and family life, are 
produced and depicted in relation to the range of landmarks available for tourist 
consumption. Discourses of the place have gone far away from being only 
descriptive. Emotions and private consumption behavior are mediated and injected 
to the 'modem' image in current promotion campaigns, while the same harbour 
appeared cold, routine, superficial, and not consumption desirable in previous 
representations. The images of exotic and leisure consumption in the city has very 
much converged with the business, modem, prosperous image of the city, making 
it hard to distinguish between the two in understanding a 'real' Hong Kong. 
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In dealing with frontstage and backstage experiences of media and social activities, 
Thompson (1990) proposed a framework for understanding the social organization 
of mediated interactions. He proposed that the consumption of media products is 
an interactive two way activity. The more public accessible front-region and 
actions of accessing mediated interactions composed the primary interactive 
framework. Behind that is a more private back region relatively hidden from the 
public gaze including familial and personal relations. Individuals may have a 
larger autonomy in negotiating how to make use of media forms accumulated from 
the front region while constituting their own personal life. Yet in this circumstance, 
the touristic place is so thoroughly organized by media representations that the 
place is highly emptied for frontstage consumption. Media representations of the 
place have crossed over to the domain of private life, providing choices for 
consumption among places linking its mediated images with desires and emotions. 
The multiplication of patterns of consumption and increasing number of 
diversified centers of consumption has allowed a more flexible combination of 
experiences and emotions for increasingly sophisticated marketing strategies. And 
this has lead to the collapse of any claims to a singular authenticity into a whirlpool 
of multitude. In the 1987 representation, there is still a possibility to 'talk about' 
authenticity in the so called 'east-west' hybrid condition of Hong Kong. But with 
the increasing multiplication of experiences, which serves the more and more all 
embracing strategy of media representation for tourism promotion which links up 
public consumption with private emotions, the possibility to claim for any solid 
identities is likely to be weakened, with the promoted identities managing the 
imaginations of tourists in more and more organized and detailed ways. 
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CHAPTER 5 - Multiple Layers of Touristic Landmarks 
In the two previous chapters, I have illustrated a larger framework of development 
touristic discourses of the Hong Kong and the Victoria Harbour. In the coming 
chapters, I will focus on specific landmarks around the harbour, and shed light on 
multiple layers of meanings constructed in relation to the multiplying layers of 
touristic landmark development. 
Nostalgia and Multiple Layers of Landmarks 
There are two objectives for this chapter. The first objective is to introduce the 
motif of nostalgia in tourism promotion which is often articulated to landmarks in 
relation to the Victoria Harbour, through the case of the Peak. And secondly, I am 
going to introduce a concept of multiplication, the multiplication of layers of 
landmarks around the harbour by the establishments of the programme of Cultural 
Walks in areas close to the harbour. The commonality between the two parts is that 
nostalgic imaginations of Hong Kong and the harbour have been organized to the 
construction of a historicity of place. 
The Case of Victoria Peak 
The paranomic view over the Victoria Harbour is the 'natural' asset of the Peak. It 
is also the place to enjoy one of the most famous night views in the world. But on 
top of that the touristic value of the Victoria Peak is often an illustration of colonial 
legacies. From 1904 onwards, the place was legally a residential area only for 
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colonial government officials and westerners that arrive in Hong Kong. Since then, 
although the regulation that excludes local Chinese from the area is lifted in 1947 , 
it remains an upper class residential area that is not quite possible for less wealthy 
residents to live in. The history of social exclusion of local Chinese from the place 
is a common description of the history of the place in media representations. 
This rather deep historical background is placed at the frontier of media 
representations of the place in 2008, when the Peak tram celebrates its 120th 
anniversary. I will first provide a general description of the place, and go into more 
details about the spatial arrangements on the Peak and the promotions for the 120th 
anniversary events. 
The Peak as the number one tourist attraction 
The Peak is most often voted as the number one choice of among all attractions by 
tourists coming to Hong Kong. The Peak Tower was first opened in 1972, with 
restaurants and coffee shop together with the upper terminal of the Peak tram. In 
1997, the old Peak Tower is redeveloped into the current building, and the Chinese 
name of the tower is changed. The 1972 building was quite futuristic in design, 
especially back in that time, but as the previous building has a relatively long 
history, the current one is more modernized. The image of the current building is 
unique with an inverted semi circular top, where glass walls are installed so that 
views of the Victoria Harbour can be seen from within the tower. The whole 
building is clean and brightly lit, just like most shopping malls, but the features 
within are quite different. I will briefly describe tourist experiences of the peak 
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from the journey of the Peak tram. 
Two features of the lower terminal of the peak tram station are worth mentioning. 
First, there is a series of displays about the history of the Peak and the Peak tram in 
the station, including a large collection of photos in monotone, brown and white, 
arranged according to a timeline of the history of the peak. The name of display in 
English is 'Notes from the Tram', in Chinese it is 'memories in history'. Other 
displays include 'Fashions of the Day', a display featuring costumes of the old 
days with dummy models wearing suits for man and dress with a decorated hat for 
woman, standing beside another dummy wearing Chinese long coat; displays and 
descriptions of a real size model of an old peak tram; love letters by lames 
Rebbeck, founder of the tram; old poster advertisements of Hong Kong with the 
title of 'See Hong Kong, the Rivera of the Orient', tailored to attract tourists, and 
depicts a tourist in suit going up the Peak on a Sedan Chair, which was the way to 
go uphill in the old days; displays of the ticket selling counter and the uniform of a 
ticket selling clerk (white suit and a army service cap); coal, with the Chinese 
character of 'coal' written on the bucket, under a description of the way 'to 
modernization'. These displays describe the ways of modernization under colonial 
rule, and form a strong contrast between primitive local citizens and the colonists. 
The second feature of the station worth mentioning is the advertisements of 
restaurants and the Sky Terrace (tourists have to pay for tickets to get to the roof, or 
the Sky Terrace of the Peak Tower) of the Peak. In most of these ads, the view of 
Victoria Harbour from the Peak is used as a background picture of the 
advertisement. One of them reads: 'Cafe Deeo. Still on Top'. The ad display the 
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restaurant as luxurious, and buffet dinner is served. The image of the harbour from 
the Peak is clearly providing an added value to the restaurant, making it more 
classy, and probably, more expensive. 
The ride on the Peak Tram last for about 10 minutes. On the way, passengers can 
take a look through the windows at the scenic view of Central District and the 
Harbour. After arriving at the upper terminal, a large monotone picture of the 
Harbour can be seen. Entering the Peak tower will see a couple of stores selling 
products tailored especially for tourists including T-shirts, postcards, cards of 
English name translated to Chinese with the words written in a kind of Chinese 
pictorial form, and embroidery little bags etc. These products can also be found in 
shops in many other tourist attractions around Hong Kong. The Peak tower is very 
similar to a shopping mall, but things sold within are mainly tourist souvenirs. 
There are quite a choice of restaurants and cafe, including Pacific Coffee, Burger 
King, and a Bubbagump restaurant named under the academy award winning 
movie Forrest Gump. Chinese and Japanese restaurants can also be found. 
Celebrating the 120th anniversary of the Peak tram, six boards introducing the Peak 
and the Peak tram are set up in the lowest floor of the Peak Tower. These boards 
include themes of: A Tourism Icon, Planning the First Tram, Haulage Room, The 
Ticketing System, The Tram in Popular Culture, and Notes from the Tram. These 
boards are of course, mainly historical descriptions of the development of the Peak 
and the Peak Tram. In the display, little is mentioned about the upper class 
imagination of the place, and interestingly, the board about the cultural aspect of 
the place is mainly about 'Popular culture'. In addition, the 'popular culture ' 
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mentioned in the board is not about culture of local Hong Kong, but a description 
of the tram as a popular icon in the world, appearing in kids' toys, card board 
games, puzzles, and story books. 
Another attraction at the Peak is the Madam Tussauds wax figure museum. 
Displayed at the entrance is a figure of Bruce Lee. Bruce Lee is quite a local and 
even national hero on top of being a world famous movie star. At the museum, 
many tourists do take pictures with the figure, but it is not a rare sight to see 
tourists, especially western tourists, to 'fight' or 'mock' the wax figure. There is 
also a TV showing what is within, including footages of local celebrities like 
Twins, Aaron Kwok, and Joey Yung in the museum when their figures were 
introduced. Figures of political leaders of the People's Republic of China, and 
Princess Diana are also there. When the Peak Tower was first re-developed in 1997, 
Ripley's Odditorium was an attraction inside the tower, displaying a collection of 
objects and facts about exotic places and sometimes, primitive cultures and myths. 
The upper floors of the tower are quite special and fun. When observed from the 
lower floor the ceiling of the floor is constituted by pieces of wave like structures, 
serving to reflect outdoor sunlight to help lit up the room. But when the sunlight 
begins to die out in the evening, these pieces are actually lit up with multi-coloured 
lightings, with colour transformation like a sea of light. The floor below the ceiling 
is a computer games center occupied by the brand EA Electronic Games. It is like 
a place designed specifically for the games center. This floor is especially tall. In 
the center is a large glass-walled globe displaying computers installed with games 
for kids to tryout. Beside the globe are stores and counters selling computer game 
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products; and staircases to a penthouse where arcade games are available. The 
escalator leaving this area to the upper floor is decorated with yellow lights on the 
two armrests, and star like random blue little lightings tinkling on the walls. This 
area is in fact quite different from the general decor of the building, with a 
distinctively futuristic style compare to the plainer shopping mall underneath. It is 
also distinct from the general sense of historicity available from the displays in the 
tram station and the lowest floor of the tower, or the gazes on figures of Others 
available at the Madame Tussauds. Nor does it fit into the picture of a green 
mountain of the Victoria Peak as a backdrop of modernized international city. 
After two more floors of shops and restaurants above the EA games center, there is 
the Sky Terrace, or the roof of the Peak Tower. The Sky Terrace is an outdoor area 
where visitors can enjoy views of the Victoria Harbour, and a large part of Hong 
Kong Island and the Kowloon Peninsula. Another series of display tailored for the 
120th anniversary of the Peak tram stands there, themed 'Step Back in Time'. 
Historical pictures of the peak are shown, and the first one is the Victoria Harbour 
in around the 1910s, with central district and the Peak as the backdrop of the 
harbour. In the picture, western buildings of classical designs are shown, and a 
junk is sailing in the harbour. Reclamation is mentioned in the caption of the 
picture, which says that, after landfill is completed in 1904, Central has an entirely 
new configuration. 
Tracking Back Colonial History 
The spatial set up of the peak shows a collage of symbols of international and 
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'local' , if not Oriental, icons and images in a space that in itself is quite ordinary a 
shopping mall. The lack of sense of place in placing computer games retailer and 
'Bubbagump' restaurant in Hong Kong's number one tourist attraction, however, 
is compensated by the visibility of the Victoria Harbour, through huge glass 
windows, as a strong identity of Hong Kong. Another feature that provides the 
places with uniqueness would be the event of exhibitions of the 120th anniversary 
of the Peak Tram, which writes on the rather generic space a unique historicity of 
Hong Kong. 
The rise of recognition of Hong Kong in the world begins when the city is a British 
colony, and given the unique status of the Peak during early colonial days, it is 
quite understandable that an international version of the history of the city, 
especially the Peak, is very much written through rewriting the history of colonial 
Hong Kong. If we look back to news reports in recent years regarding the Peak, 
placing aside the 120th anniversary celebration, we will still find that the 
production of this touristic landmark often involves a sense of remembering, 
conserving, and even strengthening the colonial legacy of Hong Kong. In the 
coming part I will introduce some main themes about the Peak in recent media 
representations. 
Even the description of the seemingly inconsistent arrangement of place in the 
Peak tower has something to do with traditions and history of the city. According 
to press release and guides from the Peak Tower, news reports describe the 
renovated tower is blending in a modern sense a stylistic character of traditional 
streetscape like the Temple Street in the lower floors; and a trendy and energetic 
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style on the upper floor by special lighting effects (Apple Daily, 2004-12-16). 
While Temple Street has a very local image, more reports about the Peak is related 
to colonial history. 
The way colonial history is framed in these news reports can be quite contradictory. 
On one hand, the suppression of local citizens by colonists is often mentioned in 
some of the news reports; but on the other hand, there is often a strong sense of 
nostalgia to this segment of the history of Hong Kong, and some even characterize 
it as a unique feature of the city. Takungpao, for example, quoted then President of 
Legislative Council Rita Fan recalling discriminations she has experienced under 
colonial governance. Among them included the rules of not allowing Chinese, no 
matter rich or poor, to live round the Peak (Takungpao, 1999-9-30). It is a direct 
and clear critique against colonial rule. The title of the report is 'caring of the 
mother nation; economical reform; the return of Hong Kong; harmony of the 
nation, Rita Fan: A Strong Touching Feeling'. Judging from the style and content 
of the report, and that the paper Takungpao is well known to be pro-Beij ing, the 
report is obviously a political propaganda to downplay colonial rule and praise the 
return of Hong Kong to the PRC. 
But at the same time, actions to preserve colonial architecture, and reconstruct 
ways of living in the colonial era are not rare cases in the development of tourist 
destinations. Examples of conservation of colonial history for tourism purposes 
include the setting up of heritage trails. The Peak route includes Gate Lodge of 
former Mountain Lodge, the Governor's summer residence; Pinewood Battery, an 
anti anti -aircraft military base; Boundary Stone of the City of Victoria, placed by 
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the government to mark the area of the city in 1903; and the Stone House, a 
building where domestic employees and servants working for wealthy families 
lived. 
These Heritage Trails are organized by the Antiquities and Monuments Office 
under Leisure and Cultural Services Department. The Central Route is the earliest 
route developed among the three routes of Central and Western Heritage Trail. It is 
clear that almost all of these heritage monuments close to the Peak carry a stronger 
sense of colonial history, instead of an older history of Chinese residents before the 
arrival of the British. 
Another example of preservation of historical accounts during the era of colonial 
Hong Kong is that when the old Peak Cafe closed down in 2001, news reports 
placed a historical frame while describing the place. The restaurant is described as 
historical and full of nostalgic flavour. The fact that it used to be a waiting area for 
rickshaws before 1947 is also mentioned (Apple Daily, 2001-06-10). 
The rise of historical perspectives to the place in the post colonial era of Hong 
Kong does not come by chance. A number of factors are possibly the basis of the 
increasing nostalgic awareness of local history. Firstly, historicity is a way to 
enhance the touristic value of the place. Then chairperson of the Tourist Board 
Selina Chow did place an eye on these developments and recognize that there is a 
need to seek for specialists, who can tell stories about history of these sites, and 
add values to the attractions (Mingpao, 2001-3-14). 
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Secondly, while Hong Kong experienced a long period of economical recession 
after 1997, local identities, especially the imagination of the city as a prosperous 
international financial center, is under threat. Mingpao quoted legislative council 
member Martin Lee signed with regret while looking across Hong Kong Island 
and the Victoria Harbour from the Peak, recalling that someone used to tell him 
that each light on the island worth a million dollars; but things have changed very 
quickly through the years; and the wish before 1997 that Hong Kong could be a 
guide to China's development has turned into a reliance of Hong Kong on 
Mainland China in every aspect of life (Mingpao, 2002-1-13). The change, in the 
way Martin Lee addresses it, is definitely not a pleasing one. 
In addition to the fear of changes and backward development of the city, there are 
even efforts to remake a colonial style in parts of the city. Plans to improve the 
environment of the Peak have begun in 2005, and around HK$ 140 million is 
invested, to transform the Peak into a tourist attraction with strong nostalgic 
'Victorian style'. This act is to 'place emphasis on the history and culture of the 
Peak' (Takungpao 2005-9-26) which is colonial in nature. More recent examples 
include the 120th anniversary of the Peak tram. On the anniversary day, the tram 
charges only $0.3 for a round trip, the same fare as in 1888 when the peak tram 
began its service. There are models dressed in British costumes in the old days for 
tourists to take picture with, and there are also staffs distributing newspapers 
printed in the format which dates back to 1888. 
Nostalgia and Lost of the Harbour 
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This is how the media frame the anniversary day of the Peak Tram. The Peak tram 
company produced a short video to promote the event, and the video is available 
for media to use. The video features mainly a transition of the Peak tram from old 
to new. A POV shot of the tram going uphill from the harbour to the peak is the 
backbone of the narration. The trams transform from old models to modem ones in 
the process, and there is a colour change from monotone to colourful pictures. 
Dividing the uphill shots are footages of Hong Kong from the old days to the 
present. These shots are mostly the Peak, Central Districts, and overview of Hong 
Kong Island. The video hence does not only portray the modernization of the Peak 
tram, but also the changes in cityscape. A range of shots captures the Victoria 
Harbour. The old footages show the harbour by POV of the tram looking backward 
to the Central District from mid level. But more recent ones usually used an 
overhead perspective to look at the area. In fact the harbour is hardly visible now 
from the back of the Peak tram, due to the view blocked by modem skyscrapers in 
Central and Admiralty. 
Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) news reports appropriate the video as part of 
their news story about the anniversary. The original video has no voice over, but in 
the news it is dubbed by a reporter. The beginning of the news segment says: 'the 
Victoria Harbour is always changing, so are the views of the two sides of the 
harbour. Tourists come and go, and the Peak tram continues to climb uphill 
slowly.' This is followed by sound bytes from interviewing a Peak tram engineer 
who has been working there since 1968, 40 years ago. In the interview, two main 
ideas are told. The first one is that the Peak used to be a place where high 
executives in the government lived, and is a tourist's attraction mostly for wealthy 
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people, mainly coming to Hong Kong from European or American countries. 
Then the report cuts to a voice over telling the history of the Peak tram. According 
to the reporter, before the Peak tram, going uphill usually relies on sedan chairs 
(rickshaw is shown in the video of the part instead of sedan chairs). And then it 
goes on to introduce different Peak tram in the old days, from those made of wood 
to latest models. Then the report goes back to the interview of the engineer, saying 
that 'the development of the society has a price to pay'. He says that when he first 
started working for the Peak tram, there are fewer buildings in the Central District 
and a large part of the harbour can be seen. In the end of the segment, the voice 
over says that exhibitions about the history of the Peak tram at the Peak tram 
station aim at preserving history, and on the anniversary day, there are a series of 
nostalgic settings at the terminal (as described above). 
In the case of the Peak, there are many traces of colonial history being the central 
theme of nostalgic representation of place. Besides reconstructing colonial history 
though preservation and even re-creation of place, partly for touristic purposes, 
history of the Peak is also appropriated at times to remind people of the lost old 
days. The scenic view of harbour as seen from the Peak is more than symbolizing 
the prosperity of the city. Another important theme of many of these 
representations is an anxiety of the lost of the place. It is another uprising factor in 
understanding landmarks development and the harbour. 
This video is not the only media product that expresses a sense of uneasiness 
towards the narrowing down of the harbour view due to reclamation and 
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development on the banks of the harbour. In 1995, Society for the Protection of the 
harbour Limited is established by a group of mainly professionals, including 
lawyers and legislative council members. The activities they arranged are mostly 
aimed at fighting against further reclamation of the Victoria Harbour on top of 
calling for more effort to protect the harbour from being polluted. A range of 
efforts are proposal to raise the issue to a higher level of public awareness, 
including petitions at the waterfront (the Golden Bauhinia Square), a law case 
against government reclamation actions, researches and press conferences, 
educational activities, and publicity events that appoints celebrities as their public 
representatives. Another group famous for voicing out their opinion on the 
development of the harbour is the online group inmediahk.net. The group aims at 
raising public awareness to the development of a civil society in Hong Kong. It is 
an important facilitator for the campaign' local action' , which is a series of actions, 
or even fights against the SAR government's plans to develop places including the 
waterfront of the Victoria Harbour, which, according to Inmedia, is a process that 
suppresses development of local culture and identities. In their strike against the 
demolition of the Central Star Ferry pier and the Queen's Pier, participants 
strongly call for preservation of the place as an important site of local 
commemoration. Generally speaking, 'commemoration' becomes quite a 'hip' 
word in Hong Kong during the time when fights are strong. In both cases, colonial 
history made up an important part of the memories. For the Star Ferry, the rise of 
ferry fees in 1966 was a factor that triggered the 1967 riot against colonial control. 
And for the Queen's Pier, it is a place where the arrival ceremonies of governors of 
Hong Kong and Queen Elizabeth 11 took place. 
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Colonial History and Local Identities 
As mentioned in the study of Hong Kong Tourist Board annual reports, attention 
has been paid to the conservation of the harbour as early as in the 1960s. However, 
there are a number of differences between preservation efforts then and now. In the 
old days, concern for conservation is part of a city planning strategy with a more 
practical aim of attracting tourists, and could be considered as more like a 
marketing plan for official considerations. Recent efforts are initiated more from a 
bottom up manner; or, for the case of the Peak as an example, these efforts are 
consumed by visitors and local citizens. The consumption process involves a 
participation in the remembering of place and time, which is quite an individual 
experience of sharing public memory. 
Another difference is that content of conservation. In the old days, the 
conservation concern is mainly about the natural scenic view of Hong Kong as an 
island. As modernization progress, however, keeping a 'natural ' view of the island 
is rather unrealistic. The only image of the island in relation to the harbour which 
could possibly convey such message would be the aerial shot over the Peak from 
the back, towards Central, the harbour and Kowloon peninsula. The back of the 
Peak is relatively green and the aerial shot can escape the blocking of the mountain 
by skyscrapers between the harbour and the Peak. Another conservation that 
regard the harbour as a natural asset would be effort against reclamation, to keep 
the width of the harbour from becoming a ' river ' . However, other than that, a lot of 
conservation efforts now are historical and nostalgic. It is not likely that local 
landmarks are framed with a historical perspective 40 years ago, when the city is 
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still experiencing a fast-paced development. On top of the idea that it takes time to 
accumulate 'historicity' of place, the history narrated is rather specific to the 
current context of Hong Kong as a 'post-colonial' city as well. The idea of history 
images of the city back 40 years ago are therefore mostly represented by the 
traditional 'Chineseness' of Hong Kong, instead of the colonial legacy as in recent 
years. 
The third difference is that, in the old days concerns for conservation are mainly 
considerations by officials. These concerns do not go public as much as it is today, 
and is only illustrated mainly in the reports of tourists associations. Today, mass 
media plays a more important role in circulating these memories and histories. 
With the rise of more established concern groups and increasing number of 
activities that actively appropriates different segments of the histories of Hong 
Kong from different perspective with different purposes, media coverage about the 
histories of these landmarks are highly increased. These histories, and concerns of 
conservation, are then popularized. 
And it is different in the case of tourism as well. Rather than more singularly 
'natural' histories and tradition of the city are marketed, it involves a blend of 
histories at places and actions to actively frame these histories for consumption. 
While in the old days promotion are made to encourage tourists to leave the center 
of the city to rural areas where they can find experiences of the natural world in 
country parks, traditional villages, and indigenous lifestyle of local people, now 
even the harbour and places around have been grouped to form cultural walks, 
which are formed by a blend of a range of histories instead of purely indigenous 
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culture. 
But before going further to discuss cultural walks, the above analysis has showed 
the colonial history has added another layer of meanings to the Peak and the 
harbour, which are important constitutions in local identities from political, 
historical, and cultural perspectives, on top of being just a tourist attraction. 
The Hong Kong Walks 
'History' is not doubt becoming one of the hip words in local tourism development 
in recent years. This does not apply only to the Peak, but also to a range of 
historical buildings, so as to frame them into a series of new touristic landmarks. 
These landmarks are grouped together to form walking trails call Hong Kong 
Walks. 
Hong Kong Walks is a programme organized by the Hong Kong Tourist Board as a 
form of tourist's attraction. There are altogether six of them, and four located 
beside the Victoria Harbour. According to promotion materials available, the 
themes of these four are Central and Western District- Travel Through Time,' Wan 
Chai - An Ever-Changing Landscape,' Shau Kei Wan - Evolvement of a Fishing 
Village ,' and Tsim Sha Tsui - Cornucopia of Delights] 7. Among these four, the 
three of them which locates in Hong Kong Island involves a heavier sense of 
historicity and traditions of the city. So I will give a more detailed account of these 
three walks. 
17 See HKTB website www.discoverhongkong.com. 
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I will first give an introduction of the landmarks involved through the walks. For 
the Central and Western walk, it is a walk upwards from the harbour to the 
mid-levels. The first landmark close to the harbour is the Western Market and 
Sheung Wan F ong, 'an Edwardian-style building originally housing the 
waterfront Harbour Office when built in 1906'. It is declared a historical 
monument in 1990, and is now a shopping plaza and a tourist attraction because of 
its unique building style. Following the Western Market are a series of streets 
selling Chinese dried food including dried seafood, ginseng and birds nest, and 
herbal medicine. Along Wing Lok Street, Des Voeux Road West, Ko Shing Street, 
and Bonham Strand West, these shops used to be beside the waterfront, with piers 
nearby for trading. Wholesale of Chinese dried food was an important business 
now and then. But now it is also a place where tourists are encouraged to buy 
souvenirs of Hong Kong with local flavour. Possession Street is also introduced, as 
the place where the British colonists first landed in Hong Kong back in 1841. 
Other landmarks are less related to the harbour, including temples, antiques streets, 
colonial policing landmarks like the Victoria Prison Compound and former 
Central Magistracy, and more modem tourist's attractions like Soho and Lan K wai 
Fong. The whole walk, according to descriptions from guidelines by the Tourist 
Board, is a 'Travel Through Time'. The end of the travel will be a return to the 
Central district, which is 'the financial heart of Hong Kong' and ' its modern 
towers of steel and glass symbolize Hong Kong s successes. But the arrangement 
of landmarks in the area is not exactly chronologically in order from old to new, 
but in a mix. The age-old Chinese temple are among buildings of colonial 
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administration and western style as well as more modem areas where international 
cuisines are served and 'westernized' bars and clubs. The mix of historical root of 
the place is therefore not only traditional Chineseness, but a range of possibilities. 
The second walk related to the harbour is the Shau Kei Wan route. Themed 
'Evolvement of a Fishing Village', the history of the area as a shelter for fisherman, 
and then a fish market and a center of shipbuilding is the focus of this walk. In 
addition to introducing landmarks in the area, there is also a description of Shau 
Kei Wan Main Street East as the waterfront before the 1860s, and the place was 
developed in order to crack down pirate activities around the area. The landmarks 
around include a range of temples, and among them Tarn Kung Temple, and Tin 
Hau Temple, which worship deities that are patrons to fishermen. But in addition 
to that, coastal defense establishments constructed by the British back in the 1880s 
are also introduced, as well as a church built in 1862 by local Hakkas with the help 
of the Swiss Basel Church. The history of the church being the headquarters of 
Japanese military police during the World War 11 is also mentioned. 
The third walk is located in Wan Chai district and is presented with the closest 
relation to the Victoria Harbour. The theme of the walk is 'An Ever-Changing 
Landscape', and the process of reclamation of the harbour is the focus. Six 
reclamation projects are covered in the walk, from as in land as the Queen's Road 
East to the current waterfront of the Golden Bauhinia Square. Along the way, 
boards are set up that illustrates the period of time when the place used to be the 
waterfront of the harbour. Layers of landmarks and famous streetscape are listed 
introduced as well, which includes the Blue House which used to be a hospital, 
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Old Wan Chai Post Office, originally a police station between 1912 and 1913, and 
now a monument of Hong Kong as well as a resource center of the Environmental 
Protection Department. Temples, bars area (which used to be a famous tourist 
attraction for navy that come to Hong Kong in the colonial days), street markets, 
and more recently build Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Centre and the Golden Bauhinia Square are all 
landmarks along the walk. 
These walks shows tourism planning efforts actively recovering histories of Hong 
Kong, and construct a new layer of landmarks based on mostly existing resources 
accumulated through the history of Hong Kong but not yet exploited for touristic 
purposes. These places are organized mainly for individual tourists to consume 
through strolling along the city. Interpretation by tourists themselves is an 
important part of the process of consumption, while guides provide background 
information to frame the walk. Even there are guides, it is still very much 
consumption of place in a disorganized and individualized form because the 
guides are often provided through mobile phones. Tourists can dial up a number to 
reach the programme of Hong Kong Mobile Host audio commentaries anytime of 
the day and listen to guides tailored to tourists. It is available to most mobile 
service providers. 
Multiplication of Layers of Landmarks 
A round up of the history of development of the Victoria Harbour and surrounding 
landmarks based on previous chapters and this chapter of the thesis will see a trend 
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of multiplication of layers happening in recent years. 
The first layer of development of the harbour can be regarded as in line with the 
modernization of the city as a whole, especially around the waterfront of Central 
and Wan Chai district, where major business activities take place. The result of 
development is a layer of compact high-rise commercial buildings, strengthening 
the positioning of Hong Kong as an international financial center. Such an image 
of the city is further enhanced by the construction of infrastructures for 
conventions, exhibitions, shows, and art galleries. These developments are mostly 
concentrated at the waterfront of the Victoria Harbour, supported by new 
construction sites produced by reclamation projects. For the field of tourism, these 
landmarks construct images of a modernized city, where services of varies kinds 
are provided at an international standard in terms of efficiency and convenience. 
In this chapter we have discussed another layer of development in relation to the 
imaginations of the Harbour and the identities of the city of Hong Kong. 
Historicity of Hong Kong is being actively reconstructed and represented in spatial 
activities. Such construction of history has little to do with the 'natural' (literally 
speaking, physical, geographical) history of the harbour, but is more about the 
history of Hong Kong through the development of the city, especially during 
colonial rule. These historical images are narrated from different perspectives, but 
as a whole, there is increasing concern about the relations between local identities 
and history of the city. This aspect produces another significant level of meanings 
at spaces. In the case of the Victoria Harbour, the historical places are usually the 
previously waterfronts behind the newly reclaimed area, while new reclamation 
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plans trigger strong anxieties and fear that the beauty of the harbour will 
eventually be lost. The cultural and historical aspects of the harbour added a depth 
to the place, and the location of the harbour as the representation of the identities 
of Hong Kong goes more than the image of a modernized society. Localities with 
multiple discourses of colonial history, Chinese traditions, sense of local business 
and living, are actively constructed. 
But in the early days, together with the pace of modernization, very few 
developments are (discursively) tailored for tourist consumption. Even the 
nowadays largest shopping mall in Hong Kong, the Ocean Terminal of the 
Harbour City was described only as a port famous for its efficiency and modem 
hardware when it was firstly established. A development that mostly serves the 
purposes of tourism is seen in a layer of empty space developed outside the layer 
of skyscrapers by the waterfront of Wan Chai and Tsim Sha Tsui. The productions 
of touristic landmarks at these places are more than architectural constructions, 
made possible by organizing a lot of different events to attract visitors as well as 
media attention. The next chapter of this thesis will be devoted to the discussion of 
the birth and development of such tourist consumption oriented space. 
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CHAPTER 6 - Empty Space and Multiple Functions of 
Landmarks 
This chapter is about a conceptualization of the most recent efforts in the 
construction of touristic places. On top of a highly modernized cityscape and 
historical backbone of the city, there is yet another layer of tourism development 
along the Victoria Harbour in recent years while tourism plays an increasingly 
important role to local economies. This layer is arguably the most fluid and 
disorganized among all developments, because it involves the production of empty 
spaces in which the construction of touristic experiences and discourses is highly 
flexible. 
Empty Space and Multiple Functions 
From the perspective of cultural geography, Tuan (1977) points out in Space and 
Place: The Perspective of Experience that Place is meaningful space. The 
implication of such claim is that places are space that carries ' specijicity at 
localities'. Hence places are spaces constructed with specific cultural inscription 
in relation with localities. Sack (1992) follows such argument and defines space as 
the carrier of places; and places are specific localities in space. The two concepts 
are closely linked with each other. 
However, it may not be so straight forward that places must reflect features of 
specific localities, especially in the era of late modernity. Anthony Giddens (1990), 
in the discussion of modernity and globalization in The Consequences of 
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Modernity argues that a characteristic of late modernity is the disorganization of 
'time and space' and 'space and place'. Spaces are disembedded from specific 
social cultural interactions, as a result of the construction of 'empty space'. These 
empty spaces are hence more culturally generic and flattened for global 
consumption. 
Tourism could possibly be such a cause of the rise of empty space. As local spaces 
are selected for tourist consumption, it has to be transformed and modified so that 
it is accessible for tourists' dwelling. But at the same time, tourists come to see 
something special, something different from their everyday experiences in their 
place of origin. So there is a tension between emptying out of space so that the 
ways of consumption become globalized and accessible, and at the same time 
individuality of place in accordance with the locality. 
In the previous chapters I have discussed how discourses of the city of Hong Kong 
as 'capital city' of various kinds in the region is constructed with the accumulation 
of various landmarks along the Victoria Harbour, and how such positioning is 
branded. In this chapter I am going to illustrate in an examples of touristic 
landmarks by the harbour how empty space is constructed, appropriated, and 
transformed for multiple functions within, under interaction of economical, 
political, and cultural factors of the city. 
The Case of Golden Bauhinia Square 
On the Hong Kong side of the Victoria Harbour at the waterfront of the Wan Chai 
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district is the landmark of Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center and the 
Golden Bauhinia Square. The name of the square is made according to the golden 
bauhinia statue placed there, as a gift to Hong Kong from Mainland China when 
the sovereignty of the colony is returned to the People's Republic of China. The 
development of the square is an interesting case to look into, because it is arguably 
that the status of the place being a touristic landmark is did not come with its 
establishment, but very much due to events that took place there, which 
transformed this supposedly highly political landmark into a place for tourist 
consumption as well as for a range of other functions. 
The square is established on the first of July, 1997. The golden bauhinia there is a 
blessing to the place, a wish that Hong Kong SAR will bloom and glow forever 
like the flower statue. Close to the statue is a square where national flag and 
regional flag raising ceremonies are held. Other than that, there is another stele 
nearby as a memorial landmark for the return of Hong Kong back to China. 
However, that stele attracts relatively little awareness. 
A Place not Called by its Name 
I have analyzed news articles in three local newspapers: Apple Daily, Ming Pao, 
and Takungpao from 1 st July, 1997 to 2007, to understand media representation of 
the Golden Bauhinia Square, and transformation of the image of the place. 
As the landmark of Golden Bauhinia Square is created to celebrate the 
establishment of the HKSAR, its foundation carries strong political symbolic 
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meanings. The sampling of the three newspaper aims at covering news report by 
agencies with different political background. The Takungpao is characterized for 
being pro government and pro Beijing. Apple Daily clearly position itself as a 
tough watch dog against government actions, and often calls for further 
development of political democracy. Lastly Mingpao regards itself as profession 
and politically neutral and is often believed to be so by local residents. The 
coverage of these three newspapers will be able to avoid bias in understanding 
media representation due to sampling. 
News reports with regard to the Square within the time frame of the 
establishment of HKSAR to 2008 are scanned, categorized and summarized. 
Because the sample (as well as the thesis) covers a rather long period of time of 
development of the landmark, discussion focuses on greater and more generic 
trends and developments in the major discourses as related to the place, and less 
on describing the usage of specific symbols in representation. 
When the Golden Bauhinia Square was first established, there was not much 
concern about it. Even the establishment of the square and its related significance 
(as a gift and blessing to Hong Kong) is not widely discussed in media (news) 
reports. Among all newspapers, only the Takungpao, a pro Beijing paper had a 
more detailed report about the presentation and opening ceremony of the statue 
and the square. 
In the being of its establishment, the square is mostly just a place to demonstrate 
national sovereignty. Among the newspapers I analyzed, in 1997 and 1998, news 
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articles involved the square only appears on the PRC national day and the SAR 
establishment day. On these days, flag raising ceremonies will take place at the 
square beside the Golden Bauhinia statue. But even so, and even in the cases of 
political activities to related to national sovereignty, the Golden Bauhinia Square is 
still not a very eye-catching or special thing to talk about in the reports. The iconic 
feature of the place is rather weak. 
One can see how trivial a role the square played in these news reports by the way 
papers term the area, or the 'place'. On the national day in 1997 and 1998, the 
Golden Bauhinia Square is usually called 'the place outside the Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Center', or sometimes, 'the Golden Bauhinia Square 
beside the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center', with the Chinese name 
'different' from the official name used nowadays 18 (Takungpao, 2-10-1997). So 
even if the name Golden Bauhinia Square is mentioned, it cannot be detached from 
the Convention Center. 
The place is more like an empty space outside the landmark of convention center, 
without an identity of its own or much significance in the symbolic sense. It is not 
until the year 2000, three years after the establishment of the square that the place 
is more frequently called by its own name. 
A Place of Political Resistance 
As a gift given by central government to celebrate the return of sovereignty after 
7 Nowadays the official name in Chinese is: "£izJlfJf!//KiJJ'; the one used in Takungpao at that 
time was: "~1-T1f~~~ cp {;\5f.ff\J£izJlfJf!/lEJc/B':/KiJJ'. 
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colonial control, it is normal to expect that the Golden Bauhinia Square is a place 
where political inclination is hegemonic. It could even be close to what Lefebvre 
called monumental buildings as 'ultimately Fascist' . But interestingly, the case of 
Golden Bauhinia Square is quite deviated from that, as least in the early days of 
establishment. 
In fact, in about the first five years after 1997, the Golden Bauhinia Square cannot 
be regarded as a famous tourist attraction at all. It is crowded with people only 
happens on special dates, when the government organize political oriented 
ceremonies. However, still, these political events cannot really dominate the place 
by the projection of coherent images of patriotism. The square is often not only the 
venue of official political events of flag raising or national day celebrations, but 
also a place where these activities are interrupted by protesters with opposing 
political orientations. 
These demonstrations are covered by media representations as well. The protest 
activities are reported in most newspapers, regardless of these actions being played 
up or down. For example, there are petitions in the square on both 1999 1 st July, 
and 1 st October, and these petitions intrude into the area where ' regular ' or 
'official ' activities are held. On 1 st July, Mingpao reported that then vice president 
of the People 's Republic of China Hu Jintao made a speech under shouts by 
protesters that fight for a redress of the injustice in the 1989 Tiananmen incident. 
Protesters even equipped themselves with loud speakers, and guests who are 
attending the official ceremony can hear the shouts clearly. 
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In 2000, with increasing discontent among general public towards the 
performance of the HKSAR government, demonstrations in the square become 
quite a common scene. And in May, 2001, protesters tied themselves up against 
flag posts in the square. This action leads to police effort to increase their level of 
control to the place during important events in the name of 'public safety'. 
Examples include government strategies to transform the usage of the place. There 
is a report in Apple Daily titled: 'Transforming the Golden Bauhinia Square into 
outdoor tea stalls failed to stop petitions' (Apple Daily, 27-7-2001). In the body 
text, the square is described as 'an important location of demonstration for the 
protesters', with the reason as (because a lot of ((celebration" activities like flag 
raising ceremonies are held at the place.' It is under this context that the setting 
up of leisure tea stall is framed in the news report by Apple Daily as efforts by the 
government to limit the access of the area by protesters. In the same year, on 1st of 
July during the celebration ceremony of the establishment of HKSAR, Mingpao 
also reports that clear request was heard that calls for Chief Executive Tung 
Cheehwa to step down. 
Eventually, the square is basically excluded from the general public on special 
occasions from 2001 onwards. For example, only 1000 citizens and 1000 business 
and political leaders are selected to participate in the SAR establishment day 
celebration ceremony in 2002, leaving the general public out of a fence that block 
them from getting close to the square. News reports also mentions that some 
citizens express their discontent when they are not allowed to participate in the 
ceremony (Ming Pao, 2-7-2002). 
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The blockage of the ceremony created a sense of exclusion to the general public. 
At that time when there was a severe tension between the government and the 
public, these acts irritates some citizens. The blockage and the negative reactions 
from the public are both described in news reports, and the image of political 
conflicts in the square is rather strong. There are reports in 2003, (the same year 
when the first mass demonstration against the SAR government took place) which 
states that those who shake hands with Chief Executive Tung Cheehwa with 
enthusiasm when Tung visited the square to understand the development of 
tourism, are actually tourists from Mainland China instead of local citizens (Apple 
Daily, Ming Pao, Takungpao, 8-2003). In 2004, due to police slowing down the 
pace of the protesters, the ceremony is actually over when the crowd arrived at the 
square. These images continued until it became normalized, and that it is a 
common practice for local citizens to be excluded. 
Tourist Attraction and 'Education' of Nationalism 
The development of the Golden Bauhinia Square as a tourist attraction becomes 
prominent after the quota to travel to Hong Kong is lifted in Mainland China. This 
'tourist attraction', although originally being a gift to Hong Kong, is now mostly 
tailored for mainland Chinese tourists. It is regarded as a must visit location in 
some mainland tourist guidebooks and packaged tours, and everyday numerous 
travel carriages bring them to the square. There are not much to spend money on at 
the place, except for several portrait artists drawing pictures, and photographers 
taking photos for tourists visiting the place, with the harbour and the golden 
bauhinia as background. 
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Under the discourse that allowing more individuals to travel to Hong Kong is a gift 
of financial support from the Chinese central government, the Golden Bauhinia 
Square (as a gift by itself) is becoming a symbol that reminds Hong Kong of the 
benefits of reunion with its mother nation. However, the purpose of the place goes 
beyond monetary value. Another important 'mission' for these travels, and for the 
square to be tailored to them, is to serve as a site of national education. 
The story begins on 1 st January 2002, when a tourist from Mainland China 
complaint that the flag raising ceremony in the Golden Bauhinia Square is not as 
solemn as it should be. It is because in the night before, New Year's Eve 
countdown celebrations nearby left tons of trash in the square. Tourists also 
criticize that procedures of flag rising are not followed straightly enough. These 
comments triggered a series of follow-ups from the government including placing 
more concern on cleaning the square, replacing the honour guards responsible for 
the ceremony with more handsome and well built ones, and introducing the 
national anthem during the ceremony. In media reports, the ceremony in Hong 
Kong is compared with the one in Tiananmen Square in Beijing. Tourists from 
Mainland China are always one of the major focuses. They are often asked to 
comment on flag rising in Hong Kong. Tourists, through media reports, provide 
comments that serve to 'educate' local citizens on how the ceremony should be 
properly executed. 
But in fact, the square itself is highly touristic in orientation. Few local resident 
will travel to the place except students lead by teachers to visit the square as a civil 
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education class. It is not convincing that the general public will understand more 
about requirements of flag raising ceremonies and an increase in nationalistic 
values from the performance in the square. The Golden Bauhinia Square, and the 
flag raising ceremony, is hence more a chance for Hong Kong to perform and 
illustrate its national loyalty to the PRC than an internal process of nationalistic 
socialization. 
On the other hand, the negotiation of national identity may be performed in other 
more diverse manners. With a list of 'national heroes' including members of the 
Chinese People's Liberation army, first Chinese astronaut Yang Liwei, NBA 
basketball player Yao Ming, and Olympics gold medalists, are organized to visit 
Hong Kong (and the Golden Bauhinia Square), these national heroes together 
projects an image of modernizing, powerful nation of the People's Republic of 
China, and at the same time presents a role model of patriotism. A typical case is 
the visit of the first Chinese astronaut Yang Liwei and sharing his ideas on 
patriotism (Apple Daily, 26-10-2003). The visits of national heroes mainly took 
place after the 7.1 mass rally in 2003. 
Westernization and Localization 
While nationalism constitutes a major part in the meanings of the place, it is not 
the only movement performed by the SAR or the PRC government at the Golden 
Bauhinia Square. The' characters' of Hong Kong is never purified nor suppressed 
by ideologies of nationalism. In terms of flag raising ceremonies, while learning 
the proper way to perform the rituals remains important, some sense of locality is 
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kept. It is also under the framework of tourism that such acts become admirable. 
In 2002, for example, not long after the incident where flag raising ceremony in 
the square is being criticized as not proper enough, Takungpao interviewed and 
report a tourist from Shandong Province in Mainland China, and asked him to 
compare the flag raising ceremony in Hong Kong and the one in Beijing, 
Tiananmen Square. The comment was positive, as he finds that in Hong Kong, 'the 
performance by the marching band and bagpipes band is unique and with a 
westernjlavour'. He further praises that both ceremonies are 'grand and solemn', 
and the tourist enjoyed both of them. (Takungpao, 7/1/2002). Being a pro-Beijing 
newspaper, this report is far from deviating from the major discourse of 
nationalism (solemnity), but in fact, injects a unique character of Hong Kong into 
the discourse of nationalism, under the notion that tourist gaze is actively looking 
for something 'different'. 
So far we have seen the birth of the touristic place Golden Bauhinia Square. It 
starts from being a place unnoticed with little significance to the public, to a place 
of politically significant, and eventually a major tourist destination in Hong Kong. 
The significance of the place is arguably established not just by its physical 
appearance, but more importantly, how it is appropriated for different purposes. 
Being a 'square' in nature, with a large area of empty space, also allows to a certain 
extent a wider diversity of activities in that area as well. 
This empty space by the harbour, once being recognized as a landmark, attracts a 
range of activities to be held there. These activities can be far from nationalistic to 
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hardcore political resistance. Examples include in 2004, a 'Blue Ribbon' campaign 
is organized at the square, in order to fight against further reclamation of in the 
Victoria Harbour. Those who participates are mainly local residents, under notions 
of 'sense of locality', and 'commemoration' of the Victoria Harbour. Through 
organizing such events to attract media attention, the orientation of the campaign 
is not only towards the government, but to show the government and · the 
international societies that local citizens are determined to protect the harbour. 
Organizing international functions are also becoming common practices at the 
place. These include events like the grand rally by International Lions Club 
conferences; ten thousand disabled persons beating drums together by the harbour 
to break the Guinness World Records as part of the International Inclusion Art 
Festival programme; and the Standard Charter Annual International Marathon 
competition. It is also an official place to watch the Guinness World Record 
outdoor multimedia light show A Symphony of Lights, a prominent tourist 
attraction in the Victoria Harbour. 
The rise of the Golden Bauhinia Square as a landmark is a process of accumulation 
of cultural meanings. Beginning from a 'gift' that is little more than decorative and 
with little attention, the place is transformed into a center of political struggle with 
petitioners shouting anti-Tung Cheehwa, anti injustice in the Tiananmen Square 
incident slogans. The place was then actively controlled and cleared for political 
rituals of nationalism. However, with the rise of tourism and the place being 
increasingly identifiable, it is also used as a place where functions of are organized 
by local and international efforts as well. In fact, local identities are negotiated in 
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these series of functions, including a unique style of combining nationalism with 
the western or even colonial legacy; performative acts that display the 'loyalty' of 
the city to its nation under the rise to power of China, and in response to gifts of 
financial support; celebration of the cosmopolitan nature of the city by organizing 
worldwide recognized functions; and senses of locality in actions to participate in 
the planning of the city. These multiple functions are closely related to the work of 
media portrayal, which constructs new imaginations of the place and discourses of 
the identities of Hong Kong in the wider context of the city and of the world. 
Multiple Functions and Landmarks 
In this chapter, we have discussed a trend of development of landmarks around the 
Victoria Harbour. The trend of developing multiple functions together with empty 
spaces is not alone in the Case of Golden Bauhinia Square mentioned above. In 
fact, the production a certain area of empty space is quite a common practice in the 
development in local touristic landmarks in recent years. Examples of these empty 
spaces include empty area at the Peak Terminal, which allows for exhibitions of 
various kinds, including display boards showing the history of the peak in its 120th 
ann! versary. 
Other examples include the development at the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront. The 
Cultural Center located at the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront (close to the Star Ferry) is 
famous for its external architectural design and international cultural events 
organized within. These events often demonstrate a sense of high culture. 
Classical music, ballets, art dance, and opera are mostly regarded as too 
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sophisticated for local mass. Other landmarks around are museums of history and 
cultural exhibitions, which does not have a high entrance rate as far as local 
citizens are concerned. 
However, the outdoor area outside the Cultural Center has been actively used for 
organizing' Art Fairs' - an act that begins back in 2001 when local economy 
slumped. The Art Fair offers an opportunity for local artists to sell their works, and 
also allows for performances and installation artworks. Although the fair itself 
turns out to be quite slacking - mostly just attractions where tourists can take 
instant pictures or get portrayals with the background of Victoria Harbour, it does 
allow more established events to be organized there from time to time. 
Further development at the waterfront is another layer of open space: the Avenue 
of Stars. On top of handprints by movie stars and movie makers as an imitation to 
the Hollywood Walks of Fame, and exhibitions that illustrate the development of 
Hong Kong movies in relation to Mainland China and a worldwide market, there 
are often outdoor music shows of various scales from individual street performers, 
amateur or underground bands, collaborations between radio channels and bands 
and singers, and even official music shows celebrating the 10th anniversary of the 
establishment of the HKSAR. 
Though these events are still basically 'cultural', they break down the original 
imagination of the place as a concentration of activities of only high culture, as the 
'indoors' landmarks around are mainly museums and high class hotels. 
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Yet another example of the development of empty space and for the organization 
of activities is 'Tamar' at the waterfront of Wan Chai district. The place used to be 
Prince of Wales Building, and was the headquarters of the British oversea forces in 
Hong Kong. After 1997, it is now the headquarters of People's Liberation Army. 
The large area outside the building of the headquarters is often used for organizing 
events that have nothing to do with the headquarter itself. These functions include 
the Hong Kong Product Expo, which is an international exhibition for business 
products; an outdoor cinema during the Hong Kong international film festival; the 
'Harbour F est', which is a series of music shows as part of the plan to re-energize 
the city after the haunting of SARS; and other shows or even playground like 
Saltimbanco and the World Carnival respectively. It is worth noting that many of 
these activities are also tailored to tourists. 
These landmarks illustrate that under the development of tourism in the city and in 
the area surrounding the harbour, the place have to be modified. One of the 
strategies of modification is the production of empty space, and then inserting 
multiple functions in it. These acts highly increase the possibilities of landmarks to 
flexibly project a diverse image of the city through events management. 
However, as in the case of the Golden Bauhinia Square, it is not true that these 
landmarks are really culturally 'emptied out' and lack of characters of the locality. 
The process of transformation and the usage of these landmarks are closely 
attached to different aspects of the development of the city as a whole. These 
aspects also interplay with discourses of the identities of the city as illustrated in 
media representations, which is one of the participants in the process of identities 
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negotiation. In the case of the Golden Bauhinia Square we see an interaction 
between nationalism, political struggles, and tourism to project the image of the 
square to the level of a landmark. We also see that in media as well as at the place, 
framing from the local perspectives also plays an important role in meaning 
making. Especially in the rise in the number of mainland tourists coming to Hong 
Kong, the local often tries to distinguish its uniqueness by reinforcing cultural 
difference between Hong Kong and mainland China. 
The significance of multiple functions is that, the images of the local, the national, 
and the international are brought together within the same place, where spatial 
settings and symbolisms are fast-changing in relation to the organization of events, 
as a possible course of development towards multiple layering of place and sense 
of place, and a different level of sophistication of the hybridity of Hong Kong 
identities. 
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CHAPTER 7 - Structuring Consumption at the Harbour City 
In the previous chapters I have focused on a more macro scale analysis of the 
development of landmarks within the larger context of the development of Hong 
Kong. In the coming two chapters, I will go on to discuss specifically the way 
touristic landmarks are organized to structure consumption patterns of guests, and 
possibilities of multiple interpretations of place. The Harbour City is another 
excellent example to show how layering of landmarks is constructed. Together 
with strategies of production of empty space for organizing various functions, the 
shopping mall of Harbour City has been restructuring to both draw guests to the 
place and encourage consumption. 
The Concept of Empty Space 
There is no lack of academic discussion about the space of shopping mall. 
Zygmunt Bauman (2000) is one of the scholars describing mechanisms of 
disembedding in shopping mall. According to Bauman, shopping is a kind of 
'non-civil space', 'non-place', and 'purified space'. 'Non-civil space' means that 
the space of shopping more is becoming extremely individualistic. All humanistic, 
civil, interactive social exchanges are suspended in this space. Non-place refers to 
the disembedding nature of shopping mall. Though it is close to surrounding 
places where citizens live their everyday lives, shopping mall lacks common 
features within the context, while being a specific location in the place. Bauman, 
quoting Michel Foucault, comment that it is 'a place without a place'. 
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For purified space, it stresses on the singularities of shopping mall where the place 
'has been cleansed of variety and difference'. Every single colour, changes, 
diversity in the shopping more is purified and tamed. The variety and differences 
left are pure entertainment without danger, pollution, nor hindrance. Therefore, 
any concrete solid difference of place is not necessary anymore. Fluid signs and 
images that are incompatible with the place are cleared by anthropoemic 
(separating) approach or anthropophagic (swallowing) approach. Impressions of 
localities at shopping malls are specified signs and images without social meaning; 
as in this temple of consumerism, every individual understand the aim of each 
other, and no excess communication is needed in the process of commodity 
consumption. 
Yet in the case of tourism, tourists are not looking for simply materialistic 
consumption of modernity, but spiritual and authentic experiences (Lash and Urry, 
1994). Jon Goss (2005) also draws on WaIter Benjamin's (1977) description of 
post-modern tourism as 'allegory', which means that the product for tourist 
consumption is not simply a function by itself, but in relation to other products in 
the journey. The functional values of these products may be emptied out, but could 
also be reimbursed with fluid value of sign and space to complete the touristic 
journey of an 'Other' experience. 
The Case of Harbour City 
The Harbour City shopping mall located beside the Victoria Harbour in Tsim Sha 
Tsui is an appropriate case for the analysis of the above paradox between empty 
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space and touristic place. This landmark shopping mall is famous as the largest 
shopping mall in Hong Kong. Brands available in the mall are quite prestigious, 
mainly international brands of high-class fashion. It is right beside the Victoria 
Harbour and close to tourist attractions around the waterfront of Tsim Sha Tsui. 
The name of it and the brand name building effort in recent years also relate it 
closely with the harbour. 'One Harbour, with just one Harbour City' was a well 
established theme of an ad campaign sustained through the years, positioning itself 
at the center of the city, as unique as the Victoria Harbour. 
The Harbour City has also another unique feature. It is once called the Ocean 
Terminal, and is not only a shopping mall, but also an important pier for 
international leisure cruises. The pier was once famous for its efficiency as a 
modem transport infrastructure. Services provided are customs gateway and 
formalities for tourist arrival; as well as service counters to invite tourists to join 
local tours. The major activity for tourist consumption available in the Ocean 
Terminal was just shopping. Nowadays the place has been changed to become an 
attraction by itself, with lots of exhibitions and activities holding from time to time, 
and massive decoration projects are done to encourage visits and shopping during 
festivals and major local or global events. This is to a certain extent fulfill the idea 
that in the era of post-modernity, places are transforming as primary centers of 
production to centers of consumption. The place, no matter as an infrastructural or 
consumption center, is closely related to global flow of tourists and related 
economical benefits. 
To understand how different factors affect the spatial settings of the shopping mall, 
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as well as how the expectations of different consumers are fulfilled, positioning 
Harbour City in a context which is experiencing various changes is needed. 
Appadurai (1996) understand globalization as an interaction between five different 
areas: financescape, ethnoscape, technoscape, mediascape, and ideoscape. In this 
part of the chapter, financescape, ethnoscape, and mediascape are put into 
consideration as these are factors more closely related to the shopping mall. To be 
more precise, Lash and U rry (1994) raise a number of questions to consider when 
dealing with transformation of cityscape from a center of production to a center of 
consumption. These include (1) the social composition of the population; (2) 
patterns of movement of populations; (3) existing and potential images of a place 
and its interaction with surrounding places; (4) the possibilities of architectural 
setting to be used for new service industries; (5) the aesthetic resources of location 
population; (6) the tradition of entrepreneurship; (7) whether major leisure related 
companies are interested in further investing on the place; (8) the dependence of 
manufacturing industry on the development of new services industries; (9) the 
existence (or not) of a hegemonic development strategy by the state or the 
capitalists; (10) the evaluation of consumption and culture by stakeholders. These 
are major factors to consider while understanding the case of Harbour City. 
In this research, fieldwork is done to understand the spatial settings of the 
shopping mall. News reports about the Harbour City are also studied to reconstruct 
the development of the mall in the past ten years. Sampling are based mainly on a 
consideration of time (special interests in placed on the before and after of the 
development of free individual travel applications from Mainland China to Hong 
Kong); of sources - on top of local newspapers and magazines, news reports in 
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Mainland China are also read through to shed light on possible expectations of 
tourists from Mainland China; and theme of those reports (economical: rents, 
number of visitors, development of mall; Entertainment: movie stars and singers, 
special events and activities; and taste and branding etc.) 
Choice of newspaper reports from Mainland is rather loose, based on all the 
reports about Harbour City available in the search engine. But on the other hand, 
the coverage of Harbour City is mostly related to tourism and consumption. 
Hence given the fact that most reports are framed to be consumer guides about a 
'foreign' city, there is less diversity within these reports in the same period of 
time. However, analysis shows that through the years there are certain changes 
and differences when Mainland papers represent the shopping centre. 
Development of the Shopping Mall 
Harbour City is in fact a complex constituted by 4 parts of buildings: Ocean 
Terminal, Ocean Center, Marco Polo Hong Kong Hotel, and The Gateway, all 
linked together internally. These buildings used to be warehouses owned by The 
Wharf (Holdings) Limited, but now transformed into a complex of pier, shopping 
center and hotel. Ocean Terminal is the oldest part of the complex, built in 1966 
with pier facilities for leisure cruise. It may be true that the place has already been 
used for touristic purposes at that time, but the place experienced another 
significant change in its spatial setting in the last 10 years. The change probably 
took place in around 2000, when The Wharf started to make plans to stopped 
leasing shops to a range of brands, so as to restructure the shopping center and 
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reallocate the space, with the aim of making the series of shops along Canton Road 
'the Avenue des Champs-Elysees a/Hong Kong'. 
If we compare the retail sales statistic of Hong Kong and the rents of the Harbour 
City, the shopping mall is doing particularly well when Hong Kong experienced a 
financial crisis during the turn of the millennium. In 1997, total retail sales in Hong 
Kong amounted to HK$ 234,857 million, but in 1998, there was a sharp drop of 
16.7% to just HK$ 195,675 million. The years followed record a continuous drop 
until 2004 except for the year 2000. And it is till 2007 that the number actually 
reached HK$ 247,719 million, higher than in 1997. 
Due to continuous recession in retail sales, it is expected that shopping malls have 
to cut down their rent under pressure from tenants. However, in 2000, rents in the 
mall is has an increase by 25%, followed by around 30-40% in 2002, and another 
30% in 2004, according the data released to the press by The Wharf. A number of 
major strategies are used to keep this increase. 
Firstly, the mall does not only rely on local markets for sales. Tourists constitute an 
important portion as well. Two related strategies are used to reinforce the strength 
of the mall to compete for this market. The mall began to collaborate with the 
Tourist Association in organizing activities for tourists; and when the tourist quota 
is lifted in Mainland China, shops that suit their need are introduced to the mall. 
The shops are also rearranged for their convenience. 
Secondly, more effort is paid in organizing activities to attract local residents as 
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well. These include renovations of the mall in major festivals like Christmas. 
Investment on these renovations amounted to about HK$ 5 million in around 2000, 
and increased to over HK$ 10 million in recent years. The mall also placed much 
consideration in increasing spaces for exhibitions and events when planning 
renovations. 
Last but not least, it is also possible that high-end brands tend to be less affected by 
economic down trend. The mall has been constantly restructuring to enhance its 
image of luxury. These include introducing big names like Lane Crawford, YSL, 
Prada, and LV new shops in the mall. Some of them are flagship stores in Hong 
Kong as well. Hence the sales and the number of visitors in the mall does not 
experience as much drop as reflected in retail sales of the city as a whole. 
Hence in the past 10 years, the development of the Harbour City becomes more 
complicated. To attract local visitors and tourists, the mall is constantly holding 
events and doing renovations, with spatial arrangements constantly transforming, 
especially during major festivals, or national and international events. The number 
of arrivals in the mall is a major indicator for the evaluation of rents. In 2002, the 
number of arrivals on weekends amounted to around 170 thousand persons. When 
SARS struck Hong Kong in 2003, the number drops to around 100 thousand. But 
the problem is soon settled by a whole range of promotions and activities to 
encourage spending and visiting. The number of visitors returned to normal level 
in a month after SARS was over. In 2006, the number of visitors has increased to 
an average of 185 thousand on weekdays, and 200 to 220 thousand during 
weekends. The percentage increase in each year amounted to more than 10% 
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under the conditions of better economical performance in the city as a whole, and a 
constant increase in tourist arrivals. 
Shop Arrangements in the Mall 
Before gOIng into the shopping mall, I will first describe the environments 
surrounding the Harbour City, so as to illustrate how distinct the shopping mall is. 
It is quite clear that the internal and external of the shopping mall is different. 
Harbour City is surrounded by the Victoria Harbour, Star Ferry pier and Canton 
Road, with Canton Road being the longest road beside the interlinked line of 
buildings. Canton Road is not a very neat road, and its constitution is quite 
complex. The two-way road is often packed with heavy traffic, with unloading 
lorries, taxis, private cars, and tourists' coaches. Huge outdoor billboards covered 
the upper part of the Harbour City wall as well as opposite modem buildings. 
These billboards are all occupied by world famous prestigious brands. 
Under these billboards, however, are more individualized, old, and local shops. 
There are small privately owned money exchange counters, entrance of old 
residential buildings, tailors in small shops, and little stalls selling faked jewels at 
the price of HK$l 00 for 3. The outlook of the Harbour City side in Canton Road is 
completely different. Shops occupying the frontiers of the shopping mall are 
flagship stores of big names like Salvatore Ferragamo, Channel, and LV .. . An 
opening-soon LV shop used a gigantic LV luggage-bag-design board to wrap up 
renovations inside. One will not be able to see price tags from shop windows 
outside in Canton road, and guards or sales are standing right at the doorway to 
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welcome guests, or to keep people who are not ready to spend a lot away with the 
imaginations of extreme prestige. Inside the shopping mall, most brands among 
the 700 plus shops are world famous. It is no exaggeration to call it a temple of 
consumption of the upper class. 
The entrance close to the Star Ferry used to be the Hong Kong Hotel. But after 
reallocation of shops, it is occupied by Lane Crawford. A few steps more into the 
mall will see a section filled by counters of cosmetic brands. The route into the 
mall branched into two, one towards the Ocean Terminal, which will see the 
brands Bass, Vacheron Constantin; the other side towards Ocean Center, with 
Alexandre de Paris, Bally close to the front. Both routes look similar though 
historically and functionally speaking the two buildings used to be very different, 
given the unique history of the Ocean Terminal. 
For the entrances in Canton Road, there is one going right into Marco Polo 
Hongkong Hotel. Another entrance situated between shops of LV and Channel, 
lead straight into the shopping mall. Entering the mall will reach shops of 
Valentino, Donna Karen, Anna Sui etc. Also another entrance in Canton Road is 
situated between shops of Prada and YSL, and Coach and D&G. Inside the mall is 
The Gateway, and can reach shops of Hugo Boss and Celine etc. 
One entrance quite different from other major entrances is the one at the end of 
Canton Road, beside China Hong Kong City pier. That entrance is closer to office 
building entrances. Entering the mall from that part will be able to reach the Food 
Court, some restaurants, and shops like Moiselle, United Colors of Benetton, and 
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City Chain. 
Away from the entrances into the mall will see shops ranging from Tommy 
Hilfiger, to Levis, and sportswear like Adidas at the end. Fast food restaurant Cafe 
De Coral can also be found at the end of the shopping mall. 
Inclined Allocation of Space 
These arrangements of the mall seem to be quite messy, but there are generally two 
trends. 
Firstly, although there are always a few exceptions, but generally speaking, world 
famous high end brands are placed at a more central position in relation to more 
local brands. Indeed, it is sometimes quite impossible to distinguish local and 
international brands, but if we compare how much a brand has been localized in 
terms of brand building, promotional strategies, the number of chains etc ... it is 
hard to argue that G2000, Levis, and Vivien Westwood has not much difference in 
terms of how local or international the brand is; or that Celine and Ulysee Nardin 
are as 'localized' as Moiselle and City Chain are. In a later part of this chapter, I 
will further discuss the ambiguities within, but what I wanted to point out here is 
that, there is a certain difference in the images of these brand, and the imaginations 
related to them, which constitutes a sense of globalized place in the more central, 
and close to the front parts of the shopping ,mall. The local symbols are on the 
contrary more or less removed from the central image of the mall. 
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Secondly, in terms of spatial allocation, except for the entrance of China Hong 
Kong City pier, higher brands occupied the spaces closer to the entrances of the 
shopping mall. In similar way, the shops on ground floor are usually more 
prestigious than those on the second or third floor. In fact it is quite a reasonable 
situation. The amount spent on a single shop for expensive brands versus less 
expensive ones could be very different. The price of a single item in Ferragamo 
could be a hundred times the price of an item in Addidas. For a single shop, 
high-end brands are more able to pay for higher rents, as well as having a stronger 
bargaining power for eye catching space. This is also because shopping malls can 
appropriate their well built brand image and upgrade its own class. This strategy of 
placing less global brands to more peripheral positions can also be applied to 
places where the mall divides floors according to different themes. For example, in 
the Ocean Terminal, the first floor provides children's wear and toys, the second 
floor sportswear and gears, the third young and trendy fashion. But this kind of 
division does not apply to more central area of the Inall, where Prince Jewellery & 
Watch Co. locates on the first floor, Vivien Westwood on the second, and B&O 
Center on the third. 
So in the core of the Harbour City are clearly images of international and prestige 
branding. It is a place where the latest fashion can be found. Most products are 
available in Paris, Milan, and London the same time as in Hong Kong. Even the 
shopping windows may look alike as promotion campaigns and brand images are 
globally the same. At the same time, less prestigious or more localized brands of 
Moiselle, City Chain, www.Izzue.com. Addidas, Levis, and Catalogue etc. are 
placed at the deeper parts of the mall, closer to the Victoria Harbour side. More 
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daily life oriented food fair and city super are away from the fashion area; 
welcome super market is not only at the highest floor of the mall, but also 'hidden' 
at a turning point in the hallway, where visitors have to take a turn and went up a 
few steps before arriving at the market. Different from B&O which is located close 
to the central exhibition area of the Ocean Terminal, more local electrical 
appliances chain retailers Broadway and Central are placed on the highest floor - a 
less visible area of the shopping mall. 
Differentiations of Spatial Symbolism 
Lighting and colour tone in the shopping mall also helps differentiate different 
area. In the high fashion area, lighting and colour are quite natural, comfortable, 
and consistent with the general ivory colour tone of the area. Relatively speaking, 
the food court and the City Super supermarket close by are more colourful with its 
more open up settings of booths and counters just beside the walkway. These 
booths usually sell a wide range of small sized daily products, hence more mixed 
up in the variation of goods and combination of colours on the packaging of 
products. Another part of the shopping mall is right beside the Victoria Harbour. 
Compare to the relatively distinct and enclosed high fashion area, which separates 
and contrasts itself from the more chaotic Canton Road, the inner part close there 
are large glass walls displaying the outside harbour view. The harbour view is also 
the selling point of sea view restaurants, and a seaside gallery in the mall. The 
gallery displays and sells art works by international artists. Walking along that side 
of the mall can also find an outdoor sea view corridor, where benches and table and 
chairs under the shade of umbrellas are available for visitors to take a rest. This 
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part is in closer relation with the 'outside world', compare to the more flattened 
and simplified tones shopping area with prestigious brands. 
The sense of flatness at the high class shopping area is arguably a sense of global 
orientation. An example is a quite common practice of setting plasma TV s outside 
their shops, which display fashion shows of the brand elsewhere in the world. TV 
display outside a shop selling watches shows the process of production with a 
mixture of technologies and machines, as well as skills and art sense. The 
production took place in a foreign country. These plasma TV and the shopping 
arcade brings brands that is clearly from different walks of life in the world, into a 
common, and kind of unified space for display. With a few steps forward or 
backward, a shopping mall dweller can move from shopping in Milan to Paris, or 
from Paris to New York. 
The image of 'international' is a central theme in the central part of the shopping 
mall. This trend is applicable both to brands as well as branding strategies. 
Disregarding sales persons and visitors which are mainly Chinese, there are 
relatively few signs of local, grass root, or symbols of Chinese ne ss in the central or 
frontier area of the mall. Except for a large poster ad of Harbour City itself, all 
models in the advertisements in the central part of the mall are white people. The 
more inner and peripheral parts of the arcade, however, will see Chinese faces of 
Jay Chow, Andy Lau, and Daniel Wu as representatives at City Chain watches 
shop for brands like Ellesse, Cyma etc; versus George Clooney for Omega watch 
at Prince Jewellery and Watches shop in the more prestigious area. 
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Other than strategies of differentiation, the fluidity of images also facilitates global 
cultural symbols to engulf local identities. I am not saying that global capital is 
forcing symbols of any kind to become altogether westernized, but from studying 
the distribution and appropriation of symbols in the mall, it seems hard to deny that 
the process of globalization and westernization is quite hegemonic as far as the 
development of the mall is concerned. Though there are clear ambiguities in the 
interplay of linguistic and non-linguistic symbols, but it is often inclined to a lack 
of 'local elements' by the exploitation of the fluidity of branding efforts. I will 
illustrate by naming a number of examples. 
The fast food restaurants Cafe de Coral is located at one of the ends of the 
shopping mall. It is a fast food chain that appeal to the general mass in Hong Kong. 
The original colour theme of the brand is red and yellow. But in Harbour City, it is 
totally changed. The thematic colour for decor in the restaurant is black. At the 
entrance, written in italic words of golden colour is a large name of the restaurant 
Cafe de Coral, while the Chinese name of it is much smaller and written at a layer 
of wall behind the English name. Inside the restaurant the walls are also black with 
threads of golden words read: This is a wonderful world. There are also plasma TV 
sets on the walls. The style and setting in general is very different from other 
branches of Cafe De Coral elsewhere in Hong Kong. 
The names appearing in the mall is also an illustration of the interplay between 
global and local symbols. Apart from 'Cafe de Coral' versus 'everybody happy' (the 
Chinese name of the restaurant **~), a fashion brand Moiselle is actually a 
brand based in Hong Kong. The brand usually features Hong Kong TV or movie 
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stars in its ads. But in the mall the ad features a western white female model. The 
name Moiselle itself is also far from 'Hong Kong' or 'Chinese'. 
Other brand names in the mall are also quite ambiguous concerning their 'place of 
origin'. 'Heung Gong Yun Bart' (W~lGJ\) with 'Hong Kong' as the first two 
words of its name, sells Japanese food; the decoration of 'Rice Paper' is a western 
garden, but sells Viet N am food; the name of 'Hong Kong Records' is written in 
Chinese running hand calligraphy, but the displays at shop windows are all posters 
of Hollywood movies and American music records; G.O.D. takes a similar 
pronunciation of 'Living Better' in Cantonese, and sells products that often 
appropriate local culture in its design. The shop window displays a promotion 
theme of' delay no more' (sound similar to a Cantonese foul language phrase). The 
promotion includes displays of (non-Chinese) dummy models wearing bright and 
multi coloured underwear. In addition to that, sales all dress in Chinese long coat 
in the shop, exaggerating the local! Chinese elements in a weird yet seem to be 
traditional way; the Crystal Jade shanghai dumpling and noodle restaurant has its 
name written in English and in gold. Under the name is a picture of Chinese 
drawing, and three porcelain new year beasts; and there is another restaurant 
named Golden Bull (Jin Niu Yuan, where Yuan means garden and is a quite 
traditional Chinese word); judging from its appearance, one cannot tell what food 
it serves (Vietnam food in fact). And it is also uncertain whether the Chinese name 
or the English name came first. 
In describing the above situation, I always try to place my considering in contrast 
with cultural practices routinely take place outside the mall. Generally speaking, 
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the shopping mall is flattened for consumption by visitors who may come from 
different place of origins, through the 'emptying' of local cultural inscriptions. The 
changes in shops in recent years are frequent, but it is usually nothing more than 
the change from a high class brand to an even more prestigious one. Within each 
shop, transformation is also a frequent, from covering dummy models with a little 
cloth with the words 'Dressing in Progress' to creating a great luggage look to 
pack up renovations within the LV shop, and everything is simply moving and 
changing. This fluidity ensures that consumption patterns are reproduced every 
season in every year. Brands, images and signs in the mall are displayed like menu 
in the McDonald's, and this menu is a blend of international brands. The products 
are not quantified objects, but symbolism for aesthetic consumption. The 
difference between cities in the world may only be the sales of limited additions, 
and price differences due to transportation and taxation. The central area of the 
landmark shopping mall display products that are at the same pace with the rest of 
the world, and with the same quality, the same style, providing a world-wide-web 
of consumption in the most reliable, efficient manner with a wide range of 
'choices' . 
Media Representation of Space 
The 'anthropoemic' approach and 'anthropophagic' approaches of flattening the 
space in the shopping mall under the context globalization is clear. But if we 
continue to consider the discursive acts from the close inter relationship between 
media representation of space and transformation of spatial settings in recent years, 
social activities that are more localized is not only feasible, but also carries a 
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certain level of necessity for the economical benefit of the mall. 
The fact is that Harbour City is moving to organize more and more activities in the 
mall, and these acts are accompanied by interplay of modification of mall space, 
event production, and media reports. 
The reason for organizing events in the mall is, of course, like any business 
decisions, for making more money. The idea is that, in evaluating the rents of a 
shopping mall, the amount people spend the mall, and the number of people 
visiting there are crucial criteria. Organizing different leisure activities in the mall 
can attract more people coming, and bring together an increase in sales, especially 
to food and beverage businesses. But I am going to further ask, which segments of 
the public are these activities usually tailored to? 
From public relations perspective, event productions are often not only to offer 
new experiences to visitors, but also attract media attention to report these 
functions. These media reports may in turn draw more attention, and eventually 
customers to the mall. The mall has to constantly change its look and organize new 
promotion activities and campaigns, in order to constantly attract the media 
attention. In fact, in the case of Harbour City, when the shopping mall made 
renovations within, the allocation and addition of space for organizing activities 
and exhibitions was one of the major considerations. 
Integrating the aim of attracting customers as well as drawing media attention, the 
logic is that, for efficient advertisement, the audiences of media reports and the 
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target costumers attracted to the events should be as close as possible. This is also 
significant for media, which theoretically should report items that are of the 
interests of their audiences. To continue with my argument, most reports about 
these activities are local media, as many of the events in the mall do not last long. 
The constantly changing c.ontent of these activities make it rather impossible (and 
uninterested) for tourists to participate in even if they get the news from the 
outside of Hong Kong. So these activities should, to a certain extent be tailored to 
the taste of local citizens. However, these activities also constitute a part of the 
mall, and a part of tourists experiences when they arrive at the place. 
Activities and Locality 
The change of the image of Harbour City in media representation is closely related 
to the transformation of spatial arrangements within. Form analyzing the themes 
of local news and magazines reports and commentaries related to the Harbour City 
in the past ten years, the mall has experienced a maj or change around 2002 to 
2003. 
In the past ten years, before 2002/2003, when the Harbour City has finished its 
latest major renovations, plus the arrival of more mainland Chinese customers due 
to the lifting of the traveling quota in Mainland China, themes of media 
representations are relatively simple. These themes include, firstly, a routine the 
tracking of celebrities. These are related to events that are usually initiated by 
shops or the shopping mall to promote certain products or brands that newly arrive 
at the mall. These promotions are tightly related to the products themselves, and 
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these reports aim at attracting a number of fans of a star to arrive at the mall at 
certain hours. 
Among the brands that appear in media reports, there are names other than high 
class products. In addition to examples of 'limited editions of Gucci travel 
sandals' (Eat and Travel ~eekly 2000-09-19), and 'flamboyant and arrogant 
D&G p unk girl necklaces' (Apple Daily 2000-05-15), there are also reports of 
more popular medium priced bargains. Like' Korean fashion, enjoy Japanese style 
at a cheaper price' (Hong Kong Economic Times 2000-10-17). Even for high 
fashion, media reports do not always use the language of the prestigious. For 
example, the words used to describe D&G necklace as 'flamboyant and arrogant' 
in Chinese carries a sense of negative meanings, in addition to possible meanings 
of 'acting according to one s own style'. Another example is to promote a temporal 
outlet for the brand Paul Smith, and describe the price of it as 'negotiable and 
cheap' (Hong Kong Economic Times 2001-11-28). 
From 1997 onwards, Hong Kong has experienced a long period of down trend and 
uncertainty in the financial market. A long period of time is needed for the place to 
recover from the Asian Pacific financial crisis beginning in the end of 1997. A lot 
of reports related to Harbour City, which used to promote itself as a high class mall, 
related itself to the context of economical slump. These include a super bargain in 
restaurants in the Harbour City (Eat and Travel Weekly 2000-09-19). People doing 
parallel imports of LV products being rejected by shop keepers (Apple Daily 
2000-01-28); a teacher among 8 persons involved in modeling swindling case. 
(Ming Pao 1999-10-26); A guide to free eat and drinks for' teenagers not studying 
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nor working' (Easy Finder 2002-08-21). These reports involve criminal acts, tips 
for free lunch and cheap bargains, which is quite different from the imagination of 
shopping mall as safe, flattened, and high class. 
For the types of events and activities held in the shopping mall as reported by 
media, it is far fewer than the situation after 2003. These activities are organized 
only in special occasions like festivals in Hong Kong, and are often quite local in 
terms of content and target costumers. Examples are 'safety indexes' award 
presentation ceremony, gifts promotion day, and photography competition of local 
natural world. 
World Vision under Local Framing 
After 2003, media representation of the Harbour City tends to be more versatile. In 
terms of ratio, the reports that follow local celebrities take up a less important 
proportion. This change is closely related to the increase of events and functions in 
the shopping mall. The theme and reasons for holding events are also increased 
from including just local festivals and activities, to more diversified and 
globalized orientation. The mall will take every chance, to transform and change 
the usage of space within, in order to get more attention from possible consumers. 
Examples include changing part of the car park to a platform for watching the 
international firework performances in the Victoria Harbour (Wenweipo 
2003-09-27). 
Another important feature in these activities is the production of an ' international' 
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brand. Events like Athens Olympic Games, exhibition of expensive antique 
watches in the world, and the opening of Hong Kong Disneyland are all included 
in the event production agenda in the shopping mall. For example, the open area 
outside the mall by the Star Ferry was appropriated for organizing a party to 
celebrate the grand opening of Hong Kong Disneyland. TV screen outside the mall 
direct broadcasts the opening ceremony. The mall also used part of the space 
within as a little art gallery, displaying and (selling) works from different artists 
around the world. The displays changes from time to time. 
But understanding these international features as purely an act of global effort 
engulfing the space is over-simplifying the situation. In addition to that, there are 
also local events and 'international' events understood from a local perspective. 
Firework in the Victoria Harbour is a quite commonly expected special occasion 
as there are fireworks in Chinese New Year, and sometimes on the National day, 
and the establishment day of the HKSAR as well. For the Olympic Games, 
Harbour City added new table tennis equipments in the mall for visitors to play. 
Table tennis is specifically chosen because it is related to Hong Kong men's 
double player winning the silver medal in the 2004 games. In Christmas, Canton 
road is set up for a show and party where local celebrities are invited to sing and 
perform, most of the guests are Canton pop singers and probably unknown to 
tourists. World-wide celebrated Chinese pianist Lee Yun Di also had his first 
outdoor performance at a square facing the Victoria Harbour in the Ocean 
Terminal. 
To be able to provide for such a wide variation of functions, a number of criteria 
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have to be met. First, though rent in a landmark shopping mall as the Harbour City 
is extremely high, and that every feet of space worth a fortune, the mall have 
changed to include more empty spaces in recent years. These empty spaces allow 
incorporation of events in a fast changing way, as everything set up is temporal 
which would be outdated soon and removed. These empty spaces provide room for 
producing continuous attractions for the media and the public, and draw attention 
to the place. 
Secondly, this flexibility for image production (for product brands as well as the 
mall) allows the symbols around the world to enter and leave easily. This is 
especially important when the shopping mall is such a type of touristic landmark 
that provide international brands for international visitors, because the mall is 
providing to them a different and unique shopping experience. Thirdly, to increase 
the intensity and to maximize chances of promotion, the mall will try to exploit 
every marketable eye-catching trend in the world as themes for functions, no 
matter how little relevance the event has with the shopping mall. And last but not 
least, though the mall and many of these functions carry global orientations, local 
citizens also constitute a major role in the marketing plan. For the mall, an increase 
of visitors equals to an increase of rents. So despite the fact that spatial settings of 
the mall is more tailored for a primary purpose of flattened conditions for 
consumption, many of the events are organized for local citizens and carries 
stronger (yet always changing) inscriptions of locality. These inscriptions are in 
fact an important part of tourist experiences. I will further illustrate this in the next 
part. 
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Media representation in Mainland China - a Myth of Hong Kong 
One of the maj or markets for Harbour City is the tourists market. In 2006, 
according to statistics from the Harbour City, tourists account for around 30% of 
visitors to the mall, with half of them, or 15% of total visitors, being tourists from 
Mainland China. While sales of the mall amounted to 9200 million, the amount 
spent by these visitors by using one credit card (the Unipay card issued by People's 
Bank of China) which cooperates with the mall to provide special offer for tourists 
amounted to 500 million Hong Kong dollars, with each payment at an average of 
HK$3000. In 2007, the amount spent by Unipay increased to 120 billion, 
constituting about 10% of total sales in the mall. 
Yet the consumption at the mall by these mainland tourists goes beyond purely 
shopping, as understood from media reports by magazines and newspapers in 
Mainland China. Most of the reports about the Harbour City by mainland 
newspapers and magazines appear after 2003. A lot of them being travel guides 
and shopping tips. 
Ma (2001) discusses the importance of mediascape in the construction of 
transborder cultural imagination between Mainland China and Hong Kong. One of 
the main themes of these representations is the portrayal of Hong Kong as a 
role-model of modernity through stressing a high level of individual consumerism. 
The touristic aspect of the Harbour City is continuously reproducing these myths 
of Hong Kong through the portrayal of leisure consumption and lifestyle. 
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Many of these reports are closely related to the Victoria Harbour and nearby 
touristic landmarks of the Cultural Center, the Clock tower, and the Avenue of 
Stars. Of course, shopping of luxurious goods is definitely the core feature of the 
place, but the process of shopping is framed as a holistic experience instead of 
fragmented and with solely the purpose of buying. 
These experiences include enjoying sea view of the Victoria Harbour at the roof 
top, and dinning there beside the harbour, enj oying the scenic view and listening to 
the tide. (JF Daily, 2004-07-15) There are linkages of the place with 
representations of Hong Kong in movies like Needing You ( (JJ1[!JjJlR) ) 
(Beijing Times, 2005-9-22), and Lust, Caution ( (t5 ' JJt) ) (Youth Express, 
2007 -11-16), or exaggerating that tourists can meet movie stars easily when they 
dwell in places like the Harbour City (Southern Metropolis Daily 2007-03-28). 
Although these media depictions of the place are usually primarily concerned with 
shopping and consumption, these representations are also closely related to 
identities of Hong Kong. Luxurious, international, even historical aspects of Hong 
Kong are often articulated to the shopping experiences in these reports, and are 
constructing a major point of distinction between the image of Hong Kong and 
Mainland China in transborder cultural imaginations. In addition to the massive 
collection of global brands with latest products of the season (Jinling Evening 
News, 2005-12-12), functions organized in the mall are also a very significant part 
of the experiences. And among them the 'western' festivals like Christmas and the 
Halloween (Economic Information Daily, 2007-12-05) are considered more 
attractive, as these events are generally less developed and popular in Mainland 
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China. These are used as examples to illustrate the very established image of Hong 
Kong as 'where the East meets the West'. 
These functions provide a cultural or aesthetic depth to the journey of the tourists. 
It is a packaging that involves tastes and the accumulation of cultural capital 
(Bourdieu, 1973). Many of the reports about the Harbour City depict Mainland 
Chinese tourists coming to Hong Kong to 'learn' through consumption. Designers' 
products (Nan Fang Daily, 2007-08-14), marketing plans and professional 
attitudes in the service industry (Beijing Times, 2007-07-27), as well as a plug in 
to the world of fashion in the dreams of capitalism development (21 Century 
Business Harold, 2007-07-02) are all topics about cultural 'learning' in media 
representation of Harbour City in mainland China. 
However, certain changes in these transborder imaginations begin to arise a few 
years after the beginning of individual travels. One of them is that large scale 
shopping behavior is sometimes regarded as a kind of 'corrupted' and wasteful acts. 
Some even speaks of a sense of lost within the sea of images of international brand 
and products (Jiang Nan Evening News, 2007-12-14). These reflections towards 
shopping behavior in tourists' experiences lead to changes from a learning and 
high class production consumption, to a more reasonable consumption that aim for 
bargains (Shanghai Evening Post, 2005-03-01). After a period of conspicuous 
consumption and flamboyant shopping behavior, more sophisticated 
considerations are projected in the mediascape as well. 
A Summary for the Case of Harbour City 
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Tourism and consumption in the framework of globalization does not always make 
places lost its local inscription and become the same. The emptying of space in fact 
leads to a possibility where such spaces can be inserted with different functions 
tailored for strategic branding and marketing. 
If the notion of 'there is only one Harbour City in one Harbour' is trying to stress 
on the uniqueness of the Harbour City, it is built upon the idea that the Victoria 
Harbour is a unique landmark in Hong Kong. Together these images of the harbour 
and the Harbour City reproduce an extravagant cosmopolitan city of consumption, 
playing a part in the construction of Hong Kong as an international city. The 
arrival of tourists from Mainland China sustained the positioning of Hong Kong as 
a significant Other in terms of the availability of international commodity and 
cultural consumption pattern. 
However, given that 70% of the visitors are still local residents, providing a list of 
prestigious brands may not be enough to distinguish itself from other local 
shopping mall around Hong Kong. Space of the mall is always transformed and 
modified for a non-stop organization of diversified functions - from sport activities 
during the Olympics to admiring the full moon in the traditional Chinese Mid 
Autumn festival, from Christmas parties with performances by local celebrities to 
world famous pianist playing outdoors. To exploit this whole range of both local 
and international festivals and events, the space of the shopping mall is emptied 
and tailored for multiple functions. 
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Yet this 'emptying out' does not mean that the development of the mall is going 
away from regulations and planning, or structuring the consumption pattern and 
the experiences of the tourists. On the contrary, it is a far more detailed planning 
and exploitation of the awareness of the dwellers, through constant provision of a 
different experience for them, bombarding every individual with an overloading 
number of new yet similar signs and symbols to pay their attention to, and 
ultimately, to spend money on. 
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CHAPTER 8 - Star Ferry and a Symphony of Lights 
From the previous chapters of this thesis, we see how construction of touristic 
landmarks makes places visually identifiable, and discursively a field of meaning 
negotiation as resources in mediated forms. In the past twenty years, we see media 
representation of landmarks in the Victoria Harbour changes, with a multiplication 
of landmarks by different strategies, and to construct promises to offer a multitude 
of experiences for tourists in these places. 
The case of the Harbour City shows how shopping mall management effort 
reallocate spaces, produce empty spaces, and appropriate the fluidity of such 
spaces to structure experiences of guests and boost the image of the mall under 
increasing importance of revenues from tourists. This chapter, on the contrary, will 
see how the fluidity of image oriented tourist experiences allows and pushes for 
more 'tourist oriented' considerations on image production, as well as on the 
production of multiple narratives and discourses about landmarks around the 
harbour. 
Cruise Ride and Image of the City 
This chapter is a fieldwork study about Star Ferry Harbour Tour, a cruise ride in 
the Victoria Harbour tailored to tourists. Though there is an increasing number of 
cruise rides of different themes in recent years, this case carries a number 
particular significance. Firstly, it is organized for experiencing specifically the 
Victoria Harbour, which is closely related to the orientation of my thesis. 
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Secondly, it is the only 'official' harbour tour with government registration, 
according to the tour provider, the Star Ferry Co. Ltd. This is important because it 
is to a certain degree related to the larger, more general picture of tourism 
industries in Hong Kong. Another special feature of the tour is that it provides a 
multi-lingual guide in English, Mandarin, and Japanese, introducing landmarks 
beside the harbour in relation to some general yet selected features of the city of 
Hong Kong. This multi-lingual features allows more tailor-made experiences for 
tourists from different place of origins. And last but not least, the tour also includes 
trips to watch the multi-media outdoor lightshow 'A Symphony of Lights' 
performed every night in the harbour. This light-show has been a very important 
feature concerning the image of the harbour in recent years. It is used a lot as cover 
pages of tourist brochures and websites, as backdrops of tourism promotion 
functions and tourists services counters and so on. Although it is 'just' a light-show, 
it is quite rich with meanings that reinforce certain images of the city. 
So this tour does not only provide a simple cruise ride, but is also actively plugs in 
to the production of the image of the city as a whole, through narrating and 
constructing discourses of Hong Kong. In addition, these touristic discourses are 
clearly tailored to tourists instead of local citizens; together with multiple 
languages, it is possible that the story of Hong Kong can be told in multiple ways 
to strategically produce different perceptions about the city. 
Here, I will try to illustrate that with the increasing importance of images as the 
product of tourism, framing strategies can be more flexible. This could possibly 
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lead to multiple consumption possibilities in an era when tourist movement is 
more and more globalized. With a multiplication of narrative, these products can 
more easily be framed for tourists from different origins in the world who are 
seeking diverse pleasures in their vacation in a foreign place. 
Star Ferry's Harbour Tour 
This harbour tour is offered by the Star Ferry mainly for tourists. The Star Ferry is 
itself a famous tourist attraction in Hong Kong. Ferry services started back in 1880, 
taking passengers across the harbour between Hong Kong Island and Kowloon 
Peninsula. Its role as a maj or transportation across the harbour is taken over by the 
cross harbour tunnel and underground mass transit railway when the two began 
operation. Its historical background, together with the ability to offer scenic views 
in a cheap but leisure ride across the harbour, makes traveling in the Star Ferry one 
of the major things to do for tourists arriving in Hong Kong. 
In 2003, Star Ferry started the Star Ferry Harbour Tour. The tour goes around the 
harbour from Tsim Sha Tsui to Central, Wan Chai, Hunghom, and then back to 
Tsim Sha Tsui. In its description, it is targeted for 'visitors'. Charges of the tour 
range from HK$45 to HK$170, depending on the time and duration of the ride. 
This is particularly expensive compared to the fare ofHK$6 for normal ferry rides. 
The most expensive rides are night tours which include a ride to watch a 
multi-media outdoor lightshow A Symphony of Lights in the middle of the Victoria 
Harbour. 
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A special feature on the ferry is that it offers an audio guide during the j oumey 
which introduces landmarks that the ferry pass by, and some general 'facts and 
features' of the city of Hong Kong. The audio guide is available in Mandarin, 
English, and Japanese, but not in Cantonese which is the most widely used 
language by local citizens. The audio guide is broadcasted by amplifiers .on board, 
not in headphones. Both the ferry tour and these guides frame the journey and the 
understanding of the Harbour Cityscape from certain perspectives, and of course, 
at the same time hide up others. 
Recognizing that there are multi-lingual versions for people from different origins, 
and that the producer of the journey may have different imaginations of what 
tourists from different place of origin may look for in the journey, comparing the 
narratives by different languages can be useful in understanding the multiple 
discourses of the harbour made available by the consumption of the more fluid 
visuality of landmarks around the harbour, instead of more solid social interactions 
at the tourist attractions. 
Settings of the harbour tour 
In the tour, the consumption of the image of the landmarks surrounding the 
harbour is out-of-place (not physically inside the area of the landmarks), but the 
consumption process is still placed within the ferry. The set up of the pier and the 
ferry also constitutes an important part of the tourist experience. 
Tickets are available at a booth outside the gateway of the ferries. In the Tsim Sha 
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Tsui booth, there is a board claiming that a ride on the Star Ferry across the 
Victoria Harbour is selected by the National Geographic Traveler as one of the 
'fifty places of a lifetime'. A number of television sets are arranged on the way to 
boarding, showing tourism promotion video. Nightscape of the city is one of the 
main themes in the video, where lines of lights flying around the harbour, and 
blazing under neon light signs in the streets producing an 'energetic spirit' of the 
city. Walking through the entrance will see a boarding zone in the pier for visitors 
to take a seat before the ferry arrives. There are wooden chairs and fences 
decorated with 'westernized patterns', and with potteries of artificial plastic 
flowers. The boarding area is right beside the boarding route for ordinary ferries, 
hence forming a strong contrast between a decorated tourist attraction, and 
transportation for routine everyday life. In the boarding area, there are also 
monotone pictures hanging on the pillars, showing the Star Ferry in the old days. 
The ferry for Harbour Tour is also very different from ordinary ones. On the 
outside, it is a replication of ferries in the 1920s. The interior of the ferry is 
wood-coloured, with wooden floor, walls, tables and chairs. The lighting is 
yellowish instead of white florescent. The central compartment of the ferry is 
air-conditioned, with a mini cafe serving cakes and beverages. Outdoor sun decks 
are available in the front and the back of the ferry, where there are also benches 
visitors can seat on and enjoy the harbour view. It is quite relaxing to feel the sea 
breeze there. 
Workers in the ferry dress in white shirts and black long trousers, or sailor outfits. 
There is a Hong Kong local receptionist dressed in captain outfit in the central 
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compartment of the ferry. He welcomes visitors on board, and always wears a big 
smile and talks gently to the guests. 
There is an electronic map in the central part of the ferry, with little light bulbs 
showing the route of the ferry, mapping the landmarks around the harbour which 
the ferry is going to pass by. All of them are in the central area of the harbour, 
mainly located in Central, Wan Chai, and Tsim Sha Tsui. Beside the map is a 
computer, showing a power point of the history of 'the City of Victoria', now 
Central district. 
Generally speaking, the setting of the ferry carries a strong sense of colonial 
nostalgia, which the Star Ferry has its historical background based upon. There are 
also minute decorations of traditional Chinese art and crafts, like Chinese couplet 
writings in black ink, models of traditional music instrument, and a game of 
Chinese chess. These Oriental displays are quite odd and does not match with the 
general decor of the ferry. 
Stories of the harbour 
Both the ferry tour and A Symphony of Lights is accompanied by the narration of 
'a Hong Kong story'. The texts of the stories are accompanied by images of the 
harbour. I will first introduce the story provided by the ferry tour. 
The audio guide is provided once in every loop of the ferry tour, and the audio 
guide is more or less synchronized with the places the ferry is passing by. The 
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audio narration, as described before, is multilingual. Though it would be 
interesting to analysis all three languages of English, Mandarin, and Japanese, I 
believe that comparing the English and Mandarin versions are sufficient to 
illustrate my points here, that there is a possibility for multiple narratives to frame 
the images of the harbour (or the city), which is constituted by multiple landmarks. 
The first and maj or place introduced in the tour is the Central district. Here, 
famous skyscrapers by the sea are introduced. Examples include One and Two 
International Financial Centers, HSBC Main Building, Bank of China Tower, 
etc ... which are mainly business centers or banks. Builders of the skyscrapers are 
also introduced, including Sir Norman Foster and 1. M. Pei. The introduction of 
Central District is basically the same for both languages. The modem and 
prosperous image of Hong Kong is illustrated by the introduction of these world 
famous buildings and icons. The introduction of the international award-winning 
architects also demonstrates the 'world-acknowledged' features along the skylines 
of the Hong Kong Island. 
The description of the Wan Chai district in English and Mandarin are quite 
different in a number of ways. In both versions, Wan Chai is described as a 
used-to-be red-light district for seaman from navy fleets, where clubs and bars are 
available. Both versions mentioned the transfer of sovereignty of Hong Kong in 
1997, as the ceremony took place at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition 
Center at the waterfront in Wan Chai; and both narrations also introduce the 
bauhinia statue in the Golden Bauhinia Square, which is a gift from Mainland 
China to Hong Kong. The lowering of the British flag and the rising of the Chinese 
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national flag and the Hong Kong SAR regional flag is described in quite a detailed 
manner, with the distinction of the 'national' and 'regional' flag stress upon, 
probably to clarify the hierarchy of sovereignty. 
But a major difference between the versions would be a more detailed description 
of the Opium War in the Mandarin version. The post-war treatises that lead to the 
Qing government giving Hong Kong Island and leasing Kowloon and New 
Territories to the British, and some of the detail clauses within are introduced. 
Under this framing, description of Wan Chai in the colonial era carries a subtle 
sense of anti-imperial meanings, playing up the celebration for the return of Hong 
Kong to its mother nation. The English version is different. It is more about the 
continuation of stable development of Hong Kong, as an international financial 
center and a city full of success. The difference in the two versions is closely 
related to the narration of how Hong Kong's colonial history is interpreted, as an 
insult to the nation, or as a colonial legacy on an exotic island in the East. 
Another difference in narration between the two versions appears when the ferry 
arrives in Tsim Sha Tsui. In the English version, Tsim Sha Tsui is described as a 
place for visitors who want to experience nightlife in the city (bars and nightclubs 
are available close to the waterfront). While in the Mandarin version, the 
waterfront of Tsim Sha Tsui is described as a romantic place for dating, as well as a 
place crowded by families watching fireworks in the Victoria Harbour during 
special occasions like the Chinese New Year, HKSAR Establishment Day (or 
generally called the day of return in Chinese), and the National Day. Once again 
the difference is to a certain extent politically sensitive, and based on an 
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understanding of the place according to consumption patterns of tourists from 
different places of origins. 
Modernized International City 
Two other important themes are the 'modernized' and 'international' features of 
the city. After the ferry passed Wan Chai district, skyline of the harbour is less 
spectacular as it is lined by similar looking residential buildings all the way. There 
is basically no landmark architecture at that part of the harbour. The narration 
hence turns to describe more generic features of the harbour and of Hong Kong. 
The audio guide introduces a name that praIses prosperity of the harbour: 
'million-dollar night view'. According to the guide, the Victoria Harbour has this 
name because a million dollar is needed to light up the sea view at night. This 
name of 'a million-dollar night view' is not very widely used in promotional 
materials about tourism in Hong Kong. The name is in fact more well-known as a 
description for the harbour of Hakodate, Japan, among tourist agencies around the 
world. However, this name may also have inter-textual reference to an old 
promotion film of Hong Kong called A Million Lights shall Glow. 
The introduction of this name is followed by an introduction of the way electricity 
is generated in the city. This is in fact quite an odd fact to mention in a ferry tour 
for tourists, where leisure experiences are the maj or concern instead of facts about 
the city. The generation of electricity by two companies, and the electric energy 
support by the Daya Bay Nuclear power plant, is mentioned. The third thing 
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mentioned is reclamation and the coastline. The visitors are told by the audio guide 
that Hong Kong used to have a winding coastline. However, reclamation projects 
have made it straight, with most of the business areas seen along the harbour built 
on the reclaimed land. 
The description of the importance of reclaimed land in the harbour is followed by a 
claim that Hong Kong has the second largest reclaimed land among all cities in the 
world, just behind Amsterdam. This description appears when there is a general 
concern about the disappearing of the harbour due to reclamation. To understand 
reclamation as an international achievement, one of business and developmental 
success instead of a preservation crisis is quite different from the general 
understanding of local citizens. 
However, as the cruise is tailored to tourists, the way to frame the understanding of 
the place is relatively alienated from local discourses about reclamation. As what 
we have seen in other landmarks, an international appeal is always important to the 
city as a tourist attraction, as part of the 'from fishing village to international 
metropolis' or the 'Hong Kong continues to shine internationally after the turnover' 
discourses during the colonial and post-colonial era. A landmark in Tsim Sha Tsui 
is also framed from an international perspective. The Avenue of Stars, which is a 
replica of the Hollywood Walk of Fame, is described as a representation of the 
status of Hong Kong as 'Hollywood in the East'. The statues of Chinese 
international movie hero Bruce Lee and the Hong Kong Film Awards are 
mentioned as well. These narratives place Hong Kong on the international stage, 
trying to signify the significance of the place among cities in the world. 
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Importance of the Nightscape of the city 
After the audio guide ended in Tsim Sha Tsui, the tour has arrived at the center of 
the harbour again, in between Tsim Sha Tsui and Central District, and it is about 
the right place and the right time to watch the light show A Symphony of Lights. 
The show is organized by the Government and begins in 2004. Every night, 44 
buildings by the Victoria Harbour participated in this' World s Largest Permanent 
Light and Sound Show' according to the Guinness World Records. Buildings 
project multi-colored decorative lights by neon lights, gobos, and lasers etc, with 
changes of colours constituting a sense of movements of lights. The system is 
organized by a computerized programme set up by an Australian firm Laservision, 
so that the lightings synchronize with a number of background music. On some 
special occasions like the 1 st of July, the national day, and New Year, fireworks 
may also be installed at the roof or on the bodies of the buildings. 
The success of this outdoor light show is built upon the attractiveness and global 
reputation of the night-view of the Victoria Harbour. Urban area of Hong Kong is 
often called a 'forest of cement', as it is constituted by high rise buildings of iron, 
cement, and reflective glass walls. However, in the evening, A Symphony of Lights 
light-show transforms the modem cityscape into a playful sight. With the sharp 
contrast of colourful lighting with a relatively dim background of its metallic 
framework; and with the cold mirrors walls which used to reflect the blue sky now 
providing another layer of movement of waves of lights in the shadow of the night, 
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the visuality of the harbour skyline is transformed for the consumption for the eye. 
Nightscape has long been playing a maj or part among touristic images of the 
harbour and of Hong Kong. The spectacular night view of the Hong Kong Island 
harbour skyline is almost a must among depictions of the city in tourism 
promotion guidebooks, brochures, websites, and postcards. The image of a 
glowing harbour also relates closely to a name that describes the beauty of the 
place - 'the Pearl of the Orient', a glamorous jewel that glows. An example would 
be a postcard book that collects 32 scenic views of Hong Kong available at 
bookstores and tourist souvenir selling counters in all over Hong Kong, but 
particularly tourist attractions including the ferry pier. The cover of the book is 
composed by 6 pictures, and among them 4 depicts the Victoria Harbour, 2 at night 
and 1 in the dusk. Placed in the center is the largest picture featuring A Symphony 
of Light. The back of the book is just one single picture of A Symphony of Light, 
and a short paragraph that reads: 
(This postcard book contains 32 scenic views of Hong Kong 
which attract many tourists from the world every year. In 
this book, you will find beautiful images of Victoria 
Harbour, the waterfront and the Peak - the places you must 
visit to find out why Hong Kong is the ((Pearl of the 
Orient", ' 
Within the postcard book, the first postcard is the same as the cover of the book, 
followed by 5 consecutive post cards of the harbour. 3 out of 5 are the harbour at 
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night time or in the dusk, and 1 features A Symphony of Lights. And among all the 
32 postcards, 20 features Victoria Harbour, 12 at night or in the dusk. The 
significance of the image of the harbour and the nightscape of it is clear. 
A Symphony of Lights: Lights that Speak? 
To position and (e )valuating features of the place under a global framework is a 
common strategy in Hong Kong tourism. The multimedia lightshow A Symphony 
of Lights is no exception. In most promotion materials A Symphony of Lights has 
the subtitle of "World's Largest Permanent Light and Sound Show" by the 
Guinness World Records. Once again the place is 'ranked' in a global fashion. 
The content of the show is promoted as a story about Hong Kong, and 'a 
celebration of the energy, spirit and diversity' of the city. Though the show is 
described as a mix of narration, music, and lighting, narration does not play an 
important role in the show at all. It only introduces briefly the buildings around the 
harbour that participated in the show. It is actually the tourist guides that provide 
further supporting information for the show. 
According to the guides, the show is divided into five parts: Awakening, Energy, 
Heritage, Partnership, and Celebration. The general story begins with the 
'awakening' of a fishing village, and with all the hard work by the energetic Hong 
Kongers, the city has developed into an international financial center. The third 
part heritage is the success of Chinese traditions in the city, while partnership is 
about the connections of Hong Kong with Mainland China, working hand in hand 
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to bring prosperity to the nation and the city under the context of Hong Kong's 
return of sovereignty to Mainland China. The last part is the celebration of the 
energy, spirit and diversity of Hong Kong. 
The first part is a build up of a complex blend of lightings on the buildings by the 
harbour, backed with an increasingly strong and powerful orchestra music that 
tries to bring out a sense of rise of the city. But I am not convinced that viewers 
will understand the images that way without reading the guidebooks beforehand. 
In the second part, lightings are flowing fluently and rhythmically on the walls of 
the buildings. Both music and lights are fluid and moving, which could be 
understood as symbolizing the energetic spirit of the city. 
The third part saw a turn of the background music to Chinese orchestra, though the 
tones are not very "traditionally Chinese", the instruments are. Hence it is more 
like using Chinese Musical Instruments to play western orchestral music. The 
scene is mainly constituted by red and golden yellow lightings, traditional Chinese 
colours of luck and prosperity. Though the whole concept is quite arbitrary, the 
blend of Chinese music and the colours tries to match with the idea of heritage, a 
continuation of 'traditional' Chinese culture. 
The fourth part, 'Partnership' sees lasers shooting from buildings on the two sides 
of the harbour to the sky, supposedly linking together to form a bridge that 
symbolize the partnership of the two sides of the city, or more generally, of Hong 
Kong and the mainland. The fifth part ' celebration' is a grand blend of quick 
moving, colourful, and energetic lightings, sparkling more randomly, together 
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with an energetic and powerful music as the finale of the show. 
In fact, without the guides from tourist brochures, and without the tourist gaze 
which actively consumes the place as different and foreign to oneself, the 
light-show itself does not seem to be anything more than a random blinking of 
lights along the skyline of the two sides of the harbour. However, under the larger 
contextual understanding of touristic consumption, the fluidity, or even 
meaninglessness of touristic images are mobilized, and articulated to the 
reinforcement of different discourses of the city, through images which offer also a 
consumption oriented sense of playfulness, a show, and sensual oriented 
experiences, instead of concrete and factual hard-sell promotion of place. 
Flexibility of Images and Multiplication of Landmarks 
Through actively altering, representing, and (re )producing expenences of the 
harbour through the production of images, the scenic view of the harbour allows 
for diverse ways of consumption, as well as diverse ways to appropriate it, framing 
it, and commodify it for consumption. With the rise of more and more landmarks, 
the complexity and the contents related to the narratives of the harbour also 
becomes more complicated. The harbour and surrounding places are more and 
more 'touristed' (Cartier and Lew, 2005) , offering increasingly diverse 
experiences as centers of consumption for tourists, instead of more purely as 
financial centers or as images representing a modernized city. 
To summarize, built upon previous understanding of the touristic representation of 
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the harbour, the central role of the Victoria Harbour in touristic media 
representations of the city is clear. The Victoria Harbour is like an official brand 
label, often appearing as the first (and also the last) sight of most promotional 
materials of the city. This chapter also discusses the increasingly sophisticated 
approaches to frame images of spaces around the harbour for the purpose of 
tourism. The visuality of the harbour is the core product in a range of consumption 
processes, and these processes are to be framed by design-oriented efforts. Stories 
and related discourses of the city, as an internationally significant location, as a 
modernized metropolitan, as a tourist destination with a range of leisure 
experiences available, and even as a Chinese city displaying its political loyalty, 
are constructed by appropriating images, lightings and music. Given the relatively 
lack of concreteness in the interpretation of meanings of images of the city, these 
framing could be in multiple forms, constructing different identities, satisfying 
different consumers. 
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CHAPTER 9 - Discussion and Conclusion 
This thesis alms at understanding the changes of media representation of 
landmarks around the Victoria Harbour in tourism promotion materials. This 
study discusses the production of meanings of these places, in relation to changes 
in the local society and economy in the past ten years. This change involves a 
stronger reliance on branding Hong Kong by the usage of images, and also a 
more intensive production of diversified promoted identities of Hong Kong. 
Theoretically, I believe that this change is an important part of the proj ect of 
reflexive production of place, in form of a relatively fast and radical 
multiplication of tourist attractions and tourist experiences through the years. 
Reflexive Production and the Multiplications of Touristic Landmarks 
Giddens' (1990) concept of reflexivity involves a process where the self 
continuously monitor itself under changing environment. It is a process where 
knowledge plays an important role in the justification of the way things are in 
their way under the constant question of 'how to go on'. The reflexive 
appropriation of knowledge, as Giddens puts it, is 'intrinsically energizing but 
also necessarily unstable, extends to incorporate massive spans of time-space' . 
Lash and Urry (1994) built up on the reflexivity of modernity to aesthetic 
reflexivity, which involves in an increasing number of spheres of everyday life, 
for example, design intensive industries like the production of place and 
place-myths for the more individualized, interpretative consumption of 
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post-tourists. 
In fact, the chapters in this thesis often have themes recurring and compensating 
to each other, and I will take this chance to have a brief discussion of the 
relations between the chapters and the arguments of the transformation of 
landmarks around the harbour, and in the end illustrates the implication of it to 
the cultural identities of Hong Kong. 
Accumulation and construction of landmarks 
The first research question of this thesis is about the process of accumulation of 
touristic landmarks around the Victoria Harbour. In Chapter 3 I gave a general 
description of such process. The process of accumulation of landmarks is 
complicated, but one of the most obvious changes in recent years is that the 
identities of these places as landmarks are constructed through representing them 
in thematic promotion strategies. Rather than being a place unique in itself, these 
landmarks are packaged in relation to multiple yet generic identities of the city. 
These themes often position Hong Kong as a capital city of some sort in the area 
or in the world, as a response to local and global changes. The historical 
accumulation of landmarks has given the harbour a variety of hardware for 
different purposes. To exploit every chance of consolidating the position of 
centrality of Hong Kong (as a financial center, a connection between mainland 
China and the rest of the world, as well as a tourist destination), these landmarks 
are appropriated to provide not only hardware for such development, but also an 
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identifiable image of Hong Kong's centrality. Landmarks of the Victoria Harbour 
are articulated to discourses of the city being a center to a range of aspects; hence 
what I termed multiple centers of landmarks around the harbour. This concept of 
multiple centers involves an in-depth and reflexive understanding and 
management of the strength and possibilities of the places around the harbour, in 
response to the fast changing context of globalization. 
The analysis of the process of accumulation of landmarks in this chapter is based 
on a macro perspective. In the other chapters, I have discussed the construction 
of specific landmarks through analyzing various transformations of spatial set up 
and symbolism within specific places. These transformations are closely related 
to media representation of space, under specific political, economical, and 
cultural situations of the city, and such complexity cannot be dealt with by 
studying the policy reports by the tourist association alone. 
Media representation of landmarks 
The second research question is about media representations of the Victoria 
Harbour and surrounding landmarks and the changes and possibilities of the 
Hong Kong identities for tourism promotion. 
In chapter 4, I have illustrated that recent representation of the Victoria Harbour 
and surrounding landmarks are quite different from the way it was twenty years 
ago. The older image of the harbour, as the water front is predominantly 
constituted by the skyscrapers at the Central District, is relatively modem and 
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developmental, a story of economical success rather than a place which is fun. 
The interesting and fun places of Others in the city are situated behind the 
modem backdrop. However, with more touristic landmarks established along the 
coastline, the relatively simple distinction between 'westernized' modem look of 
the harbour and the 'traditional' and even exotic Chinese life is broken down by a 
range of multiple narratives of tourist experiences in Hong Kong. Multiple 
possibilities are created for flexible ways of looking at and consuming the places. 
This development discursively fragmented possibilities of claiming a more 
'singular' way of understanding Hong Kong by tourists, not even the simple 
concept of availability of convenient Westernized (or internationalized) services 
plus Oriental delights at the apart from infrastructures. The experiences are 
multiplied, and can be pop and romantic, traditional and spiritual, local yet 
modern, and consumption and modern lifestyle all at the same time and all 
happens somewhere around the Victoria Harbour. 
Transformation of the symboIisms of landmarks 
Based on preVIOUS analysis, the other chapters in this thesis integrate media 
representation and spatial arrangements of different landmarks to shad light of 
layers of meanings of the harbour under the tourist gaze. In answering the third 
research question of this thesis, which is to examine the symbolisms of specific 
touristic landmarks one by one, I go on to work on a more detailed understanding 
of the interactions of the political economical conditions, the cultural identities 
and representations of the city, and the structuring of social interaction at specific 
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localities in different cases, with the aim of theorizing such changes from the 
perspective of reflexive production and multiplication of landmarks. 
Chapter 5 illustrates that nostalgia is one of the main themes related to landmarks 
around the harbour in recent years. These nostalgic narratives generate another 
different aspect of historicity to the landmarks. Many landmarks are no longer 
historical or natural because of carrying a sense of indigenous Chineseness, but 
are produced through a reconstruction of history, including colonial history. 
Landmarks with historical features are gathered, framed, and organized to 
become tourist attractions. These histories are often further complicated by the 
use of a 'local' perspective in representing them. While the major discourses of 
the cityscape around the harbour is of a modem and advanced society, these 
efforts of recovered a cultural and historical lens in understanding the place, and 
articulating them to the development of the harbour through time, under the 
context where reclamation has lead to public anxieties over the lost of the 
harbour. This anxiety is arguable a reflection of the current form of existing of 
the harbour, as an important landmark and identity of Hong Kong. 
This 'new' historical layer of landmarks, together with previous developments, a 
multiple layer of the harbour landmarks is produced. The first layer is constituted 
by modem skyscrapers and towers of glass and steel produced during rapid 
modernization of the city. The second layer is a turn towards encouraging tourist 
consumption and the third layer is possibly a response to the production of 
business area and touristic landmarks in the front line. It is the layer of cultural 
walks which reflexively reorganizes local histories in the production of place. 
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This reflexivity is also possibly a response to the processes of reclamation along 
the harbour, which triggers a fear that the significant landmark of the Victoria 
Harbour will be lost. These layers are developed in different contexts with 
complicated interactions in economical, political, and cultural changes. 
The interaction between different factors and the transformation of landmarks 
under contextual changes are illustrated in chapter 6 through the case of the 
Golden Bauhinia Square, while illustrations of the possibilities of such 
development in structuring tourist experiences is discussed in chapter 7 through 
the case of the Harbour City. Took place in the previous ten years, there is a 
tendency to transform landmarks to empty them out for the organization of 
multiple events. These places are another layer close to the waterfront, between 
the skyscrapers and the harbour. 
Empty space and multiple functions 
Chapter 6 and 7 illustrated how places are culturally 'emptied' out for the 
consumption of visitors from various place of origins around the world. In the 
case of the Harbour City, the shopping mall is restructured so that a clearer image 
of high class consumption is constructed and world famous brands are more 
readily available for visitors. In the case of the Golden Bauhinia Square, protests 
by local political groups are excluded from the place during important 
ceremonies which are mostly tailored for tourists. Yet these spaces are created 
with a large area of room for organizing different events serving different 
functions. In such processes, the place attracts more media attention and becomes 
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more identifiable as a landmark. This emptiness is both physically (increasing of 
empty areas available for organizing events), and culturally (to clear up cultural 
hurdles within the locality so that it becomes consumable for tourists with 
different cultural background). If the cultural part of emptying is to create a place 
that is safe and consumable by processes of 'disembedding', then the organizing 
of events and the possibility of various functions to be organized with 'local 
flavour' so as to enchant tourists in such space is a process of re-embedding, 
hence reflexively reconstructing the locality in the space. Though this process of 
reconstruction carries a certain level of stability through time, it remains highly 
flexible and fluid, and the image of the place produced through organizing events 
is multiple. Within these spaces, articulations of local, national, and international 
practices can be seen. It is through the emptying of space that makes the place 
possible for multiple functions. 
The process of 're-embedding' is yet another illustration of reflexivity. The 
shopping mall is no longer just a place to buy stuff, and the site of national flag 
raising ceremony involves the performance of flute pipe bands which is quite a 
continuation of colonial legacy. On top of official ways and procedures of 
performing, these places are re-embedded with activities and images that actively 
narrate identities of the place, instead of reproducing the routine. The' emptiness' 
of the place is thus part of the asset shared by a range of organizers that flexibly 
use the place for different functions and purposes of their own. The usage here 
involves the production of events, which often aims at attracting media attention. 
These events are at the same time facilitated by the landmark qualities of the 
places and reproducing and increasing the publicity of the place. However, it is 
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clear that these places of multiple functions are working closely with media and 
the organizers of publicity events in producing images of the place. 
Chapter 8 is a roundup of the idea of reflexive production of space and the 
multiplication of the image of the city. The light show A Symphony of Lights is 
one of the 'purest' form of image oriented touristic development along the 
harbour. Together with the empty spaces produced along the harbour front, which 
provide spaces for the projection of lights onto participated landmarks, and 
places where guests can watch the show, this light show shows the flexibility of 
place product at its most extensive form. In the case of the Star Ferry tour and the 
Symphony of Lights, I have illustrated that this increasing significance of 
production of visual images of the city will lead to possibilities of images being 
framed in a multiple way, not only in media but also in the actual process of 
consumption, through multiple narratives and discourses of the city. These 
diverse ways of gazing the image of the city also involves more individualized 
interpretation of the place by tourists as well. In the case of Victoria Harbour, we 
can see the general trend that the increasing significance of the production of the 
image of landmarks goes together with the increasing flexibility in the 
production and structuring of multiple landmarks, tourist experiences, and city 
identities. 
Explanations of Multiplication 
From the above analysis, the logic of multiple narratives in the representation of 
landmarks for tourism promotion is made possible by a number of factors. 
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Although tourism is predominantly economical activities, the experience of Hong 
Kong shows that political and cultural identities of the city are also important 
ingredients in the production of unique images of the city. 
Hong Kong Tourism Board is responsible for branding the city for tourism 
purposes at the city level. Yet from the above analysis, the work of the board is 
limited to the appropriation of established places in representing Hong Kong, 
with the exception of a few projects, namely A Symphony of Lights, the Avenue of 
Stars, and the Cathay Pacific International Chinese New Year Night Parade. The 
role of the board is more or less limited to a facilitator instead of an agent in the 
production of hardware for touristic purposes in Hong Kong. 
In the case of the Golden Bauhinia Square, it has been constructed as an 
important touristic landmark tailored to mainly mainland Chinese visitors. The 
Square is now dominated by meanings of political unity, national pride and 
economical support from the mother nation. Such nationalistic values can be 
regarded as part of the political propaganda project by the central government of 
the PRC. The process of the rise of the place from not being a significant 
landmark to a must visit for tourists from mainland China is not straight forward 
at all. The place experienced social activities that projects images of local 
political resistance, ignorance of the 'proper' symbolic expression of nationalistic 
values, education of nationalistic ceremonies, and social exclusion that drives 
local resistance away from being seen and heard. However, the touristic 
meanings constructed in the square, eventually, is becoming hegemonic as the 
place is tailored for the development of tourism in Hong Kong by allowing more 
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convenient travels to the city as part of the Mainland and Hong Kong Closer 
Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA), which engulf the political resistance 
at the place by economically driven means. 
For the cases of the Peak and the Cultural Walks, however, the logics of 
nationalism do not show a lot of traces in the construction of meanings of the 
place. The post-colonial condition of Hong Kong is relatively unique because 
instead of seeking independence, the sovereignty of the city is return to its 
mother nation, the People's Republic of China. But the Peak and the Cultural 
Walks did not go through the process of de-colonialization nor a strengthening of 
nationalistic values while representing the place as a touristic landmark. In the 
case of the Peak, colonial history of the city is remade and re-narrated. The 
colonial legacy is romanticized and feelings of nostalgia have been dominant in 
media representation with the historicity of the place stressed on. 
Such meanings making processes is driven partly by local cultural politics, that 
actively look for roots of the city and local identities. The rise of local awareness 
of place, in the case of the Victoria Harbour, is also shaped by the reflexive sense 
of the lost of the harbour due to continuous reclamation proj ects. Cultural Walks 
can be regarded as a response to such drives in the development of historical 
layering of landmarks in Hong Kong Island. 
Two other examples also illustrate the rise of the awareness of local identities in 
Hong Kong in the representation of touristic landmarks. Firstly, the development 
of empty space along the harbour waterfront allows for room for different social 
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and cultural activities at the center of the city. These activities include also local 
fights of harbour conservation. Secondly, the pride of being an international 
financial center is one of the important meanings in many depiction of the 
Harbour skyline. Presenting the city as a miracle of the proj ect of modernization 
during the colonial era, the modernized landscape is added with meanings of the 
capabilities of the local to establish and kept the city running as an important 
financial center. Particularly after the return of sovereignty of Hong Kong to the 
PRC, the meanings of the international image of the city focuses on the city 
being continuously prosperous and stable as a result of local efforts and 
intelligence instead of the relationship between modernization and colonial rule. 
But the most important factor that drives the logic of meanings production of 
touristic landmarks is still economical concern. Apart from the increasing flow of 
capital from mainland China to Hong Kong through tourism to suppress local 
political resistance by economical means, a number of other economical factors 
are also backing, driving or hindering the construction of certain meanings of 
touristic landmarks. 
In the case of the Harbour City, changes and transformations of symbolism have 
been predominantly for raising revenue of the mall by means of property 
management. Through renovation where rearrangements of sign and space take 
place, the mall further consolidates and concentrates high-end brands to attract 
tourists, especially those from the expanding market of mainland China. Empty 
areas are also marked out for flexible rental services and organizing events 
quickly in response to global festivals and sensations. These events provide 
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contents for promotion efforts that draw visitors to the mall. Although deal to the 
fast changing nature of these promotional events, these efforts are sometimes 
more tailored to the local citizen and allows for negotiation and the production of 
more local oriented identities and experiences, the aim and the result of the 
development of the mall is overwhelmingly for the increase of rental income. 
Increase in visitors, attracting high-end brand to set up flagship store at the mall, 
as well as empty space for flexible rental contracts for commodity and brand 
promotion are clearly nothing more than strategies to continuously maximize 
economic profit. 
The scenic view of the waterfront, particularly the more famous Hong Kong 
Island side, is built up by development of the city as a financial center and landed 
property projects. Not until recent years that tourism and the spectacle is 
becoming an increasing concern for developers as well as government city 
planning strategies. The revitalization project around the Peak and the 
establishment of Cultural Walks are relatively minor project that involves mostly 
just established places. The application of mobile technology as guides to frame 
the consumption of these places further limits the cost and increase the flexibility 
of consumption. 
To conclude, tourism development in Hong Kong is definitely firmly rooted in 
the logics of capitalism. New landmarks and meanings are constructed to satisfy 
the increasing diversity of wants if tourists, and to exploit the chances to attract 
as many as possible tourists and capital to the city of Hong Kong in the context 
of increasingly globalized competition. In this process, the promoted identities of 
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Hong Kong are still mostly firmly rooted to the economical development of the 
city. Although what local effort and the promotional body - Hong Kong Tourism 
Board can do is limited in terms of the development of landmarks, but branding 
the city Hong Kong for tourism purposes also sees diversified meanings 
construction processes that constructs nationalistic, international, and local 
cultural meanings through representation of touristic landmarks. 
The diversity in meanings construction in representation of landmarks is hence 
more or less inclusive or even inclusive in the logic of late capitalism. In the case 
of construction of promoted multiple identities for tourism purposes, rather than 
diversified and contradictory, the power of identities production is quite 
centralized under unified political and economical power. Multiple meanings of 
places are packaged together in promotional materials with little negotiation and 
challenges even in local settings. Multiple layers of meanings of touristic 
landmarks, multiple layers of landmark developments along the waterfront of the 
harbour, and multiple identities of the city are hence added on by centralized 
effort rather than in anyway 'broken down' by power relationships that are 
diversified and diffused. 
Limitations and further suggestions 
This research aims at exploring possibilities of the production and the discourses 
of touristic landmarks in an era of reflexive production of space. The focus of 
this research is mainly the textual representations and the context of such 
representations. However, the scope of this research is limited to the study of 
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productions (the narrow sense of the term) of landmarks, instead of 
understanding it from a dialectic between processes of production and 
consumption. As Ateljevic (2000) comments on the work of many research 
projects in the consumption of place, drawing on Jackson (1993, 1995), that there 
IS, 
a common deficiency in many of these studies is the 
production-biased treatment of consumption as the phase of 
capital circulation where consumers are treated 
(one-dimensionally as guilty fashion victims, carelessly 
sporting ((the cultural clothing JJ of late capitalism' (Jackson 
1995: 1875). More importantly, academic authors usually 
assume a reading of consumption discourses by consumers, 
rather than explore how the sites of consumption (are 
experienced by those who used them J (Jackson 1993c: 209). 
Thus, there is a call for consideration of consumer expenences, which 
'recognizes the active potential of ((ordinary JJ people to transform and subvert 
meanings in the course of cultural production and consumption' (Ateljevic 
2000). 
In this thesis, though I fully recognize that 'audiences' are active and that the 
consumption of place is an important process where new possibilities of 
meanings construction are possible, there are a range of difficulties working on 
the process of consumption. 
Firstly, this research deals with a process of transformation, it would be 
practically very hard to grasp ideas about previous experiences of their visits to 
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Hong Kong. Secondly, as the understanding of the process of meaning making 
during consumption of place in relation to production efforts is highly complex 
and interpretative, qualitative approaches are likely to be used. While 
demographics and cultural backgrounds of tourists coming to Hong Kong 
(probably the same for any city in the world) could be very different, sampling 
for interviews will be extremely difficult. A further problem arises if we consider 
the fact that many of these processes of meaning making involves tourists 
perception of the place before their travel, which could come from a wide range 
of sources, from millions of internet websites to guidebooks and travel 
magazines of different countries, or even sharing from friends who have 
previously come to the place. 
As there are many possibilities for individuals to interpret their journey to a 
foreign place, it is also hard to avoid these researches being finally loop back into 
the claim that, there are many possibilities in the consumption of place, and that 
the process is highly situational. These limit the possibilities to look into the case 
of consumption as well. It is also that the visit to a foreign place may constitute 
differences in the way individuals perform their lives when they are back at home. 
While even the tourists themselves may not be aware of it, it is again very 
difficult to uncover these subtle meanings through simple interviews. To arrive to 
more stable understanding of the process of consumption requires very creative 
research methodologies and has to be done in a highly limited scope, but is an 
interesting area to pay further attention to, as places are never a channel for one 
way flow of ideas, but a platform where participants of different background and 
different roles perform together to construct the place. 
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Conclusion 
The touristic experience of Hong Kong and Victoria Harbour is a process of 
accumulation, the accumulation of landmarks, historicity, packaging and 
promotional themes and identities over the last 50 years. In the last 10 to 20 years, 
however, some more radical changes happened, which flexibly repackages the 
spatial constructions, images, cultural and city identities into multiple themes that 
happen in a compressed time and space. These packages show combinations of 
imaginations of the city of Hong Kong, from financial to exhibitions and 
conferences center; from places of Chineseness to heaven of modem 
consumerism; from colonial legacy to the special administrative region returned 
to the motherland of the People's Republic of China. These identities are played 
out not only in a mixed up, but also in a hybridized manner, and are sold to an 
increasing number of continents, countries, and cities. 
But such description cannot exhaust the characteristics of the development of 
tourism Hong Kong and the Victoria Harbour experienced in the past decade. 
Instead of describing it as a further fragmentation of identities, I prefer to use 
'multiplication' to describe such conditions. Rather than simply breaking down a 
holistic identity into many parts, it is more about all these parts being constructed 
and further elaborated and developed. The mindset of such development is very 
much based on a modem spirit in an ever increasingly competitive global market. 
I will further illustrate the concept of multiplication. 
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First of all, in terms of the contents of the promotional identities, it is not only 
about dissecting existing promotional identities, but also a process of boosting up 
individual imagination. The promotional identities of Hong Kong are constructed 
based on contemporary consideration, together with spatial arrangements of 
landmarks, which are visually attractive and provide a framework and direction 
for an imagination of the future and to claim for central positions in global 
economical geography. The claim of central position is much more ambitious 
than stating that the city 'has' or 'is able provide' certain services or 
opportunities. 
Secondly, these images cannot exist only in themselves. Diverse touristic 
discourses of the city are no longer over-shaded by singular perspective even in 
individual promotional campaign. These discourses are, although sometimes in 
contradictory manners, articulated together to form promotion campaigns that 
stress on multiple possibilities. 
Thirdly, and most importantly, the materialities of these imaginations are not also 
readily available. These promotional campaigns are also proposals towards the 
possible directions of future development. Instead of empty symbolic values, 
multiple touristic identities of Hong Kong are trying to position the city under 
complicated progresses of globalization, and are in line with blueprints for the 
city to fight for its position in the global context. Many of the landmarks are 
newly developed, together with medium or long-term developmental programs 
(at least in the stage of program design). 
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However, it is also true that under the fast changing trends in the global context, 
many of these plans are not sustained nor completed, hence creating a sense of 
lost between the modem spirit that strive for development and success, and the 
vanishing of 'chances' in a wink in this fast changing world. Yet from the 
perspective of modem developmental, these plans have still established 
foundations waiting to be built up and filled in with concrete construction, 
hopefully not only by real estate projects. 
The multiple narratives of the promoted identities of Hong Kong are arguably 
more and more diversified under the 'multiplications' of landmarks. But from the 
perspective of local identities and cultural politics, whether such diversification, 
as part of the rise of flexibility and fluidity of the sign economy, is a chance of 
increasingly shared negotiation of identities is doubtful. The very idea of the 
diversification of experiences at landmarks around the Victoria Harbour can 
arguably be contextualize under increasing pace of globalization. The increasing 
multiplication of landmarks and experiences within happens from around the end 
of the twentieth century in Hong Kong. First of all, in almost every financial 
crisis in Hong Kong, tourism has popped up to rescue the economy. In fonn of 
what Harvey (2005) termed as 'uneven geographical development under flexible 
accumulation of capital', developed countries earn a high amount of foreign 
exchange to support a positive growth of local economy. In Hong Kong, tourism 
fits in such a role. Now the second largest industry in the local economy and 
constantly becoming more important, tourism is a significant source of revenue 
when the local economy cracks down. There is no doubt that boosting tourism 
development is an important affair for the local economy. 
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But at the same time, both the financial sector and tourism industries of Hong 
Kong are facing keen competition. As travelling becomes more and more 
convenient nowadays, Hong Kong has to compete in a global platform by finding 
good positioning for establishing networks in the world tourism economy. The 
meanings in the representation of cityscape, and the identities of the city has to 
be modified reflexively and quickly to fit in campaigns that try to establish Hong 
Kong as Asia's international city, capital of activities, capital of life, international 
film center, international hub for cruise liners etc. Creating identities as multiple 
centers by restructuring and producing landmarks is an important step. New 
landmarks tend to be more flexible constructed and made consumable to fit in 
multiple purposes, visually spectacular for global circulation of its image, and 
providing more spaces and rooms for organizing international events. All these 
give a hand to draw to Hong Kong a largest number of tourists possible. 
Multiplication is hence a powerful approach to maximize marketable experiences 
in tourism nowadays, changing ways of social interactions from the level of 
mediated forms as well as in localized places. In the process, the ability to 
negotiate a 'local', 'real', 'embedded' or perhaps 'original' identity could be 
deprived, except for those who have the power, politically and economically, to 
construct and to consume it. 
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